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Abstract
For all students, the ability to communicate is the most fundamental educational outcome
leading to academic success (Kearns et al., 2011). Students with autism (ASD), however,
demonstrate particular difficulty with spontaneous communication and use of functional
language throughout a variety of settings (CDC, 2018), including academic contexts. The
framework of verbal behavior and training of tacting and intraverbal responses has been widely
used to increase the language for students with autism (Sundberg & Michael, 2001), but these
skills do not begin in or generalize to academic contexts, particularly during reading instruction.
Embedded instruction (Jimenez & Kamei, 2015) and systematic prompting (Doyle et al.,1988)
have widely been used as strategies to improve skill acquisition for students with developmental
disabilities, including autism, but a majority of the skill acquisition relates to play, transition,
functional skill development, and communicating within a social and behavioral context as
opposed to within the contexts of access to academic content (Odom et al., 2010).
This study provides support to the existing literature by combining two previously
evidence-based practices to increase the verbal behavior (tacting and intraverbal responses) of
students with autism during reading instruction. A single subject multiple probe design across
participants was used to analyze the outcomes of the use of embedded trials and systematic
prompting on tacted and intraverbal responses, as well as the content and accuracy of the
responses. Additionally, social validity was measured in this study through surveys administered
to the student and teacher participants, as well as parents of the participants in the study.
Delimitations, limitations, and future research considerations were discussed.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Acquisition of appropriate language and communication skills is a key component of
many instructional practices used to teach students with autism spectrum disorders (ASD);
however, the generalization of communication skills to school and other environments requires
heavy modification and accommodations (El Zein et al., 2014). Practitioners in clinical,
community and classroom settings continuously search for practices to improve the quality of
life for all students (Mesibov & Shea, 2011). Not all programming and practices lead to
improved outcomes. Students with ASD continue to struggle to participate in discussions,
including shared academic experiences, commensurate with their typically developing peers.
Regulations mandate for educators maintain accountability for these students with instruction
and assessment (No Child Left Behind (NCLB), 2001; Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA),
2015), there are limited empirical academic studies with students with disabilities and measures
such as quality of education are often not quantified (Mesibov & Shea, 2011). Of the studies that
include students with disabilities, very few of these studies include expectations of rigor
commensurate with that of their typically developing peers (Spooner & Browder, 2015).
While the disability category of autism spectrum disorder has not undergone changes
since its introduction to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEIA) in
1991 (IDEIA, 2004), there have been a variety of changes regarding the diagnostic criteria and
overall definition of ASD (Centers for Disease Control (CDC), 2018). Similarly, many changes
have been inserted into what quality of life outcomes, and how academic, behavioral, and
communication interventions can be best implemented to improve these outcomes (Test et al.,
2009). While other disability category percentages have remained static or decreased, the
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percentage of students with autism, ages 6 through 21, receiving special education services
through Part B, has increased significantly from 2006 to 2015 (OSEP's Annual Reports to
Congress on the Implementation of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, 2018).
Students receiving special education services in part B are increasing each year and one
in forty-eight students is diagnosed with autism annually (CDC, 2018). This presents a need to
assess the most critical components of the diagnosis that effect quality of life and participation in
all environments including school, community, and all other natural environments where
students with ASD engage with others and their same-aged peers (Mirenda, 2003). One of the
most pertinent characteristics of ASD is a communication delay, particularly resulting in
decrease in use of functional language across settings and environments. Communication delays
are linked to social deficits as well as repetitive behaviors commonly displayed by students
diagnosed with autism (CDC, 2018). Limited communication is also linked to increased
challenging, repetitive, restrictive, or stereotypic behaviors as well as limited access to preacademic skills, including participating in shared discussions and answering questions about
academic content (Storie et al., 2017).
Common Core State Standards (CCSS; National Governors Association Center for Best
Practices [NGA Center] & Council of Chief State School Officers, [CCSSO], 2010) highlight
communication skills as foundational skills within the English Language Arts (ELA) content
standards. CCSS added specific categories for speaking and listening standards related to English
language arts (ELA) instruction. Beginning in kindergarten and lasting through fifth grade,
students are expected to collaborate in discussions about a text, follow agreed upon rules for
conversations, pose and respond to specific questions, and present knowledge about a topic
(CCSS, 2010). These skills go beyond the scope of basic comprehension skills and address more
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complex communication skills not always easily acquired by students with autism (Sundberg &
Michael, 2001). With an extensive amount of literature on characteristics of ASD and teaching
practices for skill acquisition for students with ASD, there is an established base for EBP’s for
communication and behavior. There is limited literature identifying best-practices for students
with severe disabilities combining communication, behavior and language, and teaching to
common core state standards (Spooner & Browder, 2015).
With most evidence-based practices (EBP’s) residing in the realm of communication and
behavior, in a similar vein, these EBP’s also exist as comprehensive treatment packages and
there are very few solo interventions addressing the needs of this population (Odom et al., 2010).
Applied behavior analysis (ABA) is the most common science used for students with autism,
which is defined as systematically implementing interventions to make improvements on
behaviors that are considered socially significant (Baer et al., 1968). System of least prompts
(Doyle et al., 1988), embedded instruction (Jimenez & Kamei, 2015), and multiple-tact training
(Partington & Bailey, 1993) have all been identified as EBP’s for individuals with ASD;
however, they have seldom been used in conjunction to increase language in academic contexts
and naturalistic settings with typically developing peers. Increasing language during reading
instruction alone can increase independence, functional, and conversational skills beyond the
reading instruction block for students with moderate to severe disabilities, including
developmental disabilities such as ASD (Spooner et al., 2014); however, these methods have
seldom been used together to expand language skills in relation to written text (Verschuur et al.,
2016). This study will contribute to the limited amount of literature exploring how the use of
embedded trials and systematic prompting effects transfer of tact to intraverbal and increases
overall responding during reading instruction.
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Statement of Problem
Individuals with autism who also are not using functional language within a conversation
face unique challenges when making decisions, advocating for themselves, and demonstrating
independence in both school and society (Konrad et al., 2012). Communication is the most
fundamental key for educational outcomes (Kearns et al., 2011), and students with autism
struggle with communication in a variety of formats across a variety of settings (CDC, 2018).
Additionally, students with autism particularly demonstrate difficulty with comprehending,
recalling, and therefore discussing written and spoken information. These students require means
of isolated teaching to gain the skills to respond verbally about this information presented by
teaching the skills discretely (Sundberg, 2008). It has been found that students with autism do
best when modifying instructional techniques to teach language and communication during
reading instruction, but still struggle significantly with discussing a written text or a shared
academic experience (El Zein et al., 2014). Communication deficits can lead to decreased selfesteem with natural environments, lack of or strained relationships and friendships, decreased
maintenance of employment and independence in the future, and increases stress for these
individuals as well as their loved ones and families. To eradicate these problems, examination
and manipulation of current practices, by combining current EBP’s or using current EBP’s in
novel scenarios (Odom et al., 2010), need to establish and maintained to benefit students with
autism who are not yet using functional language in conversation or demonstrating intraverbal
skills use.
Building language skills for students with ASD often stems from the framework of verbal
behavior, coined by B.F. Skinner (1957), which is defined by determining the meaning of a word
or words, by its function. Manding (requesting) and tacting (labeling) are two verbal operants
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within the structure of verbal behavior that are often referred to as being pre-requisites to
engaging in higher level conversation skills. In the verbal behavior framework, these higher-level
conversation skills are described as intraverbal skills (Cooper et al., 2020). Although these skills
can be utilized as pre-requisites to one another, in more complex instruction, many
discriminative stimuli (SD’s) may require both nonverbal and verbal stimuli to evoke a certain
response. This makes the response both a tact and an intraverbal skill (Cooper et al., 2020).
Expanding use of both receptive and expressive communication techniques has not always
included more advanced skills, but rather stops at basic use of requesting and getting needs met
via their communicative means as well as labeling those same objects (Mirenda, 2003).
Regarding academics, these skills also often stop at rote memorization and students with limited
functional communication are not always given the opportunity to partake as both the speaker
and listener in social and academic discussions both during and following a shared experience
(Sundberg & Michael, 2001).
While the behavioral model of language development and verbal behavior set forth by
Skinner (1953; 1957) has had criticisms on its lack of empiricism in language development and
focusing too heavily on behavioral principles (Chomsky, 1959), the foundational components of
verbal behavior and the six verbal operants he described lend itself to teaching functional
communication to students with autism spectrum disorders and limited communication. While
the verbal operants Skinner described include manding, tacting, intraverbal skills, echoic, textual,
and transcription, the three most common verbal operants utilized in teaching of students with
autism are manding, tacting, and use of intraverbal skills (Sundberg, 2008). Manding
(requesting), tacting (labeling), and intraverbal skills (conversational skills) all require specific
knowledge and actions by the communicative partner to alter the environment for these
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communicative opportunities to take place. These skills are described as listener and speaker
skills and repertoires (Skinner, 1957). In order to increase effective outcomes for students with
limited communication in inclusive settings, staff members and peers in those settings must learn
their role as the partner to help increase intraverbal exchanges during academic content and
dialogical discussions as opposed to just social opportunities as well as ensure the student with
autism is aware of their responsibilities as the other communicative partner (Calculator, 2009).
Understanding the framework of intraverbal behavior, communication requirements for students
with autism in academic contexts, as well as how to embed trials of communication opportunities
for this population with systematic prompting could improve the tacted and intraverbal responses
for these students.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to apply a multiple-probe design to carefully examine and
analyze the effects of utilizing a combination of embedded tacting trials, and systematic
prompting on intraverbal skill acquisition of students with autism spectrum disorder. By creating
a package of two previously used evidence-based practices the research will examine if
combining these strategies can produce an increase in intraverbal skills following the reading of
an adapted texts with embedded tacting trials throughout the reading process.
Research Questions
To examine the use of embedding trials and systematic prompting on tacted and
intraverbal responses, a single-case research, multiple-probe design (Horner & Baer, 1978) will
be used to answer the following research questions.
Research Question 1: Does the use of embedding trials paired with systematic prompting
increase accuracy of tacted responses while reading an adapted text?
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Research Question 2: What is the content of intraverbal responses given after reading an
adapted text?
Research Question 3: What is the social validity of the use of embedding tacting trials paired
with systematic prompting for practitioners, parents, and students?
Significance of Study
While there are many evidence-based communications interventions for students with
disabilities, there are limited practices allowing students with limited functional verbal
communication to engage in meaningful discourse through their modality of communication as
opposed to simply indicating a choice through a fixed amount of choices and engaging in rote
and memorized discussion. Additionally, there are limited studies combining behavioral
approaches to targeting expressive and receptive communication along in the context of
academics, particularly reading for that are appropriate based on chronological age with their
typically developing peers (Erickson, 2017).
Many EBP’s target behavioral approaches through verbal behavior in isolation (Odom et
al., 2010). Tacting to intraverbal interventions utilize prompting procedures typically for skill
acquisition in the areas of labeling objects and categorizing features of common objects (Coon &
Miguel, 2012); therefore, this study will contribute to advancement of theory, knowledge, and
practices by building on verbal abilities and the power that comes with communication abilities
for all students, including students with autism (Cafiero, 1998). Using embedded trials to gain
accuracy with tacting as well as intraverbally responding to a text will expand the repertoire of
skills students with autism can access to communicate about their natural environment,
particularly during reading instruction. This study will contribute to the body of literature
focusing on moving forward the implementation of a combination of several evidence-based
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practices based in the theoretical framework of verbal behavior for students with autism to
increasing tacting and intraverbal communication skills following reading an adapted ageappropriate text.
Definition of Terms
The definitions of the below terms are provided for clarification throughout the study.
These definitions are cited with seminal and current literature but may take unique forms in
reference to this study.
Autism Spectrum Disorder
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is defined throughout this study based on most current
release of the Diagnostic Statistic Manual for Mental Disorders (2013). ASD is characterized by
two components. A. Persistent deficits in social communication and social interactions across
contexts. B. Restricted or repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, or activities. These
components much be present in early childhood and in conjunction must impair or limit to some
extent everyday functioning. These characteristics are determined through observations and
rating scales (DSM IV, 2013). Obtainment of ASD diagnosis will be explained further in
inclusion criteria of participants later in study.
Continuous Reinforcement
During this study, continuous reinforcement will be utilized for both baseline and
intervention conditions. Continuous reinforcement is defined as providing an immediate
reinforcer (i.e. token, toy, edible) per every correct instance (Cooper et al., 2020) of the target
behaviors. These target behaviors are listed in the methodology section of the study per response
operational definitions for different levels of responding. Each student received their own level
of continuous reinforcement.
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Convergent Multiple Control
Convergent multiple control is defined as a single response being under the control of
multiple stimuli (Skinner, 1957). Within this study, convergent multiple control involves
nonverbal stimuli as well as verbal stimuli to evoke the behavior of the vocal response from the
student. Both sources of intraverbal control as well as tact control are required for the response to
be accurate from the participant. Therefore, verbal operants and verbal responses can be
classified as part tact and part intraverbal (Cooper et al., 2020).
Discrete Trial Teaching (DTT)
Discrete trial teaching (DTT), rooted in principles of applied behavior analysis, will be
used during this study to implement intervention phases with fidelity. This is already the practice
taught to the teachers within this study to teach new and discrete skills as part of behavioral and
academic interventions. DTT is comprised of teaching discrete skills, providing a discriminative
stimulus along with a prompt if necessary, allowing for student response time, and providing
reinforcement or punishment dependent on the response to shape future behaviors and responses
(Lovaas, 1987). For this study, discrete trial teaching will be referenced as a foundation for
methods to teach students with ASD and provide basis for using particular prompting strategies
during intervention.
Distance Learning Procedures
Throughout the duration of this study, distance learning procedures were used for typical
classroom instruction for all students, with and without disabilities. For the purpose of this study,
distance learning procedures will refer to virtual instruction occurring in a 1:1 format with the
teacher of record. Parents are present for distance learning procedures because the learning takes
place within the student home. Google Meets is the platform used for distance learning
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procedures to be consistent with Google Classroom and google e-mails used for educators. The
teacher of record for the study demonstrated proficiency with the technological platform prior to
the beginning of the study.
Embedded Trials
Embedded or distributed trials do not occur one after another but occur at different times
throughout the instructional block. For this study, discrete trials will be embedded and
distributed throughout the reading of an adapted text to address tacting trials and intraverbal
questions within the distance learning format for reading instruction in a 1:1 teaching
environment. The trials will be explicitly asked throughout designated sentences in the adapted
story on the fidelity checklists for both baseline and intervention phases (Jimenez & Kamai,
2015).
Expressive and Receptive Communication
This study identifies receptive and expressive communication as both parts of the study
but does not delve into the development of these two skills, rather the use of these behavioral
repertoires to teach intraverbal skills regarding academics, particularly literacy instruction. While
protocols for developing receptive language, identifying a target based on language input, versus
expressive language, generating language output based on stimulus presence, have been
developed. Generally, it is recommended that receptive language be taught before expressive
language skills (Lovaas, 1977), however, it is not always necessary, as not all students require
this typical form of sequence to acquire language skills (Lovaas, 2003).
Intraverbal Skills
Verbal behavior is not used in the literature, or in this study to describe vocalizations and
what most may think of as verbal expressions, but rather a means of communication “behavior
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reinforced through the mediation of other persons” (Skinner, 1953). This study will focus
particularly on intraverbal skills, verbal behavior as a response to the verbal behavior of another
person(s) behavior (Skinner, 1957); however, verbal behavior will be referenced as a whole
when discussing the literature. Intraverbal skills will serve as the dependent variable in this
study.
Massed Trials
Massed trials are trials that occur consecutively and have a small amount of time
occurring between each trial (i.e. three to five seconds). Additionally, these trials typically are
identical or relate to the same content (Wolery, 2012). In this study, massed trials will be
described within the literature in reference to DTT and in comparison to embedded trials within
the intervention context.
Multiple-Tact Training (Partington & Bailey, 1993)
Defined in their 1993 study, Partington and Bailey described multiple-tact training as
tacting several responses within a repertoire before transferring to another verbal operant. For
this study, multiple-tact training will be used for components of the story as opposed to
categorizing by class or category, features of the object, and function.
Preference Assessments
Preference assessments will be used in this study to determine reinforcement for
continuous procedures used in both the baseline and intervention phases of this study. While
there are many types of preference assessments that can be used to determine potential
reinforcement for the participants, a free-operant preference assessment will be used specifically.
A free operant preference assessment consists of providing a given number of items in an open
assortment to a student (Cooper et al., 2020). A designated time is set to engage with the items or
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activity present. The instructor than selects the items that were engaged with most at the end of
the designated time frame. Instructors will repeat the process until reinforcing items are
determined.
Self-Contained Classroom
A self-contained classroom consists of at minimum one special-education teacher (SET)
and one special education teacher assistant (SPTA) per eight students. This particular study
contains at minimum one, but two potential self-contained classrooms labeled primary and
intermediate autism, however, that does not necessarily indicate that every student in the
classroom has an autism diagnosis or eligibility. These students receive access to the general
education setting for less than 40% of their school day as it is a more restrictive environment to
allow for lower ratios and higher intensity of intervention (U.S. Department of Education, Office
of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, Office of Special Education Programs, 2017).
Speaking and Listening Skills
Speaking and listening skills will be described in two contexts within the study. First,
speaking and listening skills will be described through the context of verbal behavior posed by
B.F. Skinner in 1957 regarding the behavior of the speaker and listener when it comes to posing
tacts and intraverbal skills. The second way speaking and listening will be addressed is through
dialogical discourse, the introduction of speaking and listening standards into the Common Core
State Stands (2010) and how this relates to speaking and listening about a story during reading
instruction.
Special Education Teacher
A special education teacher in this study is used to refer to a teacher in a self-contained
autism program. This term will be used to refer only to teachers with necessary license and
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credentials to teach students with moderate to severe disabilities in the current district. See the
participants section for further descriptions of special education teachers delivering intervention
or collecting data during this study.
Special Education Teacher Assistant
Special Education Teacher Assistants (STPA) in the special education setting work
alongside the teacher of record, or special education teacher, to carry-out intervention plans and
academic services for students. While they are not licensed teachers, they undergo training in
academic and behavioral services to deliver instruction to their students. It is primarily the
special education teacher’s responsibility to provide individualized training and ongoing
coaching to the support staff professionals working in their classrooms. These paraprofessionals
may have a range of demographic characteristics.
System of Least Prompts
System of Least Prompts in this study will be used for each student during intervention
phases as followed on the fidelity checklists. For the students participating in this study, the
system of least prompts will include gestural, visual, and verbal prompting in that specific order.
The system will include the use of discrete trial teaching and prompting when necessary with
least intrusive prompts, the opportunity to respond independently in presence of the target
stimulus, and the implementation of the next intrusive prompt dependent on student achievement
and obtaining an independent correct response (Doyle et al., 1988).
Tacting
Tacting will be used to describe a verbal operant and one of the prerequisites to
intraverbal skills. Tacting is described as labeling items in the natural environment (Cooper et
al., 2020). Tacting requires reinforcement to be produced in presence of an environmental cue as
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opposed to the verbal behavior of another person. These skills will be used as prompting, prerequisites, and inclusion criteria for the study based on the Assessment of Basic Language and
Learning Skills (ABLLS) described further in this study as well as used during intervention
phase as part of teaching strategies and prompting strategies for comprehension question
labeling.
Verbal Behavior
Verbal behavior was first defined by B.F. Skinner in 1957. He defined verbal behavior as
“behavior reinforced through the mediation of other persons” (p. 2). Verbal behavior is the
theoretical framework from which the dependent measures and response definitions were
derived.
Vocal Expressions
Because Skinner defined verbal behavior as “behavior reinforced through the mediation
of other persons” (1957, p. 2), verbal will not be used to describe student responses, but rather
use the term “vocal expressions” (p. 2). Vocal expressions will refer to students using their
human voice to produce sounds and words to emit the responses to the questions during
intervention and baseline conditions.
Delimitations
While this study will contribute to the body of literature, there are delimitations to be
acknowledged as intentional decisions made by the research for this particular study. To explore
further research to be conducted and generalized across settings, responses, and stimuli, below
boundaries were acknowledged and considered when planning the study.
1. Due to small number of participants, generalization is limited, and further studies
should be conducted for replicates to increase external validity (Ledford & Gast,
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2013). Similarly, there is no return to baseline during this study and no replicates
within a particular participant. This was intentional per the researcher as the skills
learned during this intervention are not reversable and a return to a baseline phase
would not be rendered appropriate.
2. Questions answered in the study were presented in the same order as they are
embedded within the reading of the adapted text. This decision was intentional as the
presentation of the text and embedded questions needs to remain consistent for
participants to align with the adapted text.
3. Students participating in this study were in second through fifth grade, subsequently
this study did not include students in secondary grades or anyone chronologically
over the age of eleven. This age group was chosen due to the speaking and listening
standards being introduced in early elementary grades and continuing through K-12
education.
4. Student participants of the study were chosen to specifically have the ability to
produce responses vocally as a means of verbal behavior.
5. Student participants of this study were required to follow-one step directions and
attend to task for two minutes listed in the participants inclusion section. This
decision was made to address internal validity with measuring the target behavior of
responses to tacted and intraverbal questions as opposed to addressing challenging
behavior.
6. Critiques of single-case research design apply to this study given that this study
operates on multiple-probe design (Horner & Baer, 1978). Critiques of limitations
exist due to external validity.
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7. The school chosen in the large urban school district was a part of a purposeful sample
choosing based on the programming for students with autism and experienced
personnel. Other schools may not yield the same results.
8. There was only one school utilized with two sets of teachers and students for this
study. Generalization may not be guaranteed to other classrooms and other schools in
classrooms or with teachers of different demographics. Teacher and student
participants were purposefully chosen for the inclusion and exclusion criteria of this
study.
9. Embedded trials and systematic prompting were used in conjunction to apply the
intervention; therefore, it will not be able to identify which component was most
effective in the intervention. This was the intention of the researcher as literature
supports the use of both separately as an evidence-based practice (Doyle et al., 1988;
Jimenez & Kamai, 2015).
10. Distance learning procedures were used for this study and did not occur in the setting
of a typical classroom environment.
Organization of Study
This study is composed of five chapters, each with a specific purpose designed to
articulate a different portion of the study. Chapter One provides a description of the current
problem, significance of the study, theoretical framework surrounding the problem, and
definitions of terms that will be utilized consistently throughout the study. Chapter Two provides
a thorough synthesis of seminal and current literature surrounding many of the key terms and
themes mentioned throughout the study, as well as the theoretical framework on which the
remainder of the study is developed. Chapter Three is composed of the methodology and design
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elements used to implement the baseline and intervention procedures as well as includes all
reference to design elements that can be located in subsequent appendices. Chapter Four of the
study includes the results of the multiple-probe intervention conducted in attempt to increase
tacting and intraverbal skills. To conclude the study, Chapter Five discussions the implications of
the results and limitations of the study as well as to add to the current body of literature and
explore future lines of research.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review
This literature review synthesizes research examining the following topics and
frameworks: expectations for students with autism, adapted literacy, discourse and dialogical
learning, verbal behavior and intraverbal skills, verbal behavior, and discrete trial teaching.
Database searches were conducted during the year of 2019 of peer-reviewed articles. Databases
searched included ERIC, Education Full Text, Professional Development Collection, Child
Development and Adolescent Studies, Education: A Sage Collection, and PsychINFO. Keywords
used for searching included adaptive literacy, autism, severe or significant disabilities, verbal
behavior, embedded and distributed trials, functional communication, classroom, intraverbal and
teaching, training, discourse, dialogic learning during reading, and discussions during reading.
Severe and significant disabilities were included in the literature review keywords search due to
a limited pool of studies on using adapted texts and reading discourse for students with autism do
not demonstrate cognitive deficits, but rather communication deficits. Literature included were
peer-reviewed articles written in English. To be included in this review of literature, articles,
must have 1) contained one or more of the keywords listed previously mentioned in the search
from the databases, 2) been published during the years 2009 and 2019 and 3) be empirical in
nature according to standards of American Psychological Association (APA) or a systematic
review of literature.
Focus of this literature review was research with student or client participants as opposed
to personnel prep; although some studies involving practitioner, family, and educator training
were included to include background information about use of current evidence-based practices.
The exception to the year constraints includes seminal pieces from all categories as well as
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studies from 2000 to 2009 for categories of verbal behavior and intraverbal skills, as well as the
effects of embedded trials versus mass discrete trials due to limited empirical research. Articles
excluded from the literature review were within medical contexts instead of educational settings
as well as studies that took place internationally. Seminal pieces were pulled from multiple
books that referenced to key components of applied behavior analysis, particularly verbal
behavior and the teaching of more complex communication skills (Barbera & Rasmussen, 2007;
Cooper et al., 2020; Eikeseth, Smith, & Klintwall, 2014; Kent, 1974; Lefstein & Snell, 2014;
Lovaas, 1974; 1977; 2003; Miles & Huberman, 1984; Pressley & Allington, 2014; Skinner,
1957; Snell, 1983; Waters, 1964).
Educational and Community Expectations for Students with Autism
Although there has been an expansion of research for students with ASD, expectations
for students with severe disabilities and more profound levels of autism have fluctuated
significantly throughout the last century. There is a distinction in both eligibility and diagnosis
between students with more profound forms of autism and students with cognitive disabilities
(IDEA, 2004); but, students with severe to profound forms of autism require similar
accommodations and modifications to access general education curriculum and opportunities to
demonstrate their knowledge of the adapted curriculum and content standards commensurate
with their typical peers.
Many changes have been made regarding legal expectations and accountability for both
educators and students as well as community access (ESSA, 2015; IDEIA, 1997; NCLB, 2001;
2002); however, educators and stakeholders are still experimenting with how to best provide
meaningful access to general education curriculum for this population of students with
disabilities, as well as how to address skills that will truly lead to long-term quality of life
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increasing outcomes. Increase for expectations to gain access to general education content has
been noted across subjects for students with developmental disabilities, including autism, but the
rigor of the general education content being presented to students with of this population is
questionable and access does not always occur in inclusive settings (Spooner & Browder, 2015).
History of Autism Spectrum Disorders
While ASD is a common term amongst populations describing students with disabilities
in recent times and has maintained its own diagnosis category (CDC, 2018), it has not always
maintained its own identify and has been combined with other disabilities and mental illnesses.
For the past century, ASD has had its own unique experience with being lumped in with other
mental illness and disability categories, as well as reshaping the definition of this disability and
what characteristics confirm or deny its diagnosis within an individual. The term has made its
journey from being categorized with other mental illnesses, to “infantile autism”, to a spectrum
of disorders (Kent et al., 2013). More than a century ago, ASD was not identified as its own
disorder, but was categorized as a subset of schizophrenia. Autism fell under the category of
schizophrenia due to the characteristics of being withdrawn and turning in toward oneself
(Hommer & Swedo, 2015).
Although it took until 1979 to fully disentangle schizophrenia and autism, Leo Kanner
and Hans Asperger recognized autism as its own disability category (Wolff, 2004). Cases of
insane children had been discussed a century prior by John Halsam, but this insanity was very
subjective and not completely synonymous with the behavioral patterns described by Kanner and
Asperger (Kent et al., 2013; Wolff, 2004). Along with fully disentangling the definitions and
titles of the disabilities, it took a significant length of time to make these changes official in
diagnostic terms and definitions.
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In 1980, Infantile autism was introduced to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM-III). This was the first time that the condition was also officially
separated from childhood schizophrenia (Kent et al., 2013). In the year 1987, the term “infantile
autism” was replaced with a more comprehensive and thorough definition of autism spectrum
disorders. A checklist was included with this new comprehensive definition to establish a
diagnosis protocol. In 1994, Asperger’s syndrome was added to the DSM with protocols to
diagnose high-functioning autism under the spectrum of ASD (DSM-IV revised, 4th edition). The
DSM changed eight years ago, where autism spectrum disorders replaced all other forms of
autism and disorders falling under the spectrum based on two forms of social communication
deficits, as well as repetitive behaviors (CDC, 2018). Concerns and controversy have been
brought forth by experts and stakeholders (i.e. schools districts, legislators, community agencies)
in the community of the new diagnosis criteria missing higher functioning students with autism
who may have previously received an eligibility and subsequent services and intervention (Kent
et al., 2013). With changes in how autism is defined as well as its place amongst the continuum
of mild to severe or profound disabilities, expectations and laws have also fluctuated for this
population.
Laws, Expectation, and Assessment
After almost a century of development, autism was added as a category for special
education to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) reauthorization in 1990.
Because of this addition and change, public schools began offering services to students with
autism and recognizing autism as a program special education category. This expanded autism
treatment to be included on a comprehensive school campus as opposed to primarily in clinical
settings. While additional access to education was provided to students who qualified in the
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disability category of ASD; students were often secluded on comprehensive school campuses
and considered a low-incidence and severe disability regardless of placement on the spectrum.
Additionally, in the 2004 reauthorization of IDEA, the category of developmental delay was
added as a category of special education. Many of students with autism will initially be
diagnosed with developmental delay and obtain an eligibility of autism upon re-evaluation (U.S.
Congress, Committee of Health and Labor, 2003).
Aside from IDEA, the introduction of No Child Left Behind (NCLB) began the wave of
accountability for all populations of students, requiring all students to be tested through a
standardized or alternate measure to account for adequate yearly progress (AYP) and receive
federal funds (NCLB, 2001; ESSA, 2015). With this introduction also initiated the decision of
how to assess these students, what standards would be measured for this population, and how to
teach to these standards while providing access to the general education curriculum. Curriculumbased assessments have been adapted to assess this population, but often do not measure
standards commensurate with that of their typical peers. In a study assessing 207 students with
severe disabilities, the Non-verbal literacy assessment (NVLA) was utilized to measure
performance in text awareness, listening comprehension, phonics, phonemic awareness, and
vocabulary in a receptive format of two to four choices, and verbal responses were accepted
when they presented themselves (Baker et al., 2010).
While curriculum-based assessments do not always reflect alignment with state standards
and connectors, alternate assessment procedures are utilized for high-stakes testing procedures
for all students, including those with developmental disabilities. These assessments are statespecific in administration, evidence of student performance, and materials and accommodations
utilized (Rogers et al., 2015). In a review of alternate assessment procedures, the following
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sixteen states were randomly selected to evaluate how students with severe disabilities are
accounted for during assessment: California, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Kansas,
Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, South
Carolina, Texas, and West Virginia. The common requirements amongst the states for
participation in an alternate ``assessment were:
(a) student must have a severe cognitive disability, deficits in communication and,
(b) adaptive behavior; and require specialized educational programming that “facilitates
the acquisition of skills across environments; require educational support systems,
such as assistive technology, personal care, health services, or behavioral
interventions” (Kohl et al., 2006, p. 236).
These deficits must be significant for each state and programming must be highly specialized,
requiring significant modifications as opposed to minor accommodations to programming.
Similarly, a majority of states indicated training procedures, standards, and breakdown of
standards, indicators, and independence levels. While assessment procedures are explicitly
delineated in most state procedures, there were not standard procedures on where this content
would be delivered to students or curriculum to utilize to effectively deliver the content aligned
with the alternate assessment (Kohl et al., 2006). In order to successfully provide a learning
environment connected to assessment, Universal Design for Learning is frequently applied in
elementary, secondary, and post-secondary settings for students with and without developmental
disabilities.
Universal Design for Learning
With increased expectations and requirements for accountability for all students comes
the necessity for a way to deliver instruction to all students. The conceptual framework of the
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Universal Design for Learning (UDL) was adapted to provide access to all learners to participate
in classroom activities and discussions at a meaningful level of engagement. This framework
uses multiple means of representation, expression, and engagement to increase learning
opportunities for all learners on both a comprehensive school campus and university setting
(Rose & Meyer, 2002). While UDL does not necessarily have a uniform manner in which it is
implemented, many have begun to utilize UDL just as the American Disabilities Act of 1990 was
utilized in the designing of buildings as opposed to an after-thought. Using UDL as a framework
has been implemented in some states, such as Maryland, as a required framework for
implementation of differentiation for students with and without disabilities (King-Sears et al.,
2015).
Although use of UDL has taken disability from an individual to a social model by
expanding availability of access to curriculum, use of UDL with students with behavioral
disorders has been explored on a limited basis (McGuire et al., 2006). Additionally, UDL has
shown improvements in these multiple means of access while instruction is occurring, but there
is limited empirical research showing improved outcomes in achievement for students once UDL
has been implemented in the classroom (Kings-Sears et al., 2015). Regardless of evidence of
outcomes, the framework of UDL opened doors for differentiation on a larger scale throughout
public school and secondary education opportunities, increasing the expectations of faculty and
staff developing programming for all students, furthering the research agenda for all students,
and decreasing limitations for diverse learners.
Current Requirements and Limitations for Students with Autism
While students with severe and developmental disabilities have been awarded increased
access to community and educational supports, there is still significant room for growth. Many
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programs, interventions, and evidence-based practices (EBP’s) for students with severe
disabilities, including autism spectrum disorders are part of comprehensive treatment models
(CTM’s) as opposed to solo interventions. In a review of these treatment model interventions
used for students with ASD, up to twenty-two years of age, it was found that twenty-four current
evidence-based practices met experimental control indicators and quality indicators for singlecase research design (Horner et al., 2005; Odom et al., 2010) and none of these practices met the
criteria for group-design methodology (Gersten et al., 2005).
Similarly, a majority of these CTM’s focused on behavior modification and acquiring
communication targets, with very few in play, transitions, and gaining access to and mastering
academic material (Odom et al., 2010). Currently, students with developmental disabilities,
including ASD, have gained access to general education curriculum through elevated standards
and implementation of law, there is still much room to grow regarding providing instruction
related to state standards or alternate achievement standards related to what typically developing
peers are being exposed to in the general education setting (Spooner & Browder, 2015). With
access to general education curriculum increased and many changes made to the diagnosis of
autism, some evidence-based practices remain consistent throughout research and history and
can be transferred from teaching functional and behavioral skills to teaching academic skills and
skills of higher rigor.
Adapted Reading and Texts
Skill acquisition, teaching, generalization, and maintaining new skills for students with
autism include various reinforcement, chaining, punishment, and prompting strategies which all
are smaller components or altering antecedents and consequences to shape behavior (Cooper et
al., 2020). These skills include social, communicative, and behavioral skills. While these skills
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may be taught in isolation, they may also be taught in the context of academic instruction,
particularly reading. Reading is a prevalent topic amongst research for students with and without
disabilities (Browder et al., 2009; El Zein et al., 2014; Katims, 1991; 1996). While programming
to increase acquisition of reading skills have been taught using many literacy based behavioral
interventions (LBBI) to teach social narratives (Brady et al., 2016; Singh et al., 2017), these
programs use a story to present a social narrative and teach skills within a non-academic context
to teach situational social and functional skills. Additionally, skills taught within the context of
reading instruction for students with autism often include discrete skills that are a larger part of a
reading repertoire. These skills include phonemic awareness, phonics acquisition, vocabulary
acquisition, explicit text comprehension, and print-emergent skills as opposed to increasing
overall communication regarding a text and participation in reading instruction, potentially
leading to discourse about a text (Singh et al., 2017).
Although autism is included in the category of developmental disabilities, students with
autism with communication deficits, but normal cognitive measures, do not always demonstrate
typical reading deficits, but rather deficits in communication, which limit access to general
education reading content and participation in discussions surrounding that content (Erickson,
2017). Skills surrounding literacy is often referenced within the content area of EnglishLanguage Arts (ELA), with speaking and listening standards being incorporated into this content,
expecting that all students will gain access to speaking and listening skills embedded within the
context of access to ELA instruction (CCSS, 2010); therefore, literacy also takes a functional
form regarding access to community and higher quality of life for all individuals (Kearns et al.,
2011).
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The speaking and listening standards fall within the literacy core area but are divided into
two primary sections: comprehension and collaboration and presentation of knowledge and
ideas. Students in grades K-3 are expected to ask and answer questions surrounding a text, and in
grades four through five are expected to ask and answer questions as well as summarize and
identify key points within a text (CCSS, 2010). Beginning in kindergarten, students are expected
to participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about a text through grades
two. In third grade, the comprehension and collaboration skills increase to being able to engage
in a variety of collaborative conversations, in both 1:1 and group settings about texts and grade
level topics (CCSS, 2010). Given that students with autism demonstrate difficulty
communicating across environments, stimuli, and topics (CDC, 2018), it is likely they
demonstrate difficulty when agreeing upon conversational rules surrounding a text, particularly a
text commensurate with their chronological age. Literacy, and the speaking and listening skills
surrounding literacy, are noted as one of the most critical skills for all individuals to lead a life
high of quality and independence (Erickson, 2017), but students with developmental disabilities,
including autism, have only recently been given high expectations regarding applying skills
during reading contexts, gaining meaning from reading instruction, and speaking, listening, and
overall communicating about their reading experiences.
Reading Expectations for Students with Disabilities
With all students being expected to speak and listen regarding age-appropriate topics and
texts (CCSS, 2010), it is imperative that they are held to high expectations regarding
communication during literacy instruction. Reading has historically been one of the key
components of a traditional education on a comprehensive school campus, but expectations and
requirements of accountability for teaching reading to students with disabilities has adjusted
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within the past two decades to increase expectations for those teaching students with autism
regarding instruction and assessment (ESSA, 2015; IDEIA, 1997; NCLB, 2001; 2002). In light
of emerging research in early literacy skills for students with developmental disabilities,
including autism (Browder & Ahlgrim-Delzell, 2009; Spooner et al., 2014), the general
procedure has been to adapt evidence-based practices used for typically developing students
learning to read and then reading to gain information. Literacy-based behavioral interventions
have been used heavily to teach students with autism specific skills that are related to social
skills and behavioral skill acquisition (Bucholz & Brady, 2008). These adapted texts are
primarily known as social narratives (Collet-Klingenberg & Franzone, 2008). These texts do not
often have any relation to academic contexts or represent the chronological age of students for
which the social narratives are created (Bucholz & Brady, 2008).
Similarly, teachers of special education classrooms have variable feelings about their
training and teaching in academic areas and prefer to teach narratives related to a social or
behavioral skill. In a survey study by Ruppar et al. (2011), the authors interviewed 63 special
education teachers about their preferences when teaching literacy to students with disabilities
(2011). A majority of them self-reported that they prefer to teach literacy linked to life-skills
targets and specific task acquisition as opposed to exploring true components of literacy and
exploring an age-appropriate text with text to self, text to text, and text to world connections that
can lead to more abstract concepts and speaking and listening skills regarding inferential text.
These conversations can take place amongst students and staff as well as students and peers
(Ruppar et al., 2011).
Self-efficacy and school philosophies also play a large part in teacher expectations of
literacy for students with severe disabilities (Ruppar et al., 2015). When examining four
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secondary special education teachers, it was found that while they all had variable perspectives
about to what extent literacy would affect their student’s lives, they all believed that
administration philosophies played a large part in determining whether they were qualified to
teach literacy to students with significant and developmental disabilities, including autism
(Ruppar et al., 2015). Along with teacher self-efficacy, as students get older, there becomes an
increased emphasis for the story-telling aspect of literacy to shift from the teacher to the student
and the speaking and listening roles to be gradually released to the students as opposed to the
instructor. Students are required to take an active role; therefore, involving students in the
literacy process as a storyteller from an early age is required to ease this transition from learning
to read to reading to acquire information (Ping, 2014).
Expectations of Communicating about Reading for Students with Disabilities
Reading standards, and the communication standards within the context of reading
instruction, are ever increasing for all school-aged individuals as literacy is potentially the most
critical component to achieve college and career readiness and reading instruction should be
comprehensive for all students (Presley & Allington, 2014), unlocking the ability to gain
meaning from all written information across subjects. This also rings true for those with
developmental disabilities, including autism, and do not take a traditional path to acquiring
literacy skills. Evidence-based practices addressing this increased expectation are not always
available to students with severe disabilities (Browder et al., 2009). There is often a
misconception that students with disabilities need to obtain early literacy skills in a typical and
linear fashion before being exposed to print-rich environments, having exposure to texts aligned
with chronological age, and being actively engaged in discussions surrounding chronologically
aged texts (Browder et al., 2006). To counteract these misconceptions of the way students with
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developmental disabilities acquire literacy skills, the Intervention of Early Progress Project found
that even children with severe disabilities can make progress in a print-rich environment and
being held to high expectations along with their typically developing peers (Katims, 1991; 1996).
Including students with developmental disabilities, including autism, in systematic and rich
instruction in reading as well as speaking and listening regarding the reading instruction, benefits
teachers, typically developing peers, as well as the students with developmental disabilities
(Schnorr, 2011).
Emergent amounts of evidence-based practices have been identified for teaching literacy
to typically developing students (NPDC, 2011; WWC, 2009), but not as many have been
identified as EBP’s for students with disabilities (NPDC, 2011). A 2006 review by Browder et al.
identified 128 studies teaching literacy skills to students with severe disabilities, only 44 of those
met the criteria of quality indicators for evidence-based practices. Additionally, only 11 of those
addressed reading comprehension. Similar to interventions for students with developmental
disabilities, including autism, adapted literacy interventions are designed to teach a specific
discrete skill or task related to the story, but often do not address gaining meaning from shared
information in a more naturalistic format (Singh et al., 2017).
Discrete communication skills taught in a one to one teaching scenario are often
successfully acquired by students with autism, but do not necessarily generalize to different
materials and large-group discussions about a shared experience regarding a text and the texts do
not always align to academic content covered by typically developing peers (Erickson, 2017).A
multiple-baseline study conducted by Brady et al., (2016), they implemented a peer-mediated
literacy-based behavioral intervention targeting the skill of handwashing resulted in increased
performance in the targeted task of handwashing. This study included three students, ages seven
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to ten, with intellectual and developmental disabilities. A task analysis was used paired with
pictures on a majority of the pages of the text or pictures were used in isolation as opposed to
embedded within a text (Brady et al., 2016). While this study showed an increase for all students
from baseline to intervention phases and produced an increase in a functional skill, the skill had
no relation to reading content commensurate with other typically developing peers, but rather
used a social narrative to teach a socially important task to the three students.
With the necessity to provide access for students to gain meaning from texts, and
subsequently discussions about those texts, emerging research and models have been introduced
for what should be emphasized in a literacy program for those with severe disabilities.
Systematic prompting, while used to teach functional skills, have also been demonstrated to
effectively teach literacy skills as well (Browder et al., 2006). Browder et al. (2006) developed a
model of emphasis for literacy programs moving from elementary to secondary settings. It was
recommended that in elementary school emphasis is placed on how to read and as the student
progresses in chronological age, more emphasis is moved to reading to gain information from
informational and narrative text and concluding with functional reading. Although the
elementary emphasis is placed on how to read, Browder et al. (2006; 2009) address, however,
that access to literature should not be postponed until decoding skills are acquired and that
students with developmental disabilities, including autism, have higher outcomes when exposed
to chronologically age-appropriate texts.
Curriculum and Texts
Although expectations were raised for students with developmental disabilities, including
autism, curriculum to address these needs and provide access to general education standards
were lacking for this population. The National Reading Panel (NPR, 2000) recommends the
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following components for effective reading instruction: (a) phonemic awareness, (b) phonics, (c)
fluency, (d) vocabulary, and (e) text comprehension. While many of the curriculum and
comprehensive treatment programs include these components to teach students with autism
reading instruction include the recommended parts (Odom et al., 2010) text comprehension is a
complex skill that does not always address speaking, listening, and communicating about a text.
EBP’s for students with developmental disabilities, including autism, include in large part
reference to emergent-literacy skills and increasing awareness of the print. Emergent-literacy
skills such as word and picture recognition have shown to increase using prompting procedures
such as constant or progressive time delay (Browder & Ahlgrim-Delzell., 2009). With the
success of teaching word and picture recognition came the need to increase the rigor for these
students and evaluate if other discrete skills such as phonics and phonemic awareness skills
could be taught to students with developmental disabilities. The early literacy skill builder
(ELSB) was developed to introduce phonemic awareness, phonics skills, and sight word reading
utilizing systematic instruction by altering the antecedents and consequences around the
academic behavior of the student to teach new reading skills. Utilizing this curriculum, twentythree participants with severe disabilities increased their literacy achievement as measured by the
Non-Verbal Literacy Assessment (NVLA), Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test III (PPVT-III), the
Early Literacy Skills Assessment (ELSA) aligned with the curriculum, and the Woodcock
Language Proficiency Battery (WLPB). Most improvement prior to this curriculum development
was demonstrated in the area of sight words instruction using the Edmark program (Browder et
al., 2009).
Although sight words instruction yielded the highest achievement results in the categories
of literacy in previously mentioned studies (Browder et al., 2009; Browder et al., 2006), future
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studies expanded further on other components of literacy (Browder et al., 2012, Browder et al.,
2011; Stranger et al., 2016). In a study completed by Browder et al. (2012) with 93 participants
in kindergarten through fourth grade with severe disabilities were assigned to either a sight word
condition or a multicomponent literacy program. Even though a small to moderate effect size
was obtained, the mean literacy scores of the multicomponent literacy program was significantly
higher than the alone sight word condition participants (Browder et al., 2012). Randomized
controlled trials, such as the previously mentioned study, are often difficult to conduct with
students of this population given the low incidence of the disability characteristics and
commonalities among the participants (Schwartz et al., 2013).
Adapted literacy materials, while when part of a shared reading process is noted to
increase comprehension, they also increase engagement for students with autism with limited
verbal ability to discuss a text (Mucchetti, 2013). Mucchetti (2013) conducted a study with four
students with autism with minimal receptive and expressive language skills using adapted text to
increase both comprehension and engagement during a shared reading process. Student
engagement, as defined by looking at the speaker or instructional materials during reading
instruction, increased from a range of 41-52% to 87-100% during lessons using the adapted texts
(Mucchetti, 2013). Adapted curricula and texts through shared stories have created a significant
increase in access to general education texts and literary experiences for students with severe
disabilities; however, there are still limits to how students are able to communicate and
participate in meaningful discourse regarding reading experiences and connection to grade level
texts relevant to the student’s chronological age.
Adapted texts and curricula used for story-based lessons were developed to create shared
experiences for students with moderate to severe disabilities to participate in meaningful literacy
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opportunities with their typically developing peers (Browder et al., 2009). These meaningful
experiences should include interacting with the text, demonstrating comprehension of the text,
but also taking it a step further to demonstrate speaking, listening, and communication skills
about the text present. While providing these adapted texts and shared literacy experience has
increased access to a degree, it has not increased rigor and complexity of the conversations
surrounding these texts and experiences. With the increase of grade level-material access, there
is not necessarily an increase of access to the grade-level dialogue about the text, anticipatory
sets, materials, and content with staff or with peers (Spooner & Browder, 2015). Although there
are many evidence-based practices for students with moderate to severe disabilities, including
autism, a majority of the treatment packages include a focus on using strategies such as discrete
trial teaching, prompting hierarchies, and systematic instruction to improve functional skills as
well as discrete academic targets; however, there is very little evidence that these strategies lead
to increased speaking, listening, and communicative behavior having the potential to lead to
rigorous dialogical discussion and discourse.
Discrete Trial Teaching
Discrete trial teaching (DTT) took its place in history as one of the first researched
methods of behavior modification in the late 20th century (Lovaas, 1987). While systematic
instruction has been heavily referenced as a way to teach students with severe and developmental
disabilities new skills (Snell, 1983), discrete trial teaching has been more heavily referenced with
teaching students with autism although they contain similar components in the form of a trial to
teach isolated skills for all domains of skill acquisition (Lovaas,1981; 1987; Snell, 1983). Both
practices are rooted in principles of applied behavior analysis, however, DTT is more
consistently cited with intensive behavior modification as well as reduction in maladaptive and
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restrictive and repetitive behaviors for students with autism. The science of applied behavior
analysis (ABA) involves systematically applying interventions to make improvements in
behaviors that are considered socially significant (Baer et al., 1968). DTT is considered to be the
oldest practice within the teachings of applied behavior analysis (Steege et al., 2007). In its
origination, DTT was used in severe behavior modification to decrease what was described as
self-destructive behavior and self-stimulatory behavior. Additionally, DTT was initially utilized
solely to increase functional language skills and replacement behaviors for the self-destructive
targets utilized for decrease. The language skills were social in the nature of which they were
taught and not related to academic content (Lovaas et al., 1974). Many behavioral interventions,
including DTT, have been used to decrease repetitive and restrictive behaviors for students with
ASD. These repetitive and restrictive behaviors include but are not limited to physical
stereotypies (i.e. flapping of hands, lining up toys), but have seldom been used when reducing
higher-order repetitive behaviors such as desire for sameness of routine, adherence to schedules,
and preferred school tasks (Boyd et al., 2011).
This intensive behavior modification has been used to teach some discrete academic
skills, but is used primarily for social, behavioral, and communicative responses (Odom et al.,
2010). In a book titled Perspectives in Behaviour Modification of Deviant Children, Ivar Lovaas
detailed in several chapters teaching and acquisition of functional skills, self-help skills,
generalization of behavioral targets, barriers to parental control, and school behaviors. While
there is mention of behaviors required to participate in school related activities, in this
compilation of decades of research, there is no mention of gaining meaningful access to literacy,
mathematics, or any academic content. The school behavior chapters do not make mention to
engage in academic discussions or discourse, but rather what they describe as socially significant
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behaviors in social and school contexts (Lovaas & Bucher, 1974). Original use of DTT was to
train severe behavioral skills for students with moderate to severe disabilities, particularly
autism. Behaviors were of a self-injurious and non-compliant nature, inhibiting learning of future
skills (Lovaas, 1987).
Discrete trial teaching consists of a three-term contingency used to teach discrete skills.
The trial begins with an antecedent, most often described as a discriminative stimulus either
provided by the instructor or as a natural occurring stimulus in the environment. The antecedent
evokes or elicits a behavior from the individual or student. Because the antecedent or
discriminative stimulus requires the student or individual to attend to said stimulus, listener
behavior is a critical component of implementing DTT. Listener behavior may be operationally
defined as sitting in a designated area, looking at the source of instruction for a given duration of
time, etc. (Eikeseth et al., 2014). Based on the behavior demonstrated, a particular consequence
is provided by a contingency determined prior to the presence of the antecedent (Lovaas, 1987).
The consequence provided is used to shape the future behavior associated with the discriminative
stimulus presented at the onset of the trial. Positive reinforcement, negative reinforcement, or
punishment strategies are used to shape these behaviors occurring within trials. Reinforcement is
defined as a consequence that increases behavior and punishment is defined as a consequence
that decreases behavior. These definitions are based on whether or not behavior increases or
decreases, not on the intent of the instructor, therapist, teacher, or other persons delivering the
antecedent (Cooper et al., 2020).
It is recommended that descriptive praise be used if positive reinforcement is delivered as
the consequence for students to connect the reinforcement to the specific behavior demonstrated
in the trial (Carr & Hanney, 2012). This trial is used commonly to mass trial isolated skills in a
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one to one teaching setting, teaching one skill at a time, for one individual (Cooper et al., 2020).
While DTT is directly correlated to instructor competence in the implementation of DTT, there
are little opportunities and supports provided to implement DTT in community and classroom
settings due to training of those expected to implement the trials within these contexts as well as
access to effective reinforcement and punishment strategies (Downs & Downs, 2012). In
addition to the administration of the trial, another requirement of DTT is the continuous use of
formative assessment to be addressing new discrete skills that are part of a larger repertoire or
behavioral treatment packages regarding all domains of autism deficits; therefore, learning in all
areas should conclude with discrete trial teaching, but rather be used as an introduction to larger
behavioral repertoires (Smith, 2001).
DTT is not a practice recommended for only one type of skill, but rather takes place
along a continuum of teaching (Baer, 2005). Some overall advantages of using DTT include the
following: there are several opportunities to practice trials of repeated skills, target responses are
previously determined and easily operationalized for all staff members to use, and data collection
is simplified. Disadvantages of DTT include that a majority of the targets are adult-led and
selected, the reinforcers used may not be available outside of the context of the trials, and the
speaker and listener dynamic is not that of a typical or naturalistic teaching scenario (Sundberg
& Partington, 1998). Overall, DTT, particularly the use of massed trials, is effective for teaching
single units of behavior, but not chained behaviors or behaviors intended to follow a sequence to
create a larger set of skills (Steege et al., 2007).
Massed Trials
Massed trials are trials that occur consecutively and have a small amount of time
occurring between each trial (i.e. three to five seconds). Additionally, these trials typically are
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identical or relate to the same content (Wolery, 2012). Research has indicated that massed and
embedded trials both yield effective results when teaching students with developmental
disabilities new tasks (Jameson et al., 2007; Ledford et al., 2017; Sigafoos et al., 2006), but these
skills taught were primarily in the context of play, reduction of maladaptive and self-injurious
behaviors, or functional skill acquisition. Mass trials are often used to teach skill of similar
content to later become part of a large behavioral repertoire (Cooper et al., 2020). Using mass
trials do not always yield in generalization or transfer to other stimuli after being taught. When
teaching receptive labels to two adults and one child with autism, Homles et al. (2014) found that
using combined blocking procedures and positional prompting of receptive labels was most
effective as opposed to using only randomly rotated trials or only mass trials to teach new skills.
Embedding Instructional Trials Within Instruction
A common misconception of DTT is that it can only be used in one to one teaching
settings to teach immensely discrete skills. Although DTT is used to teach discrete skills that will
eventually become part of a larger behavioral repertoire, this teaching practice can take place
with students with and without disabilities in all settings. Because it is recommended that DTT
be used to teach these discrete skills that hopefully generalize to a larger skillset (Lovaas, 1987),
trials need to be embedded within typical classroom and community settings to connect meaning
to these skills for long term quality of life. DTT protocols have been developed to assist
practitioners implementing DTT for the first time, but these protocols are often used in
community settings or in classroom settings to teach behavior, communicative, and functional
skills (Downs & Downs, 2012). DTT, while proving effective for skill acquisition for a myriad
of targets for students with autism, DTT does not always provide the extent of instruction for
academic, social, leisure, cognitive, and functional life skills for students with ASD and other
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developmental disabilities (Steege et al., 2007). To improve opportunities for acquisition,
generalization, and maintenance performance, DTT can be implemented through the lens of
embedded instruction.
Embedded instruction is comprised of five components:
(a) the learning outcomes for each student are clearly defined (b) embedded instruction is
designed to accommodate the naturally occurring opportunities for instruction (c)
embedded instructional trials are distributed within or across the typical routines or
activities in the general education classroom; (d) the timing for the delivery of embedded
instructional trials is planned; (e) the embedded instruction uses empirically validated
instructional procedures; and (f) the instructional decisions must be linked to student
performance data (McDonnell et al, 2008, p. 25)
When teaching students with severe disabilities novel strategies, many studies focus on
generalizing across stimuli; however, there is a significantly smaller percentage of research
indicating a success in generalization across environments and instructors (Snell et al., 2006).
Additionally, there is very little research examining the embedding of chained tasks in the
general education setting. A majority of trials embedded in the general education setting consist
of discrete tasks in isolation, but do not build upon one another to create chained responses,
leading to more complex thinking and discussions (Jameson et al., 2012). This is particularly true
in relation to using DTT or systematic instruction to increase knowledge of academic content
(Spooner & Browder, 2015).
In an exploratory multiple-probe design using embedded trials for students with
developmental disabilities, two of three students showed improvement with accuracy of trials
delivered by general education teachers. These trials occurred during regularly scheduled
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activities throughout the school day during math content area instruction. While planning was
required ahead of time for pre-research procedures between the special and general educators,
the delivery was still made by the general educator in presence of all typically developing peers
(Johnson & McDonnell, 2004). The need of a high-reinforcement schedule or corrective
feedback for responses, or the closing of a trial in a classroom setting is often argued as difficult
to implement; however, there have alternatively been arguments as to whether descriptive praise
is always required. In a study examining the maintenance of intraverbal skills for two students
with autism in a generalized setting, it was shown that descriptive praise of the intraverbal skills
only produced slightly higher outcomes that the generalized praise and that it did not matter
whether generalized or descriptive praise was used over long periods of time (Polick et al.,
2012).
Prior to the introduction of CCSS in 2010, trials could be embedded within general
education curriculum content within the context of functional life skills for students with
developmental disabilities. In a study examining the acquisition of labels four different
classroom settings for four high-school students with developmental disabilities, the researchers
used an alternating treatment design to compare massed to embedded trials within the context of
the classroom. Only one student had trials embedded within the context of academic instruction
(science), while the other students were taught labels within the context of life skills such as
clothing, cooking materials, reinforcement (Jameson et al., 2007). Research on embedding trials
is emergent within academic contexts using adapted materials and technology for students with
developmental disabilities, including autism.
When examining accuracy of responses of science terms for students with autism, Smith,
Spooner, and Wood implemented embedded trials within computer-assisted instruction (CAI) to
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increase the accuracy of these responses. Adapted PowerPoints and materials were created to
implement the CAI intervention. All students made progress from baseline to intervention
conditions during the multiple-probe student and demonstrated a functional relationship between
the number of correct responses and the introduction of the intervention. Embedding trials within
the context of inclusive settings has also been more feasible to implement than mass trials when
training peers to mediate trials for students with developmental disabilities, including autism. In
a study involving five students with moderate intellectual disabilities, researchers Jimenez, et al.
(2012) used peer-mediated embedded trials to increase the correct number of responses of
science questions during inclusive science instruction in the sixth grade. During the multiple
probe design, all student participants improved in their number of correct responses between
phases of the three science interventions as well as during the maintenance phases (Jimenez et
al., 2012).
Data Recording
DTT is often recorded through repeated trial, or trial by trial data collection (Cooper et
al., 2020). Each presentation of the discriminative stimulus produces a new opportunity for a
response from the student or individual. This behavior can either be coded as correct, incorrect,
or prompted based on a pre-determined operational definition of the target behavior. Although
repeated trial data collection is the most recommended method for DTT, anecdotal recordings in
conjunction with repeated trial data can be used to more closely identify the content or correct,
incorrect, or prompted responses. Anecdotal recordings are as crucial to the student growth as
other forms of data to identify the progress of behavior and the topography of what responses
look like from one intervention session to the next (Gordon, 1966). Anecdotal recordings consist
of the setting of the observation, describing the student’s behavior in objective terms, and the
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direct quotes related to the topic and transcriptions of student dialogue as well as sequence of
that dialogue (Warters, 1964).
While DTT was originally developed to reduce maladaptive and self-destructive
behaviors, the behaviors targeted for increase were typically in the realm of language
development and increase in verbal behavior patterns (Lovaas 1981; 1987). The approach of
using verbal behavior to teach language rivals DTT regarding the context and environment.
Using verbal behavior to teach language is more often applied in naturalistic contexts whereas
DTT is used in isolated settings (Carr & Firth, 2005). In order to increase verbal behavior
patterns of individuals with severe and developmental disabilities, mass trials of discrete skills
are not enough to evolve with the high rigorous expectations of access to general education and
generalizing language skills across environments and stimuli. When embedded trials are utilized,
there is a higher probability of students generalizing skills across staff, setting, and stimuli
(Rakap & Parlak-Rakap, 2011). Embedding trials in inclusive settings is a realistic combination
of the verbal behavioral model of teaching language and DTT. This is a necessary consideration
to meet the increased expectations for all students.
Verbal Behavior
A concept that is a foundational component in addressing needs for students with limited
functional communication is the framework of verbal behavior. Verbal behavior, developed by
B.F. Skinner, makes reference to formal and functional properties of linguistics and language
regarding topography or how language looks; however, he suggests a departure from formal
properties of language and suggests that regardless of how language “looks”, it may serve
different functions (1957). He also described verbal behavior as the means of teaching language
and behavior through the mediation of another person (Skinner, 1957). The way linguistics look
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is formally based on what is said regarding phonemes, morphemes, syntax, and grammar. Verbal
behavior focuses primarily on the pragmatics, or function of language. When developing the
term verbal behavior, Skinner wanted a definition to represent the theory that emphasized both
the behaviorism component of it as well as the speaker’s function of language as opposed to
what it looks like (1957). He also described the verbalizations from these individuals as a
“behavior” because the emissions of such language require reinforcement that is conditioned
within the environment, whether generalized or specific (Carbone, 2013). Additionally,
semantics, or what words mean, often classify language without actually examining the intent
behind the language or function (Cooper et al., 2020). Therefore, language could also be a
behavior that could be modified, manipulated, or shaped within speaker and listener behavioral
repertoires.
Skinner’s introduction of verbal behavior consisted of six elementary verbal operants.
These verbal operants included manding, tacting, intraverbal skills, echoic, textual, and
transcription. When Skinner published his first outline of the details of verbal behavior in 1957,
some backlash erupted from the community and other scholars in the field. Noam Chomsky, a
fellow linguist, published a criticism of Skinner’s description of verbal behavior. He criticized
the idea of behaviorism as a theory in general, but particularly as it relates to language
(Chomsky, 1957; 1959). Even with the criticisms, Skinner continued to develop verbal behavior
and finished the details he began in 1957 twenty years later. He eventually completed six
elementary verbal operants to comprise verbal behavior mentioned above. The verbal operants
included mand, tacting, intraverbals, echoic, textual, and transcription all are mentioned within
the verbal behavior repertoire; however, they may be used differently when teaching and training
specific behavioral tasks related to language (Cooper et al., 2020). While a majority of
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interventions for students with ASD rely on manding and tacting behaviors and skills, the
operant of intraverbal skills is required to unlock more complex conversational skills and higher
levels of thinking related to academic content and discourse.
Expressive and Receptive Communication
Although Skinner did not prefer to use the terms expressive and receptive communication
due to their cognitive nature (1957), these terms are often interchanged with speaking and
listening skills and are crucial to understand when identifying and teaching verbal operants.
Because verbal behavior does not necessarily mean vocal behavior, there is also a need to
differentiate between expressive and receptive communication and how these relate to
communicating in a generalized context. In the framework of verbal behavior, expressive skills
are referenced as “speaker” skills and receptive skills are described as the skills of the listener
(Skinner, 1957). The speaker and listener roles may change multiple times throughout an
exchange and will alter what verbal operant is present.
Many of the skills targeted in DTT take on either an expressive or receptive form for the
individual to respond to the discriminative stimulus or set of discriminative stimuli. Expressive
language refers to the production of language through words, gestures, or facial expressions.
Receptive language refers to processing and understanding of language and words (Cooper et al.,
2020). It often takes the form of students following directions based on another’s verbal (or
vocal) instructions (Barbera & Rasmussen, 2007). Skinner did not prefer to use the terms
receptive and expressive language because of it relying too heavily on cognitive abilities of the
student as opposed to the demonstration of behavior (1957). Students with limited functional
communication or using nonverbal are often taught to communicate and demonstrate knowledge
of skills receptively but are not always given the opportunity to transfer those skills to
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generalized settings including academic, play, and transitional settings (Odom et al., 2010). This
is due in part to teacher training of prompt usage and correct implementation of DTT, as well as
echoic behavior interfering with student’s ability to expressively demonstrate achievement and
their knowledge of answers as opposed to simply repeating the actual discriminative stimulus or
features of the stimulus (Kodak et al., 2012).
Matching to sample, while not a verbal operant described in Skinner’s original
presentation of verbal behavior, is often used as a pre-requisite to teaching other skills within the
repertoire. Matching to sample requires a student to follow a receptive instruction provided by a
speaker and matching a non-verbal stimulus to another non-verbal stimulus (Cooper et al., 2020).
In a study using receptive matching to teach communication skills to students with severe
disabilities, pictures and fading of prompts were used to teach students to identify and
discriminate between five different photographs (Mirenda & Dattilo, 1987). Without prompting,
the three students did not make any progress due to physical issues with discriminating between
photographs. Therefore, some form of prompting was needed, so they used fading of physical
prompts instead of verbal prompting (Mirenda & Dattilo). Receptive skills are often used to
transfer to tacting as well. For example, Barbera and Rasmussen recommend teaching students to
identify items receptively (i.e. “Touch car”) before tact training with the instruction of “What’s
this?” while holding a picture or a car or pointing to a car (Mirenda & Dattilo, 2007, p. 101).
When examining how to teach students with severe disabilities to use generalized intraverbal
skills, students demonstrated the most success with the prompting strategy that was used most
recently (Coon & Miguel, 2012). Throughout language development recommendations, it has
been assumed that receptive language skills should be acquired before expressive language skills
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(Lovaas, 1977); however, there is emerging research to suggest that receptive and expressive
communication skills be taught simultaneously (Petursdottir & Carr, 2011).

Verbal
Behavior

Tacting

Tact Training: “What is
it?” or other question

Intraverbal
Natural tact:
Response to nonverbal stimuli

Response to
another’s verbal
behavior

Figure 1. Verbal Behavior Tacting and Intraverbal Skills

Tacting
One of the verbal operants most commonly used to train the others is the use of tacting
(Cooper et al., 2020). Tacting, or labeling, is defined as a response in the presence of non-verbal
stimuli providing generalized conditioned reinforcement (Skinner, 1957). According to Barbera
& Rasmussen, “tacting is utilized to label anything the student comes in contact with via touch,
smell, sight, taste, or hearing” (2007, p. 50). Teaching tacting to students with autism without the
use of other verbal operants to prompt is very difficult due to the presentation of the stimuli as
well as the generalized conditioned reinforcement. Since a tact is emitted in the presence of a
non-verbal stimulus, students must be motivated to label the non-verbal stimulus without the
intervention of the listener (Sundberg et al., 2000). Additionally, since tacting does not provide
specific conditioned reinforcement as a request (mand) would, the student has to obtain
immediate reinforcement from tacting the item or scenario (Cooper et al., 2020). Tacts are
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simply described as labels; however, when tacts occur naturally in the environment (i.e. a child
seeing a plane and yelling “airplane!”), it is often a mand for attention from the other person as
well as the potential beginning of an intraverbal exchange (Barbera & Rasmussen, 2007, p. 119).
While intraverbal prompts are often needed to train tacted responses, these must be faded
systematically otherwise verbal stimuli will overshadow the non-verbal stimuli present
(Partington et al., 1994). Multiple-tact training refers to training multiple tacts in reference to a
single instruction or verbal stimuli. Researchers Partington & Bailey (1993) suggest training
multiple tact responses as a set before transferring the tacts to an intraverbal response. In
considering the overuse of verbal stimuli as opposed to non-verbal stimuli, it is also noted that
students with autism yield little success with more complex intraverbal skills without the
presence of non-verbal stimuli first (Barbera & Rasmussen, 2007). The transfer from non-verbal
to verbal stimuli must have many opportunities within an intervention session, may take several
intervention sessions to achieve, and be gradual throughout instructional targets.
Tacting, Manding, and Intraverbal Skills as Prompts
In order to achieve higher levels of expressive communication and verbal behavior, many
students follow a hierarchy of skills to build a foundation for intraverbal skills (Skinner, 1957).
Manding and tacting are typically assessed and addressed prior to teaching intraverbal skills
(Cooper et al., 2020). Manding, also described as requesting is taught prior to tacting, or
labeling. Oftentimes, particularly when teaching students using augmentative or alternative
communication (AAC) or speech-generating devices (SGD), verbal behavior training is
discontinued after manding is mastered (Carnett et al., 2018). Additionally, it is recommended
that mands be taught before receptively teaching those same items that have been mastered
through requesting (Sunberg & Partington, 1998). Once mastered, receptive skills, manding, and
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labeling are often used as prompts to teach intraverbal skills. In a study evaluating teaching of
intraverbal skills via fill in categories to students with autism, students demonstrated success
with prompts from tacting, but did not generalize these skills to novel categories presented
(Petursdottir et al., 2008).
Although intraverbal skills are widely discussed throughout research, articles, and
textbooks regarding applied behavior analysis, referencing verbal behavior, there is a limited
amount of research examining intraverbal skills and transfer of stimulus control from tacting to
using intraverbal skills and what is described as convergent multiple control. There is
particularly limited research examining these skills within inclusive or academic settings
(Erickson, 2017). Skinner suggested that using multiple forms of control can assist in
establishing multiple patterns of verbal behavior as opposed to teaching one verbal operant at a
time (1957). Convergent multiple control takes place when a single response is dependent on
multiple stimuli, both verbal and non-verbal. If a single response from a student requires both
non-verbal stimuli (i.e. a picture) and a verbal stimulus (i.e. “What is it?”, “Who is it?”) in order
to provide the response, the response is part tact and part intraverbal (Cooper et al., 2020).
Similarly, tacting and intraverbal skills can be used to train the other verbal operant. Sundberg et
al. (2000) used intraverbal prompting “What is that?” to establish the tacts and labels for students
using sign-language. This is described as a tact training procedure as has been well established
within research to help students with autism acquire and maintain novel tacts (Guess et al., 1976;
Kent, 1974; Lovvas, 1977; Sundberg & Partington, 1998). When using an intraverbal question to
prompt tacts, they are able to acquire both verbal operants in a quicker fashion and retain the
targets mastered over a period of time (Sundberg et al., 2000).
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Many EBP’s, particularly when employing those EBP’s within academic contexts, stop at
basic recall related to receptive or expressive labeling of vocabulary words, or tacting, and not
expanding further to larger discussions requiring intraverbal skill acquisition and mastery
(Goldsmith et al., 2007). A majority of complex intraverbal skills, such as filling in the blank to a
sentence, or answering a question related to a picture or text, are taught using receptive language
and targets before teaching it in an intraverbal format; however, students with severe disabilities
have also demonstrated success with learning the intraverbal targets first and demonstrating
acquisition of the receptive format at a later time (Petursdottir & Carr, 2011). Although receptive
and expressive language as well as intraverbal and tact skills are often taught in a hierarchy, the
previously mentioned studies support teaching them simultaneously or as a prompting strategy
for one another.
Intraverbal Skills
Intraverbal behavior is “described as a form of verbal behavior controlled by a verbal
stimulus in which there is not a point-to-point correspondence between the response and the
stimulus” (Skinner, 1957, p. 2). Verbal behavior is also described to be maintained by
generalized reinforcement that is naturally occurring within the context of natural environments
based on the speaker and listener (Ingvarsson et al., 2012). Intraverbal skills, primarily known as
conversational skills may include many other verbal operants while also being considered an
intraverbal skill (Cooper et al., 2020). For example, a conversation typically begins with a mand
for attention (i.e. “Hey there! How are you doing?”). Additionally, intraverbal skills may also
contain tacts within the realm of natural conversation (i.e. “Oh, you like to play sports? I also
love basketball!”). Once skills become more complex, it becomes increasingly difficult to place
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them in a category of just one verbal operant and may be categorized as multiple verbal operants
dependent on the context.
Vocal behavior and expressions are also difficult to measure without the use of nonverbal
stimuli due to production of speech potentially being sensory reinforcing to students with autism
(Lovaas et al., 1977). There are many recommendations and theories on how to sequence and
teach expressive and receptive language skills, as well as manding, tacting, and engaging in
intraverbal skills. Echoic and transcriptions are also described as components of verbal behavior
(Skinner, 1957). Discrete Trial Teaching, previously mentioned, is used commonly with
discrimination training between different forms of verbal behavior including manding, tacting,
and intraverbal skills (Miguel et al., 2005), but these skills seldom transfer to natural education
teaching (NET) opportunities if they are not taught within those contexts from the onset of
instruction (Barbera & Rasmussen, 2007). Intraverbal skills, tacting skills, how they can be
utilized to establish the other through prompting, understanding the difference between the two
and how they relate to verbal behavior is crucial to teaching communication skills and increasing
expectations for those with limited functional communication skills. While intraverbal skills are
most commonly described as the skills leading to conversation (Cooper et al., 2020), tacting also
plays a significant role in communication skills about natural environments, particularly
academic contexts.
Tacts and Intraverbal Skills leading to Discourse
Educational programs are comprised of primarily intraverbal skill requirements, for
students with and without disabilities (Belloso-Diaz & Perez-Gonzales, 2016). Responding to the
verbal behavior is the basic foundation for participating in a conversation socially, or in the
context of a whole-group discussion in a classroom about an academic-based shared experience.
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Without being able to respond to the verbal behavior of another person without the presence of
visuals, the ability to participate in dialogue or a conversation in a naturalized context is
essentially diminished. There is emerging literature demonstrating that students with
developmental disabilities, including autism, are able to acquire intraverbal skills through
listener training, or tact training.
Listening training, or tact training, is used to increase intraverbal skills by having
students listen to an intraverbal instruction and select a choice based on the instructor’s verbal
behavior in presenting the instruction or discriminative stimulus. In a study with intraverbal
training through listening to a categorical question and providing a verbal response, all five
students with autism demonstrated increased in transferring tacted responses to intraverbal
responses as a result of listener training (Smith et al., 2016). As previously mentioned, providing
intraverbal responses does not necessarily require the ability to vocally produce language.
Because receptive skills are often taught previously to intraverbal skills, teaching receptive skills
previously to intraverbal skills regarding literacy and adapted texts is critical to examine for
students with developmental disabilities. Use of training with various verbal behavior operants
lead to an overall increase in communication skills and could potentially translate into
discussions and discourse about shared academic experiences.
Communication and Discourse
In order to participate meaningfully in discussions and engage in shared experiences,
both in community and academic settings, individuals with autism require a system of
communication that allows communicational exchanges beyond getting simplistic needs and
wants met. They require the ability to make comments and ask reciprocal questions to
information presented. With consideration of how educators will use the framework of verbal
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behavior to teach more complex language skills in relation to academics, it must also be
considered what they will use to communicate. Although Skinner was less concerned with the
formal properties and topography of language (1957), these formal properties need to be
considered to address unique communication needs of the students in generalized settings. To
truly provide the best communication opportunities to individuals, educators and stakeholders
must take into consideration patience, interest, tentativeness, and creativity (Wilder et al., 2015).
Providing access to general education curriculum and implementing behavior modification
strategies cannot be effective without providing a meaningful communication system to a
student. Functional communication increases quality of life (Carr & Durand, 1985). When
thinking about what communicative skills to teach, with or without an aided device,
considerations need to include skills exhibited by typical classmates, skills within general
education and community activities, and those skills directly related to the general education
curriculum (Calculator, 2009).
Functional Communication and Access to Academic Discussions
While treatment integrity is not often and easily measured in research for alternative
communication for students with severe disabilities, functional communication training (FCT)
has a strong evidence-based for teaching replacement behaviors to students with functional
communication deficits (Snell et al., 2006). Functional communication training has been used for
the past few decades to replace a problem or challenging behavior with use of a functional
analysis. The first study to implement this procedure targeted relevant responses, disruptive
behaviors, and irrelevant responses of four developmentally delayed students and showed an
increase of appropriate communicative responses and diminishing of problem behaviors (Carr &
Durand, 1985). Along with the identification and teaching of a functionally equivalent
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replacement behavior, differential reinforcement of said replacement behavior must be used. In a
study examining the effects of differential reinforcement for three students with mild to moderate
intellectual disabilities, all students showed improvement in time on task and all students also
showed decreased challenging attending behaviors when provided differential reinforcement of a
thirty second break for demonstrating on task behavior during work completion (Davis et al.,
2012).
Implementing FCT with fidelity requires a functional analysis, identification of the
replacement behavior, and a treatment plan; however, there are other factors necessary to
implement FCT. When using FCT to decrease challenging behavior of three students with severe
disabilities and medically fragile conditions, a functional analysis was conducted for each
student to determine the function of the challenging behavior, which was escape maintained.
Teaching a replacement behavior utilizing PECS (Picture Exchange Communication System)
decreased the challenging behavior and increased the functionality of using pictures to gain
access to wants and needs of these students (Radstaake et al., 2013). Environmental factors and
prompting strategies need to be thought out and proactive considerations before implementing
FCT (Mancil & Boman, 2010). Increased opportunities for functional communication are
correlated to the opportunities to engage in functional communication being presented by the
communicative partner (Storie et al., 2017). Similar to increased access and exposure to literacy,
increased access to communication opportunities improves quality of life for all individuals,
particularly those with developmental disabilities. Access to communication opportunities during
reading instruction increases with communication skills and participation of language and
communication experts as a part of an interdisciplinary team for an individual with limited vocal
and functional communication skills (Erickson, 2017).
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No matter the form of communication, when students are given the opportunity to
participate meaningfully in their environment and competence is assumed regarding academic
skills, achievement is possible (Browder & Gibbs, 2009). In a study with three students with both
severe intellectual and physical or sensory disabilities, shared stories were used to attempt to
increase both comprehension and engagement. Through using a task analysis with shared stories
at a chronological age appropriateness level, scripted lessons, and individualizing the response
mode to each student, number of accurate responses and participation through eye gaze response,
object response, or touch response increased from baseline to intervention phases across all three
response modes (Browder et al., 2011). Use of EBP’s with various response modes demonstrates
the ability to generalize across settings and materials.
Evidence-based practices that have been used to teach social and communication skills
have also been used to teach reading comprehension and skills to increase engagement with age
appropriate texts. Using a multiple-probe design for a single student with autism in the 7th grade,
behavioral skills training (BST) was used to teach reading comprehension skills to the student as
measured by daily probes of ten comprehension questions as well as a standardized measure of
the Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests III (WRMT-III). The comprehension questions were in
categories of higher-order critical thinking skills such as clarifying, questioning, predicating, and
summarizing (Singh et al., 2017). Use of communication training can be utilized to teach skills
on how to acquire new information from a variety of settings and stimuli as well. In a study used
to teach students with ASD to mand for information, researchers Ingvarsson and Hollobaugh
taught a replacement behavior to teach each student to state “I don’t know, please tell me” in
place of displaying frustrating behavior when confused. All students demonstrated an increase in
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using the functionally equivalent replacement behavior and all students demonstrated a decrease
in challenging behavior (Ingvarsson & Hollobaugh, 2010).
Use of aided communication was originally based on the belief that only students with
limited speech and severe cognitive disabilities needed the use of AAC devices to be successful.
Any students with verbal communication abilities and average cognitive abilities was believed to
not need any sort of communication supports (Hourcade et al., 2004); however, as expectations
for this population increases, the necessity for elevated rigor of communication includes the need
for AAC devices to communicate if that is what the students need. Communication supports are
not just for students with limited or no verbal abilities, but for students who also display the
misuse of vocal behaviors and expressive communication. Students with autism display a range
of deficits in complex conversation and discussion related behaviors (Sundberg & Michael,
2001); therefore, EBP’s rooted in principals of verbal behavior paired with EBP’s rooted in skill
acquisition for students with developmental disabilities, including autism, can potentially
increase communication during reading discussions within the classroom for this population of
students.
Dialogical Discussions in the Classroom
While dialogism has its roots in the field of psychotherapy, it also has its place in the
realm of education regarding preparing students for life beyond the classroom and being ready
for college and career opportunities. Quality of life is often surrounded by the ability to gain
meaning from shared experiences (Reznitskaya, 2012), including academic shared experiences.
Discussion is often referred to as a conversation surrounding a shared experience. This
experience in a classroom typically takes place over a text in a whole-group format with students
demonstrating listening comprehension skills by attending to teacher speaking behavior and
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responding questions surrounding that experience (Adler et al., 2003). Without established
communication patterns and intraverbal skills, the difficulty increases to be able to participate in
class wide discussions.
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Dialogic Instruction
Dialogic instruction and discussion lend itself towards higher success with mastering
standards and achieving career and college readiness goals; however, monologic, or didactic
instruction (Paul, 1995), is predominantly used throughout a majority of classrooms. Monologic
instruction involves an instructor lecturing or a single speaker delivering information about
content or feelings about content. This is also described as the “telling” method of teaching
(Paul, 1995). The listener is expected to gain information from the speaker with minimal
participation reciprocating the initial statements (Reznitskaya, 2012). When examining the
practices during literacy instruction of seventeen early-childhood teachers, it was noted that
monologic discussion about a text was relatively high; however, the reference to the actual text
and having students reference the physical print was relatively low (Zucker et al., 2009). In a
review of current reading instruction strategies within the classroom, although several increase
reading comprehension scores, those with the highest increase include some version of reciprocal
teaching where there is a give and take between conversations about the text as opposed to
monologic instruction (VanDeWeghe, 2007).
Dialogic Instruction and Communication
Although expectations for knowledge production and student achievement for students
with severe disabilities has increased, these students are not often included in higher-order
thinking discussions and dialogical conversations but are rather given fixed choices related to
text and shared literacy experiences. While students with autism demonstrate success in
transferring skills from training in lower level verbal operants to more complex verbal operants
(Partington & Bailey, 1993; Sundberg & Michael, 2001), they are not always given the
opportunity to engage in curriculum with speaking and listening skills within dialogic instruction
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(Odom et al., 2010). In isolated one to one teaching scenarios, it has been demonstrated that
students with developmental disabilities can show their ability to understand concepts such as
theme and prediction from an early age by receptively making choices about questions presented
to them regarding the text or segments of the text (Katims, 1996). In a multiple-probe design
study using a system of least prompts to teach listening comprehension of a variety of questions,
four middle-school aged students with both intellectual disabilities and autism increased and
maintained their ability to answer questions, make predictions, and provide answers to open
ended questions after listening to an excerpt of a biography and engaging in a dialogical reading
process with staff members (Mims et al., 2012).
In order to gain meaning from texts and experiences, students require the physical and
instructional space to have these conversations with peers and educators that their typical peers
also have access to in classroom and community settings. Often, these skills begin to develop in
isolated settings, but are not always generalized to large group discussions where they have the
opportunity to engage in meaningful dialogue (Medina, 2010). While Lefstein and Snell suggest
that teaching through dialogue of multiple participants is the most effective way to create longterm critical thinkers, many educators are hesitant to introduce dialogic instruction in their
classroom and view it as more of a hinderance than a benefit (2014). When teachers of typically
developing students are continuously teaching the procedures for eliciting inferential responses
and higher-order thinking skills from their students, these skills are achievable and lead to
dialogical learning and discussions; however, they are not maintained when not explicitly taught
for long periods of time (Alvermann & Hayes, 1999). Therefore, it would likely be assumed that
these skills would not be maintained naturally with students with disabilities as well, particularly
those with severe disabilities and limited functional communication skills. In order to maintain
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these skills, teachers need to constantly be pulling on the experiences of their students to
facilitate dialogue and discourse to make connections to content learned through literacy (Davis,
2007). Even with heightened discourse in the general education setting, students with severe
disabilities are not always provided opportunities to share their experiences, but rather just to
provide basic recall with fixed choices or answer questions that are not open-ended or provided
the ability to transfer these answers to more complex questioning in a one to one teaching
setting.
Distance Education
Distance education has been described as planned teaching and learning activities
through the use of a “communication channel” without place limitations (Moore & Kearsley,
2011, p. 2). The communication channel utilized for this study was Google Meets, used through
Google Classroom with access through the teacher of record. In this study, distance education
was utilized for the delivery of intervention and all phases of the multiple-probe design. For
students with and without disabilities, use of technology in distance education increases
engagements, which in turn increases obtainment of learning objectives (Northey et al., 2015).
Regarding distance education, students with ASD make an amount of growth commensurate
with their same-aged peers (Richardson, 2017); however, this can only be accomplished with the
appropriate accommodations (Richardson, 2010). Although social-interaction rich environments
are critical to academic progress of young and elementary-aged children, there can be many
advantages to using technology to access distance learning (Wilson-Hyde, 2009). Through online
learning environments, individual students have more control over their own environmental
factors and teachers have less control over the environmental factors present in the instructional
setting (Kara et al., 2019). While technology to access distance learning procedures can help
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improve outcomes academically, teacher perceptions on use of technologies such as Google
Classroom is variable. Some perceive Google Classroom as a technology for document
management and classroom management (Kaukab & Nayab, 2018); however, the abilities to use
this platform as a means for education extend further into the ability to hold virtual classes,
engage in 1:1 meetings, and group meetings with small groups or large groups of students.
Conclusion
The development of autism and intellectual and developmental disabilities has led to
various changes in clinical, home-based, community, and educational expectations for this
population. Additionally, expectations for literacy for all students has increased, demanding
increased rigor and accountability for students with severe disabilities. Although expectations
and accountability have increased, access to rigor related to standards is not always available to
students with severe disabilities and much time and evidence-based practice implementation is
focused on communication, social, and functional deficits (Spooner & Browder, 2015). In order
to participate in increased rigor of literacy instruction, students require the ability to participate
in a discussion or dialogue about a text, learning agenda, or shared experience, but are seldom
given the opportunity to answer higher-order questions verbally beyond manding or tacting, in
response to another’s verbal behavior. Although these skills are necessary to improve outcomes
and allow students of this population to afford opportunities commensurate with their peers, very
few interventions involving AAC devices and verbal behavior approach a level higher than
manding and tacting. The way in which receptive and expressive language intertwine themselves
with intraverbal skills has demonstrated correlation to whether or not students are able to
generalize and maintain skills related to dialogue and making meaning about a text and shared
literacy experience.
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Chapter Three
Methodology
The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of use of systematic prompting
paired with embedded tacted trials intraverbal responses emitted by a student with autism
spectrum disorder who are not demonstrating functional communication in conversation. This
study consists of a specific recommended number of participants, both standardized materials
and equipment as well as materials individualized to the participants, baseline procedures,
explicit and technological intervention procedures, social validity and significance measures
related to practitioners and students. This study consisted of data analysis procedures for results
of the study. This study examined the effects of the intervention in the context of reading an
adapted text in the classroom setting. The following research questions are addressed in this
study in no order.
Research Question 1: Does the use of embedding trials paired with systematic prompting
increase accuracy of tacted responses while reading an adapted text?
Research Question 2: What is the content of intraverbal responses given after reading an
adapted text.
Research Question 3: What is the social validity of the use of embedding tacting trials paired
with systematic prompting for practitioners, parents, and students?
Method
To address the research questions stated above, the below participants, setting, materials,
and procedures were selected to examine the inquiries. Participants were recruited
systematically, and the setting was kept consistent with only one student per session. Procedures
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remained consistent with the use of baseline and intervention fidelity checklists; however,
reinforcement materials varied for each student.
Participants
Three participants, ages eight-ten were recruited for the study. A systematic and
purposeful recruitment procedure utilized the following inclusion and exclusion criteria. The
student participants:
a) were receiving special education services with eligibility of autism spectrum disorders in
an elementary school self-contained setting on a comprehensive school campus,
b) were in grades second through fifth grade,
c) displayed a measure of achievement in content area of reading of two grade levels below
their typically developing peers per their individualized education plan present levels of
performance and receiving specially designed instruction in reading within the selfcontained classroom,
d) received related services in speech and language,
e) had a level of proficiency at a minimum of 60% for tacting skills according to the
ABLLS assessment (task G4 of labeling common objects) and less than 20% mastery on
emitting related comments about pictures intraverbally (task H24),
f) followed one-step directions, and
g) attended to task for two minutes.
Exclusion criterion for this study included the following:
a) a primary diagnosis other than that of autism spectrum disorders,
b) participating in general education for reading instruction,
c) students outside of grade range of second through fifth grade,
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d) students outside the grade levels of second and fifth grade,
e) students without the related service of speech and language services listed in their
individualized education plan, and
f) students with comorbid disabilities including vision or hearing impairments, cognitive
disabilities, or other mental health impairments.
The following students were participants of the study. For confidentiality purposes,
students will be referred to as student A, B, and C. See Table 1 for student demographic data.

Table 1.
Demographic of student participants in study
Student

Age

Grade

Ethnic Group

ABLLS Score

Student A

10

5

White

80% labeling,
0% intraverbal

Student B

9

3

Hispanic

60% labeling,
0% intraverbal

Student C

8

2

Black

60% labeling,
0% intraverbal

Student A
Student A was ten years old and in the fifth grade at the time of participation in this
study. He was labeled a Caucasian male with a primary diagnosis of ASD. Per teacher report, he
had formerly used an augmentative and alternative communication device (AAC) in his early
elementary school years, but now relies primarily on vocal speech. While he obtained some
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decoding skills, he was unable to decode grade level text or comprehend and participate in
discussions according to his teacher of record. During the study, the student resided with his two
parents and one older brother in his home.
Student B
Student B was nine years old and in the third grade at the time of participation in the
study. He was labeled a Hispanic male with a primary diagnosis of ASD. Per teacher report, the
student uses visual supports and an AAC device to supplement vocal speech when he is unsure
of a word or target. Student B was significantly below grade level in all academic areas and is
currently working on goals containing object labeling. He has had very limited exposure to grade
level text. During the study, the student resided with his father and two older brothers in his
home.
Student C
Student C was eight years old and in second grade at the time of participation in the
study. She was labeled an African American female with a primary diagnosis of ASD. Per
teacher report, the student relies on primarily vocal speech with occasional visual supports to
communicate. Student C demonstrated the emergent ability to decode, but is significantly below
grade level, and therefore affects her ability to communicate about a text and participate in
discussions. During the study, the student resided with her parents and two younger siblings, one
of which was a newly born infant. Additionally, the student was in the process of moving homes
during the time of intervention.
Teachers and Staff Participants
Participants of this study included a team of the researcher and two teachers of record
from two separate self-contained autism classrooms. Teacher participants were chosen from a
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purposeful sample from the participating school. Teacher informed consent in appendix C were
given to all teacher participants prior to the beginning of the study. Teachers were read aloud the
consent form and the researcher obtained verbal consent from the teachers prior to the beginning
of the study. Following receiving the consent, teachers were required to fill out a staff
demographic questionnaire listed in appendix D. Results of the staff demographic questionnaire
are summarized in Table 2. The teachers of the study were two special education teachers with a
minimum of three years special education teaching experience and a minimum of one-year
experience teaching students with autism. The teachers were required to have a bachelor’s degree
in special education as well as a full teaching license and autism endorsement in the state of
Nevada. The teachers possessed a master’s in special education with a focus in autism and
intellectual disabilities from a local four-year university as well as the teaching license and full
endorsement to teach students of both disability categories, as well as a generalist license to
teach students with specific learning disability (SLD).
The teachers are both twenty-eight years of age and spent their adolescent and postsecondary academic years in a large urban city and school district. While only requiring three
years’ experience for participation in the study, each of the teacher participants obtained fouryears teaching experience within the school district, all within the context of a self-contained
classroom with primarily students with autism. Each teacher had trained two support staff
personnel over the course of their four-years teaching. Once the questionnaire was completed,
the teacher qualifications and demographics were compiled and listed in the table below along
with the student demographics and characteristics. All teachers used as interventionists are
already trained in discrete trial teaching (DTT) through the Clark County School District
(CCSD) training and coaching and modeling with at minimum one-year application experience.
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Both teachers were required to fill out the staff demographic questionnaire listed in Appendix D
prior to participating in the study; however, they could choose to omit answers to any question in
the questionnaire.

Table 2.
Demographic of staff on school site
Staff

Age

Program

Member

Ethnic

Years

Group

Experience

T. A

28

Autism

White

4

T. B

28

Autism

Hispanic

4

Setting
The study setting deviated from the original format from the internal review board (IRB)
submitted to both the university and school district. Originally the study was intended to take
place within the special education self-contained classroom. Due to rising cases and the health
and safety threats of the Corona Virus (COVID-19) procedures were put into place by the
governor of the local state agency to engage in distance learning procedures beginning on March
16, 2020. March 13, 2020 was the last day students were present in the physical classroom
setting. This study took place in a distance learning teaching format via Google Meets online,
during both baseline and intervention phases. Beginning on March 16, 2020, the local school
district moved to a distance learning format extending through the end of the academic school
year ending on May 21, 2020. Teachers of students would be required to provide instruction and
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address IEP goal maintenance through Google Meets, a virtual platform consistent with Google
Classroom and Google e-mail services, which teachers of record had already been using to some
capacity in the classrooms prior to distance learning procedures were put into place. While each
student’s home was a different setting, each student was required to go to a separate work area to
attempt to be free from distractions during both baseline and intervention sessions. For student
A, the separate work area consisted of a kitchen table and four kitchen chairs. For student B, the
separate work area consisted of a couch, a coffee table, and an upright flat surface where the
student was able to keep track of his tokens and reinforcement. For student C, the separate work
area consisted of a bed. The family was moving at the time and furniture was limited to the
bedroom area.
Materials were presented digitally to client via the Google Meets format by the teacher of
record. Both teacher and student were able to see the screen. The teacher confirmed with the
student and parent that the screen was visible and the sound was working verbally prior to
beginning the reading of the story. The teacher, student, and researcher were all present during
the Google Meets sessions and were able to view the presentation of the story as well as all
participants of the meeting. The researcher was able to audibly hear the answer choices of the
student. Items for preference assessments were kept within reach of the student. Each student
chose to work for the iPad during their preference assessment. The students had individual token
boards present during their Google Meets sessions previously provided by the teacher of record
to measure continuous reinforcement to earn their iPad with chosen applications. These iPads
were personal iPads and not property of the teacher or school district.
Materials
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Materials for this proposal included both materials standardized for all students as well as
equipment utilized tailored to each participant’s individual needs. It was be the responsibility of
the researcher and special education teacher to obtain and maintain materials necessary for this
study. The researcher was responsible for disseminating the list of materials and equipment to
the rest of the team, as well as will serve as the author of this study.
Adapted Literacy Text
An adapted version of Freckle Juice (Best & Slater, 2017) was utilized for reading an
adapted text to provide the context to implement the independent variables of system of least
prompts and embedded tacted trials throughout the reading of the adapted text. These texts
include the words of each chapter, along with adapted pictures above the text to provide visual
connections to the text. The example of the first chapter of the adapted text used is listed in
Appendix E.
Assent, Consent, and Support Forms
Assent and consent forms, letters of support, and script for parent meeting were sent to
parents via e-mail and consent was obtained verbally due to distance learning procedures. Assent
and consent was organized in an excel spreadsheet and only electronic copies were kept. While
these materials were not needed for the delivery of intervention, the assent and consent forms,
previously mentioned in appendix A-C, were kept electronically and a table was created to keep
track of assent and consent with no identifying student information. A letter of support was
obtained from the site administrator to conduct study virtually within the classrooms at the
elementary school. This letter of support is listed in Appendix F sent to the school site and school
administrator.
Assessment of Basic Learning and Languages Skills (ABLLS)
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The tool used for pre-assessment and post-assessment for this study included the
Assessment of Basic Learning and Language Skills (ABLLS). It is specifically an assessment and
does not provide a curriculum based on its results. The manual of “Teaching Language to
Children with Autism and other Developmental Disabilities” may often accompany the ABLLS
to provide instructional guidance, but not a definitive curriculum (Sundberg & Partington, 1998).
This assessment was used to define the labeling and intraverbal skills assessed as well as to
determine participant inclusion criteria and first participant to be delivered intervention
following baseline conditions. This assessment is based on a rating scale with a narrative of the
range of skills. The ABLLS assessment is typically meant to be used as a comprehensive
examination of a student’s learning and language concepts ranging in all school areas, including
self-help, task completion, fine and gross motor, academic areas, expressive and receptive
language, social skills, and behavioral skills.
For the purposes of this project for assessment to be aligned with the intervention, the
only sections used were the tasks related to labeling and intraverbal skills. The data points
collected for labeling (tacting) was G10 of the ABLLS. This was part of the inclusion criteria for
participants and the tacting dependent measure was related to this task. This task measured
whether or not students can acquire five novel tacting targets. The next portion of the ABLLS
that was used to determine inclusion and exclusion criteria for this study was the intraverbal
section of the ABLLS. H43, the task related to conversation. Students must not have mastered
the conversational section or the ability to answer past or future events (Task 42), given that they
were asked about past events occurring in a story. Operational definitions of responses can be
found in the dependent variable section of the proposal for the study. The teacher used this
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assessment to determine participation in study for inclusion criteria based on labeling scores. See
appendix G for ABLLS protocols and rating scale examples used for each participant.
Data Collection and Other Equipment.
Copies of pre-research materials were available for the parent meeting. The parent
solicitation of interest form (Appendix I) and the parent meeting invitation (H) were kept with
the researcher and sent virtually to the parents. While DTT has been used to teach a host of
behavioral, functional, and academic skills (Cooper et al., 2020), specific protocols were
necessary to ensure interventionists know when to implement trials during the study. In order to
maintain fidelity with the components of a trial, including the systematic prompting, the
interventionists were provided with procedural copies of how to implement the trials in baseline
sessions, and how to embed them in intervention sessions. Trial by trial data collection was taken
during the presented intervention. Data collectors used the repeated trial data sheets included in
Appendix J. These data sheets included data codes for both the tacted responses and intraverbal
responses as well as demographic information about the session (i.e. time, date, reinforcement
used). These files were stored electronically in a locked folder on a locked computer with only
the researcher having access to the password protected electronic documents. No identifying
information was put on the data sheets for each student and they were labeled with Student A, B,
or C. Appendix J contains the copy of data collection protocols for repeated trials, demographics,
and content of intraverbal responses in both baseline and intervention sessions. Copies of the
fidelity checklists for both baseline and intervention sessions were kept in close proximity to
both the researcher and teacher implementing the intervention for procedural fidelity. The
fidelity checklist for baseline procedures can be found in Appendix K and intervention
procedures are listed in a fidelity checklist in Appendix L.
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Filming Equipment
Aside from materials utilized within the intervention, filming equipment within the
computer was also used for purposes of interrater reliability data collection. A MacBook Pro was
be used to film the intervention and baseline sessions for procedural fidelity and interobserver
agreement to be identified. Only Apple brand chargers compatible with the MacBook Pro were
used to charge the equipment, as other chargers may dilute the charge and battery power abilities
and deteriorating the battery condition of the equipment will be potentially detrimental to the
study. Necessary bandwidth of internet connection was required to maintain video recording
integrity. The computer needed to be charged to a minimum of 50% battery prior to beginning
intervention to ensure there was enough charge to last through a session. In order to minimize
risk and confidentiality breech to clients and families, only parts pertaining to consent, assent,
and data collection was recording. Extra conversations with teacher or researcher were not
recorded. Once the recording was completed, they were immediately uploaded into a shared
google drive between only the teacher and researcher. This google drive contained no identifying
information in the titles and were labeled with Student A, B, C, according to the number of each
baseline or intervention session or probe. These videos were kept only on this device for
members of the research team to view for data collection. Devices with access to this Google
drive were locked in the teacher and researchers’ individual homes and did not travel between
any locations. Videos were saved using only student letter assigned at beginning of intervention
and no other identifying information.
Response Definitions (Dependent Measures) and Recording
The responses measured in this study were the tacted and intraverbal responses recorded
during and after the reading of the adapted text. Three dependent measures were recorded
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throughout this study including accuracy of the embedded tacting trials throughout reading the
adapted text, the emission of intraverbal text responses from the instruction of “Tell me about the
story”, the accuracy of the intraverbal text responses, and anecdotal recording of the content of
the intraverbal text comments. All three responses were recorded on one data recording sheet
with a key for interrater consistency with data collection. The students produced the responses
expressively as opposed to pointing to their answers receptively.
Tacted Responses
The responses for embedded tacted trials were measured to address research question
one. A correct, incorrect, or non-response was recorded for the tacted trials. A correct response
was recorded if the student expressively tacted and responded to the question following the
question of “Who is it?”, “What is it?” or “Where is it?” and the correct response was dependent
on the student correctly responding according to the question guidelines and rubric found in
Appendix N. In order for a response to be marked as correct, the student needed to respond to the
question with the possible responses indicated in Appendix N.
An incorrect response was marked if the participant produces any vocal response other
than the correct responses. A non-response was recorded when a student engaged in any
behavior other than attempting to provide a response to the tacted question. Students were given
up to five seconds to begin a response before it was considered a non-response. A non-response
was coded differently for anecdotal purposes but considered an incorrect response.
Once an incorrect response was elicited, the teacher would engage in an error correction
strategy following a (least to most) prompting hierarchy. The first step of the least to most
prompting hierarchy was a gestural prompt. A gestural prompt consisted of the teacher gesturing
to the sentence where the answer was located by pointing to location of the story in the adapted
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text. If a correct response was not obtained through a gestural prompt, the teacher began a new
trial and moved to a visual prompt. A visual prompt consisted of the teacher placing a circle
around the correct answer within the adapted text. If a correct response was not obtained through
a visual prompt, the teacher moved to a verbal prompt, being the most intrustive prompt for this
study. A verbal prompt consisted of the teacher providing the exact answer verbally to the
student following the instruction (i.e. “Who is it? Say ‘Andrew”). Although data was only
reported for correct unprompted responses, prompts were recorded to analyze whether the
teacher was able to move down the prompting hierarchy to obtain correct responses with the
least intrusive prompt possible. A prompted response was recorded if the student required it
based on incorrect or non-responding and the teacher had to provide any level of prompting
within the prompting hierarchy.
For the tacted responses, only one type of prompted response was recorded, a verbal
prompt or echoic prompt. This is because a visual and gestural prompt was already naturally part
of the instruction given by gesturing to the visual and providing a visual as part of the stimuli.
After the student produced an incorrect or nonresponse a verbal (echoic) prompt was provided if
necessary. A prompt was recorded in the data if the teacher provided a verbal prompt to the
student immediately following the instruction for a tacted trial. Because no permanent product
was obtained through this study, the data recording method on the data sheets and protocols
mentioned in materials and equipment was used for future data analysis, as well as the video
recordings of the session to ensure the accuracy of the data and maintain procedural fidelity and
to allow for interobserver agreement increase. Repeated trial data collection was utilized in this
study for the tacted and intraverbal responses.
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The system of least prompts for the intraverbal responses utilized will be discussed
further in the intervention section as well as in procedures. It was also be noted in the data what
type of prompt was used via acronyms. A VP was recorded for a verbal prompt. A GP was
recorded for a gestural prompt, and a ViP was recorded for a visual prompt. This aided in the
interventionists fading any necessary prompting strategies. Once the trial was closed, a data point
was marked for that trial indicating a C+ for a correct accurate response, a C- for a correct
inaccurate response, I for an incorrect response, and the previously mentioned prompt codes for a
prompted instruction that yielded an incorrect response or non-response, and N for a nonresponse.
Intraverbal Responses
The second dependent measure for this study was a response to the statement “Tell me
about the story”, or intraverbal response from the participant. Because the purpose of the study
was to examine if the intervention had an effect on overall communication about the text, about a
text in general during reading instruction, a correct response was indicated in this study in two
ways. The first was a correct accurate response. A correct accurate response was indicated if the
student generates an independent response intraverbally (vocally) when given the instruction of
“Tell me about the story.” This response was also required to be accurate and mention the words
listed according to the embedded trials throughout the story. A correct inaccurate response will
be recorded if the student provided an intraverbal (vocal) response that has a connection to the
topic of the story but is not listed explicitly within the context of the adapted text. If they attempt
to provide a response that is not a vocal intraverbal skill (i.e. pointing or a receptive response), it
was marked as incorrect in the data and then a prompted trial will begin for the participant to
respond expressively through the system of least prompts within the intervention and to use their
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means of expressive communication. For both correct and incorrect responses, the rubric in
Appendix M provides guidelines to what constitutes as an accurate comment or an inaccurate
comment related to the text.
A non-response was recorded if the student engaged in behavior other than producing
intraverbal response. Non-response behavior included, but was not limited to engaging in selfstimulatory behavior, maladaptive behaviors such as crying or swiping items, touching the text
reader, etc. If incorrect or non-response was given on first trial, the teacher moved to utilizing the
system of least prompts until correct trial is emitted. Data collection for intraverbal comments
related to the text will use the same data collection procedures as the comprehension measures
including the prompt codes for correct and accurate, correct and inaccurate, incorrect, nonresponses, and prompted responses.
Content of Comments (Intraverbal Responses)
Another dependent measure collected during the study was the content of the intraverbal
responses emitted after asking “Tell me about the story”. As well as collecting trial by trial data
on the intraverbal text comments, anecdotal recordings (Gordon, 1966; Warters, 1964) were
collected on the actual content of these responses. The data collector(s) for the intervention
session typed down an exact transcription of direct quotations of what the student said for all
correct, incorrect, and prompted responses. The teacher recorded the order in which the student
said the words, phrases, or sentences to vocally answer the intraverbal question. If a nonresponse occurred, nothing was recorded in the anecdotal category and this was indicated in the
repeated trial data collection. If a prompt was needed following the nonresponse, it was recorded
in the next trial. This data was used to analyze if there was an increase in complexity of the
intraverbal responses or differentiation in the words used across intervention sessions to use for
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potential future studies. As previously mentioned, a rubric for acceptable and inacceptable
intraverbal responses is listed in Appendix M. This rubric also identifies the complexity level of
the responses.
Intervention
The intervention for this study was comprised of a package of two variables paired
together to examine the effects on intraverbal text comments. The independent variables for this
study were systematic prompting through the system of least prompts and use of embedded trials
throughout the reading of the adapted text. The system of least prompts utilized in this study
were modified to address the needs of the student to produce the intraverbal text comments
related to the story. System of least prompts in this study were used for each student during
intervention phases as followed on the fidelity checklists. For the students participating in this
study, the system of least prompts after incorrect or non-responses included a gestural, visual,
and verbal prompt.
The system included the use of discrete trial teaching and prompting when necessary with
least intrusive prompts, the opportunity to respond independently in presence of the target
stimulus, and the implementation of the next intrusive prompt dependent on student achievement
(Doyle et al., 1988). Teachers were trained on the intervention procedures in a staff training
outlined in appendix O. For this study, the order of the system of least prompts contained the
following: gestural prompt, visual prompt (tacting prompt), and lastly a verbal prompt (echoic
prompt) was used at the most intrusive in the prompting hierarchy. For this study, discrete trials
were embedded and distributed throughout the reading of an adapted text to address tacting trials
and intraverbal responses. The trials were systematically and explicitly asked throughout
designated sentences in the adapted story on the fidelity checklists for both baseline and
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intervention phases (Jimenez & Kamai, 2015). The trials were implemented after designated
points in the story listed on the fidelity checklist for intervention previously mentioned in
Appendix L.
Sessions Parameters
Because it is required that students receive daily reading instruction, sessions and
observations were conducted daily. Baseline, probe, and intervention data points were collected
over the span of twenty school days. Only one intervention session per day was conducted in
with a student until three consecutive baseline points were obtained for a participant and five
consecutive intervention points are obtained for a participant. Students A and B received
intervention up to eight days to attempt to achieve stability and Student C received intervention
for seven days. Eight days would have been ideal to achieve stability, but the school year ended
prior to the eighth day of intervention. Similarly, each intervention block varied in duration due
to behavioral responses and required prompts. Students were required to get through the total of
six trials including the five tacted questions and one intraverbal response. Participant baseline
sessions ranged from one to five minutes and intervention sessions ranged from three to sixteen
minutes. If students obtain all correct responses, they stopped at six trials; however, with the
system of least prompts utilized, each individual participant exceeded six trials for a maximum
of forty trials during the highest trial intervention session. Procedures listed to stop at forty
minutes of intervention; however, no intervention session exceeded that amount for any
participant. There were no restrictions on which days the intervention may take place, as long as
it was a regular school day with instructional hours. For example, intervention could not occur
on scheduled days off for students, half days, or conference days where both students and parents
attend. Additionally, intervention sessions did not occur during the first four weeks of the current
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school year in which the intervention will take place to allow teachers time to establish
behavioral and structural routines.
The sessions were conducted within the first half of the instructional school day per the
school instructional day of the school. The instructional day is from 7:50 A.M. – 2:11 P.M. Per
distance learning procedures, teachers were required to check in virtually at their designated
contract time of 7:11 A.M. Teachers were given the first hour of the day for staff meetings and
clerical duties. Intervention sessions did not occur until between the hours of 8:15 A.M. and
10:00 A.M. This time frame takes place within the typical reading instruction block for the
students according to teacher instruction plans. In the intervention condition procedures section,
the parameters for terminating a session are outlined.
The maximum length of sessions for intervention was set at forty minutes. When time of
session reaches forty minutes, interventionists were instructed to close their last trial, attempting
to end on a corrected trial if possible, and make note of where they left off for the next session. A
note was to be made in the comments section of the data sheet of sessions ending due to time
constraints. If for some reason a student was not to complete all intervention questions due to
illness, school emergencies, etc., those sessions will be noted, but not included in the data
because they were not able to be completed. If a session is not able to be completed, the
interventionist was to return to the start point of that session next time. This did not occur for any
of the participants but was reviewed as part of the initial staff training prior to implementation of
intervention sessions. Because this intervention will be conducted with one student at a time,
there will be individual management as opposed to group management. The electronic copy of
the adapted text readers was present for every session as well as items for preference
assessments. Additionally, students readily had access to any other classroom materials they
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would typically have access to during reading instruction aside from the intervention materials
such as token boards. The intervention was introduced according to current labeling skill mastery
and then in alphabetical order of the next two participants.
Experimental Design
The intervention was presented through a multiple-probe design across subjects with
baseline being the comparison condition and subsequent intervention phase introduced based on
changing criterion. The multiple-probe design consisted of baseline and subsequent intervention
phases without the return to a baseline condition (Horner & Baer, 1978), as the learned response
criteria of the intraverbal skills are not reversable. Additionally, due to the variable familiarity
with response conditions, there were limited opportunities for stability of a baseline. Three
participants were used for the design in this study (Ferron & Scott, 2005). The baseline phase (A)
was introduced to each participant at the same time. Three baseline points were obtained before
moving to intervention phase for each participant. Additionally, a probe data point was collected
every five days for each participant not currently in a baseline or intervention phase.
Baseline data points were collected strictly on the tier three reading instruction process,
asking the tacted questions and intraverbal question without the use of a system of least prompts
and embedding the tacted trials throughout the reading of the adapted text. See fidelity checklists
in Appendix K for baseline fidelity checklist to view the procedures that were followed and
measured during this portion of the multiple-probe design. Intervention phases (B) was
introduced to the participants in order from highest amount of previously mastered intraverbal
skills according to the ABLLS. The ABLLS was used as a pre-assessment to determine inclusion
in the intervention. At minimum five intervention data points were obtained for the intervention
phase for each participant; however, if stability is was not achieved with the five data points,
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intervention was extended for up to three extra data points for a total of eight intervention data
points and stopped at that point. Intervention stopped for Student C during intervention day
seven due to the end of the school year for Gibson Elementary School.
This design allowed the researcher to evaluate experimental control by visually analyzing
immediacy of effect between baseline and intervention phases between each participant.
Experimental control was demonstrated by documenting three demonstrations of experimental
effect for three points of time in the intervention (Horner et al., 2005). The intervention was
introduced at different points in time, staggered through each of the participants. Intervention
was first introduced to the participant with the highest amount of previously mastered tacting and
manding skills according to the ABLLS as tacting and manding skills are said to be prerequisites to more complex intraverbal skills (Skinner, 1953). Student A demonstrated an 80%
score consistently on the labeling section of the ABLLS whereas Student B and C consistently
demonstrated 60% mastery; therefore, Student A was given the intervention first. Because both
Students B and C demonstrated 60% mastery on the labeling section of the ABLLS; therefore,
intervention was delivered in alphabetical order of student last name.
Internal Validity and Procedural Fidelity
Participant inclusion criteria as well as steps outlined in the procedures were used to
attempt to account for cofounding variables as threats to internal validity. Participants were
required to meet the requirements of following one-step directions and attending to task for two
minutes. This assisted in ensuring that the study relied primarily on increasing complex
communication skills related to the tacting and intraverbal responses to the questions as opposed
to targeting challenging behaviors. Staff training was required with staff providing the
intervention demonstrating 100% fidelity before implementing said intervention to student
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participants. Staff training was completed with the teachers providing the intervention one week
prior to the beginning of baseline. Teachers demonstrated 100% proficiency during the staff
training. Procedural fidelity and treatment integrity were reviewed prior to intervention and
utilized for each participant during every intervention session in order to ensure that each
component of the intervention was completed. Staff implementing the intervention were checked
with fidelity by the researcher and were planned to be re-trained should procedural fidelity fall
below 90% of skills accurately completed. This was not necessary during the study because the
teacher remained above 90% in procedural fidelity throughout both baseline and intervention
procedures. The teacher implementing the intervention made one error for one participant during
intervention phase and immediately recognized it and self-corrected within the verbal prompting
hierarchy for Student C. The fidelity checklists for both baseline and intervention conditions are
included in Appendix K and L and were used by the teacher delivering intervention as well as
the researcher to check procedural fidelity.
Social Validity
Social validity was addressed through surveys given to the teacher, parents, and student
participants at the completion of intervention. Fidelity checks were conducted during each week
of the study to determine if teachers are using the intervention correctly. Follow up interviews
were conducted with the teacher to see concerns and difficulties teachers were having with
maintaining the intervention one-week post intervention. Teachers and parents were sent the
questionnaires through their preferred e-mail used for school district business. Subsequently, the
questionnaires were returned via e-mail from the teacher of record for the students. Student
questionnaires were completed with parents in their own home following the completion of the
intervention. Students answered the social validity questionnaires verbally and parents circled the
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smiley face or sad face based on their responses in accordance with the questions. Parents and
teachers both answered questionnaires with answers on a Likert scale with ratings from 1 to 5, 1
corresponding with strongly disagree and 5 corresponding with strongly agree. See Appendix P
for social validity questionnaires for parents and staff participants.
Procedures
Procedures in this study consisted of pre-research procedures including nomination of
participants described in the participant recruitment section, staff training and obtaining of
consent and assent, baseline procedures for each participant as well as intervention procedures
for each of the participants. Prior to beginning any procedures within the study, assent and
consent was obtained. Consent was obtained verbally from parents during a Google Meets
session a week prior to baseline being conducted, as well as once more prior to beginning the
first baseline session with each participant. The consent and assent forms were sent to parents,
students, and teacher participants two weeks prior to study start date for opportunity to review
documents. The researcher also conducted Google Meets meetings to read the consent and assent
forms to all participants before verbally agreeing to participating in the study. Due to distance
learning procedures enforced by the school district, verbal agreement was the most accurate and
safest method to obtain both consent and assent. Teacher participant agreed to participate in the
study via verbal consent on Google Meets. Assent was also given by students by verbal
agreement to participate in the study. Because there was no permanent product of consent and
assent forms, consent and assent were organized in an excel spreadsheet for each participant as
well as the teachers.
Pre-Research Preparation
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Before beginning intervention, permissions to conduct research were obtained through
the institutional review board (IRB) through the university as well as the local school district.
One school district principal agreed to sponsor the current research. Permissions were sought
from the local school district containing students to invite to participate in the study. During the
duration of procedure preparation for this study, beginning on March 13, 2020, the local school
district had moved to a distance learning format for safety measures (i.e., a stay at home order,
distance education via Google Meets, two-way contact with students weekly). This distance
education format was mentioned previously in the settings. Therefore, all procedures approved
needed to be consistent with delivery on a virtual platform. Once these permissions were
obtained, the principal of schools were contacted to obtain permissions to conduct intervention at
school sites and allow access to their staff, including support staff and teachers, as well as
student participants. After approval for intervention implementation at school sites was obtained
by administrators, teachers and support staff were given consent forms to participate in study
prior to intervention as well as parents to have their students participate in study given that all
participants will be under the age of eighteen. Staff training was also part of pre-research
procedures necessary to ensure fidelity of treatment.
Participant Recruitment Procedures
Teacher Participants. Teacher participants were selected through a purposeful sample at
the designated school site recommended by the approving site administrator and based on the
criteria listed in the participants section of the study. The researcher met with the teacher in the
self-contained special education programs via Google Meets, introduced the intervention, the
daily requirements of the study including implementing the baseline and intervention procedures,
data collection, survey completion, and the number of weeks it would take. After this the
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researcher provided the IRB informed consent form, answered any questions and gave the
teacher participants the opportunity to opt into the study. Both teachers agreed to participate;
however, only one teacher was utilized to implement the intervention. The second teacher served
as an alternate teacher.
Student Participants. To begin the student participant recruitment procedure, all students
in both classrooms were sent a letter of contact through e-mail as well as be given an additional
opportunity for parents to virtually attend a one-hour informational meeting regarding the study
through the Google Meets platform. In this letter, the research was described, the potential
benefits to the participants, procedures for selection to participate in the study, circumstances if
they were not chosen to participate, as well as the number of weeks it would take for
implementation. From the consented students, the teachers used the designated criteria to
nominate students who fit the inclusion criteria listed previously in the participants section,
excluding the ABLLS score. Once students were nominated, those students’ parents and/or
guardians were sent additional consent forms to administer the ABLLS and determine scores to
participate in study. This letter described the implementation of the assessment to determine
inclusion in the study as well as circumstances for if they were not selected to participate. The
students remaining after the conclusion of all consenting and testing procedures were chosen to
participate in the study. Two of the students did not qualify for the study based on inclusion and
exclusion criteria and one student’s parents did not consent to participation for the student,
leaving three participants able to participate in the study.
A letter describing the study (Letter of Contact), consent forms, and assent forms were
sent via e-mail in English and Spanish to the parents of children in the classrooms in which
research may be taking place. A voluntary parent meeting was held virtually on Google Meets to
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discuss the details of the study. Research team members were also available before and after all
virtual baseline and intervention sessions to address concerns or questions of both parents and
student participants. The researcher stated at the informational virtual meeting as well as at the
beginning of baseline that consent or assent can be removed at any time from all participants.
This includes a verbal or written request from the parent.
Before beginning intervention, permissions to conduct research were obtained through
the institutional review board (IRB) through the university as well as the local school district.
One school district principal agreed to sponsor the current research. Permissions were sought
from the local school district containing students to invite to participate in the study. During the
duration of procedure preparation for this study, beginning on March 13, 2020, the local school
district had moved to a distance learning format for safety measures. This distance learning
format was mentioned previously in the settings. Therefore, all procedures approved needed to
be consistent with delivery on a virtual platform.
Once these permissions were obtained, the principal of schools were contacted to obtain
permissions to conduct intervention at school sites and allow access to their staff, including
support staff and teachers, as well as student participants. After approval for intervention
implementation at school sites was obtained by administrators, teachers and support staff were
given consent forms to participate in study prior to intervention as well as parents to have their
students participate in study given that all participants will be under the age of eighteen.
Student Participants
Based on the quality indicators of single-case research design (Horner et al., 2005), this study
required a minimum of three, and a target of five student participants. A systematic and
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purposeful recruitment procedure was utilized to obtain the three participants of the study.
Inclusion criteria for each participant included the following:
a) receiving special education services with eligibility of autism spectrum disorders in an
elementary school self-contained setting on a comprehensive school campus,
b) were in grades second through fifth grade,
c) displayed a measure of achievement in content area of reading of two grade levels below
their typically developing peers per their individualized education plan present levels of
performance and receiving specially designed instruction in reading within the selfcontained classroom,
d) received related services in speech and language,
e) had a level of proficiency at a minimum of 60% for tacting skills according to the
ABLLS assessment (task G4 of labeling common objects) and less than 20% mastery on
emitting related comments about pictures intraverbally (task H24),
f) followed one-step directions, and
g) attended to task for two minutes.
Exclusion criterion for this study included the following:
a) a primary diagnosis other than that of autism spectrum disorders,
b) participating in general education for reading instruction,
c) students outside of grade range of second through fifth grade,
d) students outside the grade levels of second and fifth grade,
e) students without the related service of speech and language services listed in their
individualized education plan, and
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f) students with comorbid disabilities including vision or hearing impairments, cognitive
disabilities, or other mental health impairments.
Student demographics were gathered from the individualized education program (IEP) by the
teacher of record and are listed in the student demographic and information table 1 in the
subsequent pages. Student participants for this study were selected based on consenting and
assenting procedures as well as the teacher nominating the consented students for the study based
on the inclusion and exclusion criteria listed in the above section. All students participating in the
study met the inclusion and exclusion criteria and additionally received all academic instruction
in the self-contained setting.
Student participants were required to verbally identify their participation in the study
prior to the first baseline session. They could additionally indicate they chose not to participate
by verbalizing they don’t want to participate of by non-verbal indicators such as refusing to
watch the video, leaving the area, excessive crying (i.e. lasting beyond one minute) or pushing
away the baseline or intervention materials. Students participating in the study did not display
any of these behaviors beyond one minute. A spreadsheet was used to organize the consent and
assent information from the student participants. The following procedures were put into place if
more than five participants in both classrooms would have consented to the study: Should more
than five participants in both classrooms be consented to participate in the study, their initials
will be placed in a jar and chosen at random selectively without replacement to determine which
students will be chosen for the study. Any student not receiving access to the intervention during
the study will be given access to the materials following the completion of the study with the
three students receiving the intervention.
Parent Participants
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Parent participants were recruited for participation to complete a survey regarding social
validity at the completion of the intervention. Along with student participation forms, parents
were sent a letter of participation separately from the student participation letters. Parent
participant selection was based on the students that were chosen for the study. Parents were
provided the option to decline participation in the study even if they provided permission for the
student to participate.
Staff Training
Once all permissions have been obtained from the above listed members, a preintervention staff training was held one week prior to the start of baseline for the first participant.
Both teachers were trained on the completion of study procedures, including baseline procedures,
intervention procedures and data collection for interrater data collection purposes. If mastery
criteria are not met by a particular staff member, a secondary teacher or support staff personnel
who has mastered the training will serve as the interventionist and the staff will serve as an
additional inter-rater data collector. Mastery criteria for teacher training to deliver intervention
phases of the study was to demonstrate the prompting hierarchies, embedding the trials, as well
as accurately recording the responses with 100% accuracy during a sample role play scenario
with the researcher serving as the student demonstrating a correct response, an incorrect
response, and a non-response. Staff training occurred virtually on the Google platform approved
by the district for distance learning procedures. They were also required to demonstrate fidelity
with the preference assessment procedures to ensure continuous reinforcement be utilized
correctly to ensure reinforcement procedures were consistent for each of the student participant.
Reinforcement remained consistent for each participant.
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This staffing covered confidentiality expectations, fidelity checklists, data collection
procedures, and staff demeanor protocol recommendations. Because the steps of the intervention
required the implementation and recording of skills regarding comprehensive questions about a
specific text, each classroom teacher was given a copy of the original text, Freckle Juice, for
copyright purposes along with the copies of the adapted reading materials for the baseline and
intervention sessions. The copies of the adapted reading materials were provided electronically
to the teacher e-mails.
Interobserver Agreement (IOA)
The researcher selected at random which sessions were to be used for interobserver
agreement (IOA) data collection by putting number of baseline probe and intervention sessions
into a hat and choosing at random one baseline session and three intervention sessions for 33%
of IOA. Baseline session two and intervention sessions two, four, and five were selected to
collect IOA for each student participant. The researcher also monitored procedural fidelity on the
teacher delivering the intervention through the Google Meets virtual platform. During the
intervention sessions, should the teacher or support staff fall below 90% accuracy of following
the steps of the fidelity checklist, the teacher was required to attend another one-hour staffing
session with the research team to review research procedures and repeat the process. This did not
occur during the study as the teacher implementing the intervention did not fall below 90%
accuracy of the fidelity of staff training.
Phase Change Parameters
All students entered baseline, or the first probe at the same time. The student with the
highest score for labeling skills according to the ABLLS began intervention first. Per the
multiple-probe design used for the study (Horner & Baer, 1978), each participant will be probed
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directly before prior to the introduction of the intervention for three consecutive days of probing.
Additionally, it was not required to take continuous measurement during the baseline phase, but
rather to have at least three consecutive days of probing as well as probe trials for the next phase
occurring no more than five days from the initial probe trials. Student A obtained three days of
baseline before moving directly into intervention. Student B received three days of four days of
baseline and one probe prior to moving to the intervention stage. Student C received three days
of baseline and two probes prior to entering intervention. Criteria for moving phases was
outlined as follows:
The first student participant will complete intervention once the student demonstrates
mastery per answering four of five tacted trials correctly and the intraverbal response
correctly on first try for two consecutive intervention sessions or day eight of
intervention, whichever comes first. Once the first participant reaches the first day of
mastery or day five of intervention, whichever arrives first, the first probe may be given
to the next participant for intervention to begin after three probes for the second
participant. This will continue until all participants receive three consecutive probe trials
prior to intervention as well as at minimum five teaching probe trials during intervention.
All participants exceeded the five days of standard intervention in order to attempt to achieve
stability.
Baseline Procedures
Baseline procedures were administered during the reading instructional block utilizing
the current tier three instruction students are receiving within the context of the special education
instruction provided through distance learning by the teacher of record. The purpose of the
baseline condition was to obtain and record stability in the current state of responding to the
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answering of tacted responses and intraverbal questions without the use of the independent
variables before providing intervention to allow for effective and accurate data analysis
throughout and upon completion of the study. All students entered baseline at the same time and
the student to exit baseline first and move to intervention conditions was determined by the
ABLLS scores taken during pre-research procedures. Baseline conditions occurred in a 1:1
setting with the same adapted text and reinforcement materials but were not provided with any of
the visual prompts required for systematic prompting for the intervention phases. For baseline
procedures, the teacher followed current tier three reading procedures done in the classroom
without the use of the independent variables. The adapted text was utilized, but teachers
presented, read the text, and ask the tacted and intraverbal questions following the completion of
reading the story without any use of systematic prompting or embedding of the trials.
Reinforcement procedures were kept consistent between baseline and intervention
conditions as it was not part of the intervention. Continuous reinforcement was utilized, meaning
the student received reinforcement for each independent correct trial produced during both
baseline and intervention procedures. Reinforcement during baseline procedures were consistent
with whatever the teacher is currently implementing behaviorally; however, the participant
received a continue schedule of reinforcement for accuracy of answers as well as accuracy of
attending behaviors. A continuous schedule of reinforcement or a fixed ratio of one was used for
accuracy of answers whether that was through verbal praise or other rewards based on student
individual preferences through a free operant preference assessment defined previously in preresearch procedures. All participants utilized token boards for a visual representation of
continuous reinforcement, consistent with procedures the teacher of record had already been
implementing in the classroom. Tokens were most often used to earn time with iPad or a break
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outside during the intervention for all participants. See fidelity checklist M for procedural fidelity
with comprehension questions for baseline procedures. One trial for the baseline period consisted
of the instruction, a response produced by the child, and corrective feedback based on the
response produced.
If a student produced an intraverbal text discussion, they received a continuous schedule
of reinforcement for producing that intraverbal response. Based on inclusion criteria of
participants, it was not hypothesized that the student will emit multiple correct intraverbal
responses related to the baseline shared story procedure; however, they would receive continuous
reinforcement if they emitted a response without the use of the intervention. None of the three
participants emitted a correct intraverbal response independently during baseline phase. If a
student did not respond expressively, they were given an informational “No” for accuracy of
answers but will be given verbal praise based on behavioral expectations. For example, the
interventionist responded with “No, but I love how you’re sitting!” to reinforce behavioral
expectations and not fatigue student’s attention and compliance. No prompting was delivered at
the time of baseline for accuracy of responding, however, prompting was utilized for behavioral
expectations if necessary to attend to the camera and novel presentation of materials outside of
the typical classroom setting.
Intervention Procedures
The intervention occurred in a four-step sequence. A fidelity checklist was used amongst
all of the team members (see Appendix N). Prior to the first intervention session with the first
participant, a one-hour staffing was held with the members of the team to review systematic
prompting and differential reinforcement procedures, introduce the components of the adapted
text for the first chapter of Freckle Juice (Best & Slater, 2017), and train on data collection trial
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by trial procedures. The first step of the intervention was to set-up the session expectations,
requiring students to remain seated and attend to instruction. Although this was not part of the
official twenty to forty-minute session, it was still listed on the fidelity checklist as a reminder
for teachers implementing the intervention as an important component of the procedures. As
previously mentioned, a component of the inclusion criteria for the study was to remain seated
and attend to task for two minutes. However, due to the novel nature of distance learning,
students may have required extra prompting to attend in their individual and respective home
settings.
This first step of intervention included the preference assessment. A free-operant
preference assessment was used to determine reinforcement for the student to utilize with the
continuous reinforcement utilized for baseline and intervention procedures. The free-operant
preference assessment for this study consisted of a series of procedures. The instructor listed and
provided visuals to allow for students to select their reinforcement via distance learning Google
Meets platform. A timer was set for two minutes and the student had a full two minutes to
engage in any of the items or activities listed in front of the student. At the end of the twominutes, the teacher selected the two items most engaged with during the two minutes. The
teacher then provided a forced choice to the student between the two items by stating, “What do
you want to work for during reading today?” The student chose one to work for during that
particular intervention session. Water was present, but the only reason to leave the intervention
area was for emergency restroom purposes, immediate illness, or extenuating circumstances due
to activities such as drills on the school campus. No students left the area once a baseline or
intervention session had started.
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The second step of the intervention was presenting the adapted text and embedding the
tacted trials listed in appendix N. The fidelity checklist outlines the stopping point at which the
teacher paused and asked the embedded tacted trials. The teacher said “Today we are going to
read Freckle Juice. Follow along with me as I read.” The teacher encouraged student for
following along in the story through social/verbal praise; however, this was not recorded in the
data or provided tangible reinforcement determined in the free-operant preference assessment.
The students remained in the designated area and made an attempt to follow along with the story,
however, data was not collected on these components as the intervention was not the reading
process. This step of the intervention included reading just the first chapter of the story. The
teacher read the chapter in a clear and projected voice, pausing at appropriate times for
punctuation and dialogue. The teacher also did not continue reading if the student participant
engaged in self-stimulatory behavior at the time. She paused reading and returned to the
beginning of the sentence to ensure behaviors did not cofound with the accuracy of answers. The
teacher paused at pre-determined points to ask the embedded tacted questions as opposed to at
the completion of the chapter. The teacher read the first two sentences, then paused to say, “Who
is it?” while she pointed to Andrew in the adapted text. Pointed to a spot in the adapted text was
completed with a standard sized cursor on the computer screen.
After reading sentences three and four, the teacher paused and said, “What is it?” while
pointing to the picture of freckles in the adapted text. Following the reading of sentences five and
six, the teacher paused and said, “Where is it?” while pointing to the picture of the classroom in
the adapted text. The teacher then read sentences seven and eight, pausing afterwards and said,
“Who is it?” while pointing to the picture of Sharon in the adapted text. Finally, after reading
sentences nine through eleven, the teacher asked following embedded tacted trial. The teacher
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will ask, “What is it?” while pointing to the picture of juice in the adapted text. Trials proceeded
to the end of the session to attempt to get a correct response with no prompting and data was
continuously collected for each trial. Discontinuation of asking a question was after three nonresponses or after getting a correct response from the lowest prompt of the hierarchy possible.
The questions that were asked embedded throughout the chapter as tacted trials are listed in
appendix N to be followed for each participant each day of intervention.
Since gestural prompts were already part of the tacted trials embedded throughout the
story, a visual or verbal (echoic) prompt was utilized if the student did not emit a correct
response on the first try. First, the teacher provided a visual prompt by circling the exact answer
within the sentence on the computer screen. If the student did not emit a correct response with
the visual prompt, then she moved a verbal prompt on the next step of the prompting hierarchy.
The teacher provided the exact verbalizations listed in appendix N the student is expected to
echo or verbally reproduce. Because a part of the inclusion criterion was possessing some
labeling ability according to the ABLLS, it was not hypothesized that the students would require
a more intrusive prompt than a verbal prompt to emit a correct response. However, Student B did
require verbal prompting to emit correct responses during the tacted trials. Although the
responses emitted by the student participants in the study were classified as part tact and part
intraverbal, they were recorded as two separate measures in the data for the purpose of this study
and the respective research questions asked.
Following the embedded tacting trials, interventionist removed the visuals within the
adapted text from the student work area and reserved them from the system of least prompts if
necessary. The adapted text was projected through Google Meets in this study and was not
physically in the student work area. Reinforcement items remained close by to the student
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whether on the table, on the floor next to the student, or with the parent in close proximity. The
interventionist said, “Tell me about the story.” The teacher provided a wait time of five to ten
seconds for the student to begin to attempt a response. The student was expected to provide an
intraverbal response based on the response definitions provided previously in the proposal as
well as according to the rubric listed in the appendices. If the student did not provide a correct
response at first attempt, the teacher moved into the system of least prompts to teach the
intraverbal text comment. Percentage of correct responses were identified for each participant on
question asked during the reading of the adapted text.
The interventionist (teacher) moved through the system of least prompts in the following
order: gestural prompting, visual prompting, and verbal (echoic) prompting. If a student did not
emit a correct response, the teacher began with a gestural prompt. A gestural prompt for this
study was defined as pointing to the adapted text by placing the cursor at the top of the page in
the adapted text for the participant to refer to the text to make a relevant intraverbal response. If a
correct response was not emitted with a gestural prompt, the teacher moved to the use of a visual
prompt. The visual prompt for this study consisted of the teacher circling a sentence on the page
of the adapted text for the student to have an exact reference point to emit a correct response. If
the student was successful with a visual prompt, the teacher moved to a verbal prompt. For this
study, a verbal prompt was described as the teacher verbally providing a sentence frame for the
student. For example, after the teacher says, “Tell me about the story”, the teacher then said,
“There is a boy named __________.” If a student did not emit a correct response with a verbal
prompt, it was repeated at a maximum of three times to attempt to achieve a correct response and
then move back down the prompting hierarchy.
Error Correction or Reinforcement
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The answer for tacting questions fell into one of the following categories indicated in the
data collection format: correct response, incorrect response, non-response, and prompted
responses according to the coding in the previously mentioned response section. The answer for
the intraverbal response fell into one of the following categories: correct accurate response,
correct inaccurate response, incorrect response, non-response, and prompted responses according
to the coding in the previously mentioned response section. When the student provided a
response, corrective feedback or praise was given dependent on the student response. If the
response was correct (accurate or inaccurate in relation to the text), the interventionist provided
the reinforcer determined in the free operant reinforcement assessment. Continuous
reinforcement was given through one token per every response. The student was able to engage
with the item immediately at the completion of the intervention session. All of the students chose
to work for an iPad or break outside.
If students were able to withstand a delayed reinforcement system, they still received
continuous reinforcement of one token or representation of reinforcement per correct display of
the target behaviors. If it was a consumable, the student would have access to it immediately
upon the completion of the correct intraverbal response and was expected to utilize it at that
moment. All the students in the study utilized a token board and were able to delay the primary
reinforcement but still received continuous reinforcement represented by their respective token
boards. If the student provided a non-response or incorrect response, they were behaviorally
redirected to rectify the behavioral task and move to the system of least prompts outlined in the
intervention section. While the system of least prompts was used to teach the behavioral target
desired from the student of intraverbal text comments, the continuous reinforcement was used at
the conclusion of the trial to attempt to shape future behaviors within that intervention session as
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well as future intervention sessions. Although the continuous reinforcement was used within the
procedures, it was not part of the intervention as it was used in both baseline and intervention
phases of the study and was not manipulated between phases.
Behavior Redirection
If inappropriate behaviors arose during the intervention, the teacher waited for the
maladaptive or self-stimulatory behavior to stop before proceeding with reading the adapted text
or asking them questions. No maladaptive behaviors exceeded ten seconds, so teachers were able
to immediately return to intervention procedures. Given the presence of maladaptive behaviors
including physical or verbal aggression, elopement, or non-compliance resulting in any
dangerous act, the intervention was to halt, and data will stop at the point in which the behavior
started. Maladaptive behaviors such as physical, verbal aggression, and elopement did not occur
for any of the participants. If no data points were able to be collected within the intervention
session before inappropriate behaviors occur, a phase break was to be noted in the data, but all
data points were able to be obtained for all participants in the study. The antecedent intervention
of having a separate workstation was standard for each participant per the procedures. The
separate workstations varied amongst participants. Kitchen workstations and bedroom
workstations were both used during this study, but they were all separate from where students
would typically access reinforcement.
If two or more sessions needed to be discontinued due to behaviors not conducive with
the intervention, the research team made attempts to make up that session during the afternoon as
the intended intervention sessions were to occur in the morning during the regularly scheduled
reading instruction block. This only occurred during one session for Student A. Data was only to
be discontinued for a student if they showed a stable level of non-response, indicating little to no
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progress and an indication of little to no active engagement and participation in the study.
Students all demonstrated a rate of responding conducive with participating in the study for all
responses.
Data Analysis
Data analysis was used for each of the three research questions addressed in the study.
The following research questions were answered within the repeated trial data, anecdotal
recordings, and results for social validity questionnaires given to student, teacher, and parent
participants:
Research Question One
When addressing the question, “Does the use of embedding trials paired with systematic
prompting increase accuracy of tacted responses while reading an adapted text?” the researcher
measured frequency of correct unprompted responses to five questions asked daily during each
intervention session. Data was reported on the unprompted correct responses given from each
student participant. Data analysis was used to assess experimental control and internal validity
(Horner et al., 2005). Visual analysis allowed for those reading the data to interpret effect based
on level, trend, overlap of data points, variability, and immediacy of effect between phase
conditions (Horner et al., 2005). In conjunction with visual analysis, percentage of nonoverlapping data was calculated to demonstrate effect of study. Percentage of non-overlapping
data was computed through counting the number of data points that fall outside of the range of
data points from the initial phase dividing by the total number of data points in the second phase
(Scruggs, Mastropiere, & Casto, 1987).
If all data were non-overlapping, this was where visual analysis assists in providing a
more in-depth view at the data of each participant during each phase change. Tau-U was also
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utilized to measure effect size of data results and correct trends for all phases of the study for the
effect of the study. Tau-U (Parker et al., 2011) and percentage of non-overlapping data (Horner
et al., 2005), was utilized to measure non-overlapping data between baseline and intervention
conditions across participants and obtaining a weighted average for all participants. A longer
description of data analysis used will be presented in chapter four when discussing results of the
study for each research question.
Research Question Two
When addressing the question, “What is the content of intraverbal responses given after
reading an adapted text?”, data was collected on unprompted intraverbal responses to the
question “Tell me about the story” following the reading of the adapted text. Data was reported
on the unprompted correct responses given from each student participant. The second research
question of the study used descriptive analysis of the responses provided by the student. Analysis
of anecdotal recordings will be complete through the following procedure. Number of prompts
will be recorded in the data, but only unprompted correct responses will be reported for data
analysis. The anecdotal recordings were coded and described based on the exact transcriptions
emitted by the student during baseline and intervention sessions.
First, the researcher organized the data set by student and intervention session. Second, the
researcher used the codes from the rubric previously mentioned in appendix M to code the
responses. Student responses will receive a code of a 1, 2, or 3 based on the number of tacts
represented within the intraverbal answer as well as word, phrase, or sentence level. For
example, if when told “Tell me about the story” the student said, “The story is about a boy at
school”, that response would be coded as a sentence level 2 because it mentions two different
tacts within the story. If the student said, “Freckles”, that would be coded as word phrase 1
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because it contained a singular word and contained one tact within the story. If a student said,
“Freckles, the school” it would be a phrase level 2 because it contains short word phrases and
two tacts that were embedded within the story. Finally, the researcher determined the number of
times a coding unit was made within the responses for each participant.
Research Question 3
When addressing the question, “What is the social validity of the use of embedding tacting
trials paired with systematic prompting for practitioners, parents, and students?”, data was
collected through questionnaires for the students, parents, and teachers administering the
intervention. Students, practitioners, and parents were sent a survey through e-mail with specific
response questions for their population to measure social validity related to the intervention.
Students were required to answer a three-question survey, indicating a happy face or sad face
receptively to mark their responses. The students completed these surveys with their parents in
their home setting. The surveys were sent back to the researcher electronically. The practitioners
and parents were given a survey with a Likert scale measurement to check the most accurate
phrase related to the statement presented. They were required to choose one of the five following
options: strongly disagree, disagree, neither, agree, or strongly agree. See appendices for social
validity questionnaires for parents and staff participants.
External validity was initially validated through the use of three participants to replicate
potential immediacy of effect from baseline to intervention phases. Some external validity was
demonstrated by using replicates to apply intervention with three different participants. Although
this study was limited by three participants, it is recommended that systematic replications of this
study occur for future research to strengthen external validity. Both external and internal validity
were also addressed through the procedural fidelity on the staff training checklist completed for
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each teacher. Based on the hypothesis that the intervention will produce a significantly better
improvement than just the use of current tier three reading instruction without systematic
prompting or embedded trials.

Conclusion
Although it was originally intended that students complete the intervention in the
classroom setting, this study allowed for setting generalization (Cooper et al., 2020) from the
onset of the study as all three participants experienced different environmental variables.
COVID-19 presented alterations to the setting, recruitment procedures, and the use of technology
to facilitate the presentation of materials and communication with the interventionist and
researcher. Although these factors changed, procedures for implementation of the intervention,
data collection, and data analysis were able to remain consistent from the original intent of the
study. With the introduction and continuation of distance education, teachers will require
strategies to maximize procedures in language acquisition and communication goals during
academic instruction.
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Chapter Four
Results
The purpose of this study was to apply a multiple-probe design to carefully examine and
analyze the effects of utilizing a combination of embedded tacting trials, and systematic
prompting on intraverbal skill acquisition of students with autism spectrum disorder. By creating
a package of two previously used evidence-based practices the research will examine if
combining these strategies can produce an increase in intraverbal skills following the reading of
an adapted texts with embedded tacting trials throughout the reading process.
Data Analysis
To examine the use of embedding trials and systematic prompting on intraverbal
responses, a single-case research, multiple-probe design (Horner & Baer, 1978) each of three
research questions were addressed individually by their results. Research question one was
analyzed through the use of visual analysis, percentage of non-overlapping data, and the nonparametric measure of Tau-U which measures the nonoverlap between baseline and intervention
conditions for each participant, and across participants (Parker et al., 2011). Both baseline to
baseline phase Tau scores are calculated as well as baseline to intervention comparison Tau
scores. Baseline comparison scores show a discordant trend in Students A and B and a stable
level of zero for Student C. This would signal the need for intervention. Tau-U was calculated
between baseline and intervention phases for each individual participant. To achieve an
increasing, or concordant, trend, the Tau-U score would approach 1.0. Conversely, to represent a
decreasing, or discordant, trend, the Tau-U score would approach -1.0. Percentage of nonoverlapping data is computed through counting the number of data points that fall outside of the
range of data points from the initial phase dividing by the total number of data points in the
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second phase (Scruggs et al., 1987). This chapter presents the results from the multiple-probe
design of each research question in the order in which they were addressed in the study and the
order in which the data was analyzed.
Research Question One
When addressing the question, “Does the use of embedding trials paired with systematic
prompting increase accuracy of tacted responses while reading an adapted text?”, it was
predicted by the researcher that both accuracy of the responses to the questions would increase as
a result of the intervention implemented of the systematic prompting and embedded trials. Figure
2 presents a graph representation of the data points for baseline, intervention, and maintenance
probes for all student participants. During baseline, students read the story with the teacher, then
the teacher asked the students 5 questions related to the story. Students responses were marked as
correct or incorrect. Then during the intervention phase, the questions were embedded in
throughout the story. The students were asked the questions and responses were counted as
correct if the students answered them correctly on the first attempt. When the students answered
the questions incorrectly, an error correction procedure was followed. All student participants
increased their accuracy of responses from baseline probes to intervention. Within and between
condition data was measured for baseline, intervention, and maintenance probes able to be
acquired by the first two participants. The overall TAU score between baseline and intervention
for all three participants was 0.74. This indicates a strong relationship between the independent
variables and the increasing scores for each student. The breakdown of each student participant
results is listed below.
A system of least to most prompting was utilized as part of the error correction
procedure. Figure 3 represents levels of prompting given and the frequency for each prompt
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given per student, per session. Gestural, visual, and verbal prompts are represented on the graphs
in Figure 3 for each student participant. Overall, gestural and visual prompts were primarily used
for the implementation of the intervention. Student B, however, required more verbal prompting
than the other two student participants. Prompts were able to be faded for all participants
approaching the end of intervention (for the last one-two sessions). Figure 4 represents the
correct intraverbal independent responses at first request for each session. A 1 indicates that the
student provided an intraverbal response on first request related to the story. A score of zero
indicates that they provided a non-response, or an incorrect response which was not related to the
content of the story.
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Figure 2. Response to Embedded Story Questions
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Figure 3. Types of Prompts Per Session
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Student A
Student A was the first student to enter invention following the baseline phase. He
completed three data points of baseline condition, eight data points of intervention, and two
maintenance probes. Table 3 summarizes the student visual analysis for the accuracy of tacted
responses. The length of each condition, level median, mean, range, non-overlap percentage, and
TAU-U score were recorded for this participant. Student A completed his intervention probes
with one parent present in the kitchen of his home while having access to the distance learning
platform. He consistently chose to work for the iPad during preference assessments with both
baseline and intervention procedures. During intervention session five, the intervention session
interrupted a snack time that the student was participating in, potentially affecting the accuracy
of responses. During baseline procedures, he obtained a range of scores from one to two correct
responses. During intervention phase, he obtained a range of two to five correct responses. He
was able to reach mastery by session seven of intervention, obtaining two consecutive sessions
of 80% of questions answered correctly or higher. His TAU-U score for comparison of baseline
and intervention phases was 0.93, reflecting an increasing trend and an established relationship
between the variables and increase in scores.
Percentage of non-overlapping data between baseline an intervention conditions was
75%. Two intervention session scores fell below the highest score in baseline condition. Two
maintenance probes were conducted, each five school days apart to measure accuracy of
responses following implementation of the intervention. The student obtained a score of four
correct responses on the first maintenance probe and five correct responses on the second
maintenance probe. In Figure 3, the types of prompts represented for the use of systematic
prompting during intervention are displayed for each student. Student A required mostly gestural
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prompts for teaching procedures, with one verbal prompt and three verbal prompts total over the
duration of eight intervention sessions. Overall prompting consistently decreased requiring no
prompts of any type for the final intervention session.

Table 3
Summary of Visual Analysis for Student A: accuracy of tacted responses
Baseline

Intervention

Maintenance Probes

Length

3

8

2

Level Median

1

3

4.5

Level Mean

1.3

3.6

4.5

Level Range

1-2

2-5

4-5

Non-Overlap Percent

-

75%

-

TAU-U

-

0.93

-

Within Condition

Between Condition

Student B
Student B entered intervention second after completing the baseline phase and one
additional probe prior to entering intervention. Table 4 summarizes the student visual analysis
for the accuracy of tacted responses. The length of each condition, level median, mean, range,
non-overlap percentage, and TAU-U score were recorded for this participant. He completed four
baseline data points, one probe prior to intervention, eighth days of intervention, and one follow
up maintenance probe post-intervention. Student B completed baseline, intervention, and
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maintenance probes in his living room with his parent present and two siblings in surrounding
rooms around the house. Student B rotated between working for his iPad and going outside to
use his exercise ball during all phases of the study. He obtained a level mean of 0.5 correct
responses during baseline condition, with a range of scores from zero to two correct responses.
Student B was given one probe prior to intervention to remain consistent with procedures
of receiving a probe every five days of the study. During this probe, student B obtained a score
of two correct responses, higher than the scores present in baseline; however, scores dipped
again at the beginning of intervention. In replicating this study, additional baseline would have
been collected to achieve stability and assure that baseline scores would not have continued to
rise with successive data points. His range of intervention sessions were from one to four correct
responses per session with some data points overlapping with those in baseline condition.
Student B was administered one maintenance probe following intervention.
He obtained a score of four correct responses, showing that he maintained his progress
from the last probe of intervention. Student B reached mastery criteria by obtaining to
consecutive sessions of 80% accuracy or more of correct responses. Additionally, he made
progress and obtained a TAU-U score of 0.80 from baseline to intervention phases, showing a
steady increasing trend. If intervention were extended, scores it is hypothesized that scores
would continue to increase. Student B maintained his highest score in intervention to the probe
conducted during the maintenance phase. Figure 3 indicates types of prompts needed for
intervention for all students. Student B required a combination of all gestural, visual, and verbal
prompts to obtain accuracy of the tacts presented in intervention; however, he relied primarily on
verbal and visual prompts, gestural prompts being less effective. Although he required an overall
high level of prompting to obtain accurate responses during the first half of intervention,
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frequency of prompts was able to be decreased to a singular verbal prompt on the final
intervention session for an accurate tacted response.

Table 4
Summary of Visual Analysis for Student B: accuracy of tacted responses
Baseline

Intervention

Maintenance Probes

Length

4

8

1

Level Median

0.5

4

4

Level Mean

0.5

3.75

4

Level Range

0-2

1-4

4

Non-Overlap Percent

-

63%

-

TAU-U

-

0.80

-

Within Condition

Between Condition

Student C
During intervention sessions, Student C was in the process of moving apartments with
her parents and two siblings, as well as attending the final week of school for the 2019-2020
school year with differentiated structure than what had been provided in weeks before. It is
hypothesized that these setting events may have effected student scoring for certain intervention
sessions and correlate to the variability in data points. Student C completed three baseline data
points, two probes prior to intervention, and seven days of intervention. Table 5 summarizes the
student visual analysis for the accuracy of tacted responses. The length of each condition, level
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median, mean, range, non-overlap percentage, and TAU-U score were recorded for this
participant. This student maintained a range of zero to one correct responses in baseline and a
range of zero to five correct responses in intervention; additionally, she achieved mastery by
obtaining two consecutive sessions of 80% correct responses of the questions asked or higher.
Although she reached mastery, percentage of non-overlapping data was only 57% as she dipped
in scores at the beginning of intervention lower than a majority of the data points she had
obtained in baseline.
She obtained a TAU-U score of 0.51, representing a relationship between the variables
and increasing trend. Student C would have continued to an eighth day of intervention as well as
a maintenance probe; however, the district school year ended on day seven of intervention for the
participant. It is hypothesized that if a maintenance probe were administered, student C would
have maintained scores from intervention. While student C required a combination of all prompt
types to obtain independent correct responses, she relied primarily on gestural and visual
prompts to yield positive outcomes, with verbal prompts used sparingly. Prompts were faded to
the use of a singular gestural prompt on the final intervention session and no visual or verbal
prompts required.
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Table 5
Summary of Visual Analysis for Student C: accuracy of tacted responses
Baseline

Intervention

Maintenance Probes

Length

3

7

0

Level Median

1

3

0

Level Mean

1

2.4

0

Level Range

0-1

0-5

0

Non-Overlap Percent

-

57%

0

TAU-U

0

0.51

-

Within Condition

Between Condition

Question 2
When addressing the question, “What is the content of intraverbal responses given after
reading an adapted text?”, it was predicted that all student participants’ emission of an
intraverbal response would increase; however, the content of the intraverbal responses would
vary in length and word choice from participant to participant. To collect data on this question, at
the end of the story the teacher asked each student “Tell me about the story”. Responses were
recorded as a word level (1), phrase level (2), or sentence level (3). Each intraverbal response
was coded based on the length and complexity of the response.
Figure 4 represents the correct intraverbal independent responses at first request for each
session. A 1 on the graph indicates that the student provided an intraverbal response on first
request related to the story. A score of zero indicates that they provided a non-response, or an
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incorrect response which was not related to the content of the story. Table 6 presents a summary
of the percentages that each student emitted each category of intraverbal response. Per the rubric
in appendix M, a level one response contains a singular word with one tact from the story, a level
two contains a two-three-word phrase with two tacts in the story, and a level three contains a full
sentence with three or more tacts listed within the story. While emitting full sentences, some
none of the students listed more than three tacts within the story. All student participants emitted
responses with the level one or three categories with no responses in level two. Additionally, a
narrative is provided for each student’s individual responses to the intraverbal instruction of
“Tell me about the story” following the reading of the adapted text.
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Table 6
Percentage of Anecdotal Intraverbal Response Data Summary
1’s

2’s

3’s

Student A

70%

0%

30%

Student B

100%

0%

0%

Student C

50%

0%

50%

Student A
Student A produced three independent intraverbal responses at first request during
intervention and two during the maintenance condition. Student A produced ten independent
correct intraverbal responses throughout the course of intervention requiring prompting. Of these
ten responses, 70% of these responses were a level one, or singular words containing one tact
within the story. These responses were all one word and were contained within the story. The
one-word responses were “freckles”, “juice”, and “Sharon”. Student A did not demonstrate any
level two responses, which would have been multiple words or phrases found within the context
of the story. When the student provided an incorrect response, he stated the teacher’s name or
repeated the instruction, “Tell me about the story.” Lastly, student A displayed a level three of
intraverbal responses for 30% of the responses, being a full sentence within the story. The full
sentence the student generated was, “Andrew wanted freckles”, which is a repeated line found
within the adapted text. Figure 4 indicates whether the student provided an independent
intraverbal response for the session without prompting. Student A maintained providing an
intraverbal response for the last intervention session as well as the two maintenance probes with
five days in between each probe.
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Student B
Student B produced ten correct intraverbal responses throughout the course of
intervention with prompting. Of these ten responses, 100% of these responses were level one, or
singular words of contexts related to the story. Student responses consisted of the words,
“freckles”, “secret”, “juice”, and “Andrew”. Student B did not demonstrate any use of phrases or
sentences during the intraverbal responses. Figure 4 indicates whether the student provided an
independent intraverbal response for the session without prompting. Student B was able to
maintain an independent intraverbal response for the last intervention session as well as the
maintenance probe.
Student C
Student C produced only one independent intraverbal response at first request and
required prompting to obtain all other intraverbal responses. She emitted six intraverbal
responses total throughout the duration of the intervention with prompting. Of these six
responses, 50% were level one responses and 50% were level three responses. The level one
responses consisted of the words “freckles” and “juice” and the level three responses were the
sentence, “Andrew wanted freckles”, which is a repeated storyline found within the adapted text.
Student C demonstrated a higher level of non-response with the intraverbal questions than the
other student participants in the study. When she did obtain incorrect responses, it was from
repeating the word “story” or stating the teacher’s name. Figure 4 indicates whether the student
provided an independent intraverbal response for the session without prompting. Student C did
not produce an intraverbal response independently at first request until the last intervention
session. It is hypothesized she would have maintained this continuing further into intervention
and during maintenance probes.
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Figure 4. Correct intraverbal independent response on first request.
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Question 3
When addressing the question, “What is the social validity of the use of embedding
tacting trials paired with systematic prompting for practitioners, parents, and students?”, it was
predicted that the practitioners, students, and parents would find the intervention socially
significant. For student, teacher, and parent participants, surveys were administered at the
conclusion of the study for measurement of social validity. All surveys were given electronically
and completed in independent settings. Parent and teacher participants completed the surveys
independently and student participants completed the surveys with facilitation by the parent
participant. Responses were recorded for each survey and results are listed in the table
commensurate with each participant category. Social validity was addressed in this study through
question three which asked what the social validity is of the use of intervention for the students,
practitioners, and parents involved in the study. Research question three addressed the social
significance related to the views of students, practitioners, and parents involved in the study. All
questions were reviewed individually but totals and percentages were also measured for all
participants in each category.
Social Validity: Student Participants
Students were given a three-question survey in which they were required to receptively
indicate a happy face or sad face for each of three questions asked. The student participants
completed these surveys in the home setting with the parents. Students were required to agree or
disagree with the following three statements: 1) I enjoyed reading the story with my teacher, 2) I
liked talking about the story with my teacher, and 3) I would want to read another story with my
teacher. The parents provided the surveys to the teacher of record and the teacher of record
forwarded the surveys to the researcher. Students were required to identify a smiley face to agree
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with the statement or a sad face to disagree with the statement provided on the student
questionnaire. All students agreed with 100% of the statements presented in the questionnaire.
The results of the questionnaires are summarized in Table 7.

Table 7
Social Validity Measure Responses for Student Participants
Agree (J)

Disagree (L)

Non-Response

Student A

100%

0%

0%

Student B

100%

0%

0%

Student C

100%

0%

0%

Social Validity: Teacher Participants
Teacher participants were given a six-question survey in which they were asked to
complete a Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (value of one) to strongly agree (value of
five) for each individual question. The teacher was e-mailed the document, it was completed and
sent back to the researcher electronically. The following statements were rated by the teacher
participants: 1) The intervention was easily implemented within our reading instruction, 2) The
intervention would be better suited for a different part of our school day, 3) The intervention
matched the needs of the participant, 4) I feel comfortable implementing the intervention without
the presence of the research team, 5) I feel comfortable utilizing this intervention with other
adapted texts or reading materials, and 6) I will use this intervention in the future. She indicated
that she believed the intervention was appropriate for the level of her students, that it was
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appropriate for the instructional block indicated, and that she will continue to use the
intervention in future teaching practices.
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Table 8
Social Validity Measure Responses for Teacher Participants
Question

Disagree

Neither

Agree

Question 1

Strongly
Disagree
0

0

0

0

Strongly
Agree
100%

Question 2

100%

0

0

0

0

Question 3

0

0

0

0

100%

Question 4

0

0

0

0

100%

Question 5

0

0

0

0

100%

Question 6

0

0

0

100%

0

Social Validity: Parent Participants
For the purpose of this study, three parent participants completed a survey electronically
and sent it to the teacher of recorded to be given to the researcher. Parent participants for the
study were consistent with the parent participants present during the study with distance learning
procedures for all student participants. Parents completed a five-question survey with a Likert
scales with possible answers ranging from strongly disagree (value of one) to strongly agree
(value of five) for each individual question. Question one asked parents to rate the statement,
“It’s important for my student to be able to communicate about stories he/she reads.” Question
two asked parents to rate the statement, “It’s important for my student to communicate in
contexts outside of academic instruction.” Question three asked parents to rate the statement, “It
is important for my student to have exposure to age-appropriate texts and discussions.” Question
four asked parents to rate the statement, “My student enjoys reading books and talking about
stories.” Lastly, question five asked parents to rate the statement, “I will seek out further
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opportunities for my student to engage in conversations about reading.” All parent participants
returned the surveys. Percentage of parent responses for each category on the Likert scale in each
category are listed in Table 9.

Table 9
Social Validity Measure Responses for Parent Participants
Question

Disagree

Neither

Agree

Question 1

Strongly
Disagree
0

0

0

0

Strongly
Agree
100%

Question 2

0

0

0

0

100%

Question 3

0

0

0

67%

33%

Question 4

0

0

0

67%

33%

Question 5

0

0

0

33%

67%

Reliability and Interobserver Agreement
Accuracy and reliability of the data were measured for questions one and two of the
study. Data collected can be considered to be accurate if data points reflect the same acuteness
from one observer to another (Gast, 2010). Interobserver agreement for the study was collected
for 33% of baseline sessions or initial probes and was collected for 40% of intervention sessions
for each participant. For this study, the researcher and teacher’s data were compared for
interobserver agreement (IOA) using exact count per interval IOA. Days to collect data on
probes and intervention days were determined through random selection by placing slips of
paper with “probe 1”, “probe 2”, “intervention day 1”, “intervention day 2” and so forth and
selecting items without replacement of the slips of paper back into the receptacle.
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For research question one, the range of the data for each condition was collected as well
as the mean and median for each data set. IOA data was also collected for research question two,
containing the content of the intraverbal responses. Both the researcher and IOA data collector
recorded the exact transcription of the student’s responses on the data sheet. The baseline and
intervention sessions selected to collect IOA were as follows: 1) baseline session two, 2)
intervention session two, 3) intervention session four, and 4) intervention session five. This
accounts for 33% IOA for baseline sessions and 38% for intervention sessions and maintenance
probes. Teacher and researcher IOA were consistent with 100% agreement for all baseline
sessions chosen for all student participants. For intervention sessions, IOA was in 100%
agreement for two intervention sessions for students A and B as well as one intervention session
for student C. Decrease in IOA was due to the researcher and teacher missing non-responses or
counting non-responses and prompts as separate trials. Total average IOA for the student
participants was 98% throughout baseline and intervention phases. The data for IOA data is
summarized in Table 10.

Table 10
Interobserver Agreement Data

Student A

Baseline Day
2
100%

Intervention
Day 2
100%

Intervention
Day 4
100%

Intervention
Day 5
89%

Missed
trials
2

Student B

100%

100%

90%

100%

1

Student C

100%

97%

100%

97%

2; 2
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Conclusion
Results from the study were able to be portrayed for all teacher and parent participants as
originally intended. There were slight alterations in the initial length of phases for the students,
as it was intended for each student to complete a baseline, intervention, and maintenance
condition. All three student participants reached mastery of the intervention by obtaining at
minimum 80% of tacted responses; however, Student C was not able to continue into a
maintenance probe due to the constraints of instructional time in the school year. Discussion is
provided in the next chapter of continuing implications for the results of this study for students,
parents, practitioners, and future research.
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Chapter Five
Discussion
Students with autism are able to acquire language and communication skills in isolation,
but often have difficulty generalizing these skills to academic subjects and environments aside of
1:1 teaching and small group instruction (El Zein et al., 2014). Extant literature has examined
students tacting labels and responding to intraverbal questions in discrete formats (Goldsmith et
al., 2007; Sundberg & Michael, 2001), but not necessarily with embedded trials throughout
reading instruction. Additionally, use of trials to teach students with autism new skills is often
limited to behavior modification, communication in isolation, and self-care or community skills
(Downs & Downs, 2012). This study examined the effects of embedding trials and systematic
prompting on accuracy of tacted and intraverbal responses.
Verbal behavior and behavioral language training contain seven verbal operants (Skinner,
1957); however, many practitioners implementing verbal behavior strategies discontinue
language behavior training after manding is mastered for an individual student (Carnett et al.,
2018). This study expands student proficiency to the use of combinations of tacts and intraverbal
skills within the context of academic instruction. The following section presents the results of the
research questions as they relate to current literature, as well as implications of the study for
future research considerations, limitations, and addition to the field of applied behavior analysis
and communication increase in academic contexts. To examine the effects of the independent
variable package on the dependent measures, trials were embedded throughout the reading of the
adapted text and systematic prompting was used to increase accuracy of both the tacted and
intraverbal responses.
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With the introduction of speaking and listening standards, all students, with and without
disabilities, are held to the standard of being able to share dialogue not just within social
contexts, but in academic opportunities as well (CCSS, 2010). In order to successfully participate
in these conversations, students with developmental disabilities require the opportunity to have
access to instruction that encompasses both their academic and language needs. However, a
majority of instruction students with autism receive in reading include foundational skills and
comprehension (Singh et al., 2017) without elevating it to the level of meaningful discourse.
Teachers of this population are also more likely to teach literacy connected to life-skills and
social narratives as opposed to grade level content discussed and consumed by their same-aged
peers (Ruppar et al., 2011). When teachers are not confident in their ability to provide strategies
encompassing language acquisition within academic instruction, they rely on foundational
literacy skills and often bypass discourse and skills leading to discourse (Ruppar et al., 2015).
Steps need to continue to be taken for students to go from basic comprehension to responding to
open ended statements about a text. This study provides a step towards bridging that gap by
asking questions related to a story and then providing an opportunity to share any novel
language.
Question 1
When addressing the question, “Does the use of embedding trials paired with systematic
prompting increase accuracy of tacted and intraverbal responses during and after reading an
adapted text?”, it was predicted that students would increase accuracy by the end of intervention.
Since students with autism demonstrate growth in acquiring individual verbal operants through
verbal behavior training (Sundberg & Michael, 2001; Sundberg, 2008), it was predicted that
students would improve in accuracy in acquiring correct unprompted responses. The outcomes of
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this study suggest there was a functional relationship amongst the dependent and independent
variables. All students reached mastery by the eight day of intervention and two students were
able to maintain the mastery criteria across one to two maintenance probes. Similar to findings in
previous literature (Jimenez & Kamei, 2015), embedding the trials throughout the reading of the
story increased accuracy of responses for all participants as opposed to asking all questions
following the reading of the text. For all students, there was some percentage of overlap between
baseline and intervention phases. Additionally, for student B, there was a surge in percentage
with the probe prior to intervention and then a decrease when intervention was introduced the
next session. In future research, baseline condition would have been extended to assess if the
surge would have continued in baseline before the introduction of the intervention. The surge in
data and the overlap is hypothesized due to the nature of characteristics of ASD with echolalia
and repetitive communication. When expressively utilizing language, students with ASD often
engage in echolalia, or the repetitive use of language they intake from various environments
(CDC, 2018).
Both Students A and B were able to maintain their scores in maintenance probes
following intervention. Student C did not receive a maintenance probe due to intervention ending
on the last day of the 2019-2020 school year for students. If intervention were to continue, along
with extra maintenance probes, it is hypothesized that her scores would have continued to
increase and be maintained further. This rise of scores reflects an increased ability to accurately
participate in classroom discussions regarding complex and grade level texts. While this
intervention provided a strategy for teachers of students with autism to use to improve their
accuracy of responding during literacy, it also provided and can continue to provide a strategy
for teachers to aid in improving overall academic communication, speaking skills, and listening
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skills for this population of students. Additionally, use of other adapted texts could yield positive
results with the same repetition of intervention components.
Question 2
Anecdotal recordings are crucial to understanding the complexity of student responses
beyond numeric data collection (Gordon, 1996); therefore, collecting the responses of the
students beyond the coding in the data collection provided further insight into the progression of
student responses or error patterns throughout the intervention. While it was hypothesized that all
students would increase in the accuracy of their tacted and intraverbal responses according to the
rubric and data codes, it was also predicted that the students tacted and intraverbal responses
would vary in content and length based on individualized communication abilities.
All students expressed intraverbal responses that ranged from one word to a full sentence;
however, students did not emit any responses that were multiple words or a phrase without being
a full sentence. This may be due to the visual of the adapted text provided to the students during
instruction and attempting to list directly what was on the text. Additionally, students attempted
to repeat the full sentence of what the teacher said during incorrect responding. Students A and B
produced a steady rate of intraverbal responding while student C engaged in a higher level of
non-response when told “Tell me about the story” at the conclusion of reading the adapted text.
Utilizing the system of prompts demonstrated increased difficulty with the use of distance
learning procedures and limited proactive measures could be taken to alter the setting to increase
rate of responding for all participants. Each student participated in all phases of the study through
various settings and certain extraneous variables could not be accounted for beyond what was
transmitted through the distance education technology.
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Because students with autism often engage in reciprocal language in a repetitive format
(CDC, 2018), it is commensurate with these characteristics that many of the students repeated the
question, the teacher’s name,, became fixated on one particular word, or engaged in consistent
error patterns with their incorrect responding. These results mirror findings with students
showing repetitive or increased challenging behavior with decreased acquisition of
communication skills and opportunities (Storie et al., 2017). Students with autism also have a
difficult time participating in language regarding a shared experience with a speaker and listener
and demonstrate deficits in joint attention skills between themselves and a conversational partner
(Sundberg & Michael, 2001); however, only one of the students demonstrated a high-level of
non-responding. The other two students maintained attending skills (i.e. looking at the source of
instruction, attempting a response at first request) throughout both baseline and intervention
sessions.
Question 3
Research question three of this study examined the social significance of the study by
having student, parent, and teacher participants complete social validity questionnaires
electronically and return them to the researcher. Students questionnaires had students receptively
identify a smiley or sad faced to indicate whether or not they agreed with the statements
presented in the survey. All student participants chose 100% of smiley face responses on their
surveys. It should be noted that these surveys were completed with parents in the home setting.
Responses may have varied if completed in the classroom setting or with another adult
facilitator.
Regarding the parent surveys, all parents selected either agree or strongly agree for each
statement rated. The teacher additionally agreed with using the intervention in the future, that it
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was used for the appropriate instruction block, and that the intervention was appropriate for the
cognitive, verbal, and behavioral level of her students. Commensurate with findings of other
educators, the teacher reported students having limited access to language acquisition when
presented with a verbal text (Verschurr et al., 2016), and felt that her students could benefit from
increased exposure to embedding trials into reading an adapted story. Her agreeing that it was
appropriate for the time of school day assists in ensuring the future use of the intervention to
maximize addressing academic and communicative goals of her students.
Parents being present during the delivery of both baseline and intervention conditions
may have influenced their scores and ratings may have been different if the students were in the
classroom for all study procedures. Students with autism require “hidden curriculum” skills
within academics such as decision making, independent working, and problem-solving to
achieve high quality of life (Mesibov & Shea, 2011). Parents and teacher participants alike
believed that participating in discussions and answering academic questions could help improve
these skills for the student participants involved in the study. With teachers primarily utilizing
literacy blocks for students with autism to engage in lower-level comprehension responding
(Erickson, 2017) and social narratives (Bucholz & Brady, 2008), this provides teachers a strategy
that they can use to extend literacy instruction to elevate speaking and listening skills in line with
standard expectations for their same-aged peers (CCSS, 2010).
Overall Findings
Because students with autism were able to make progress in maintaining dialogue about a
text in this study, complexity and variation of the text and questions should be explored. All
students are held to speaking and listening standards in the content of ELA (CCSS, 2010);
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therefore, opportunities to engage in discussions and generate novel language are crucial in all
academic areas as well as social areas on a comprehensive school campus and in the community.
Students made growth in areas of tacted and intraverbal responses; however, students did not
always generate novel language related to the story. It was hoped that students would generate
novel language, but they were still able to make progress in providing an on-topic response
according to the rubrics when given the instruction of “Tell me about the story.” Before students
are able to generate independent and novel responses, they must respond independently to the
instructions. Once that is achieved, they can receive instruction on increasing the length,
complexity, and variation of the response.
Each student participant provided an exact word or sentence that was in the story without
using their own wording. Shared stories and dialogues about these shared stories have been used
to improve academic accuracy but can also be used as a strategy to assist in students generating
their own language and communication skills. Students required a certain score on the
Assessment of basic Learning and Language skills, as well as listener behavior proficiency
(Eikeseth et al., 2014); however, they were not required to attend to any specific type of material
or demonstrate listener behavior in a specific instructional context. Additionally, because
adapted texts increase overall engagement of students with autism during literacy instruction
(Mucchetti, 2013), the use of an adapted text may have produced more positive results than if a
typical format of the text was used during intervention. Overall, this strategy yields social
significance for the student participants as well as their families and educators.
Limitations
Although the study furthered the literature related to manipulating prompting strategies
and embedding trials on the acquisition of verbal operants for students with ASD, there are
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several limitations that must be addressed related to the results of the study. The quality
indicators for single-case research design (Horner et al., 2005) recommend a minimum of three
participants, and this study included exactly three participants.
A second limitation may be due to the introduction of adapted reading materials and the
particular structure of the intervention sessions. Students have engaged in tier three reading
instruction before based on their individualized education plans; however, they have not
experienced using the adapted text format that Freckle Juice was displayed in during the
intervention. In addition to not having exposure to the format of the adapted text, students with
autism typically have limited exposure to grade level text (Goldsmith et al., 2007).
A third limitation to be discussed regarding this study is the timing and restrictions of
classroom instruction throughout the duration of the study. In March 2020, many government
institutions or nearly all, including the local school district enforced a stay-at-home order due to
the spread of COVID-19 (CDC, 2020). This required schools to halt all physical access and
instruction and provide distance learning procedures through virtual platforms. Teachers in this
study were already familiar with using Google Drives and e-mail services for their professional
communication, data, and document management; however, they had never engaged in using the
video meets and hangouts feature to deliver instruction virtually. The teacher of record for this
study had two weeks experience with using the video feature to interact with students prior to the
start of baseline. While she demonstrated proficiency, this was a limited amount of time to
display mastery with a new form of technology, of which they never received formal or
systematic training.
Additionally, the distance learning procedures adjusted the setting in which the study was
originally intended as well as the routine of instruction that students had become accustomed to.
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Students were not accustomed to the setting events that came with distance learning such as
instruction being provided in the presence of parents, their home reinforcers, siblings, and other
external distractors. Student C was also moving homes at the time of the intervention, creating
another setting event that could have affected scoring and attending behaviors. Parents being
present during the intervention required extra caution of the teacher and research team to not
have cofounding variables and the integrity of the prompting hierarchy compromised. Teachers
had to provide proactive reminders to parents to not interrupt the teacher or provide additional
prompting. They were able to be redirected; however, it was not possible to tell what was in view
of the student aside from what was in the view of the screen. In a classroom, it would be feasible
to see any external factors that could affect student performance, attending, and accuracy of
responding. Similarly, paraprofessionals often work with students with autism to support
teachers of record. Students may engage with paraprofessionals and peers as often as the direct
teacher regarding communication and language acquisition (Mirenda, 2003); therefore, it is
critical for students to be able to generalize their communication abilities to all content areas as
opposed to in isolated and discrete intervention sessions containing massed trials (Cooper et al.,
2020).
Implications of Study
This study contributes to the overall breadth of literature for implementing EBPs such as
systematic prompting and embedding trials to increase accuracy of verbal operants (and overall
communication) used within academic contexts for students with ASD. It indicates the
intervention package of utilizing systematic prompting and embedding trials throughout the
instruction block was effective for students with autism. This study combined the realms of
verbal behavior and academic instruction, providing teachers of students with ASD and those
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requiring systematic acquisition of language a vessel to address both areas. Because students
with autism typically receive language development instruction in isolation (Odom et al., 2010),
it is critical to continue to embed these skills in the context of academic instruction where
students are expected to engage in speaking and listening skills (CCSS, 2010). Although using
tacting and intraverbal skills in conjunction to prompt one another has been widely used in
acquiring discrete skills such as object labels, categories, and functions (Goldsmith et al., 2007),
it has limited expansion to academic subjects with higher-level skills requiring answering
comprehension questions and discussing a text. All student participants showing an increase in
scores across intervention sessions reflects the ability of this population of students to access
communication and academic targets simultaneously, inherently maximizing their instructional
time during the instructional school day.
A second implication of this study is the continued exploration and foundation of
distance education to provide meaningful instruction to students with developmental delays,
particularly autism. While using technological platforms has shown significant programs in
social engagement and social solutions for student with autism (Bauminger-Zviely et al., 2013),
this study helps establish increase in academic engagement while use of technological planforms
in distance education beyond social narratives.
Future Research Considerations
While many advancements have been made regarding training of verbal operants, the
need for replication of studies training verbal behavior in academic contexts persists. This study
should continue to be replicated with purposeful samples of students with autism with varying
communication and academic needs. Similarly, this study should be replicated with purposeful
samples of teacher participants with varying experience criteria and additional school sites.
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Because this study occurred during distance learning procedures, it should be replicated within a
comprehensive school campus to generalize between settings and stimuli; however, it can
continue to be generalized in a distance learning format. Researchers and practitioners need to
continue to examine what this study would look like in face-to-face learning as well as other
technological platforms with two-way communication. Distance education platforms can
continuously be used for communication and language acquisition instruction as well as other
academic domains. Further research needs to be conducted on interventions used during face-toface learning and if the same outcomes are achieved with distance education platforms and twoway communication through a screen.
Students in this study were required to have the inclusion criteria of following one-step
directions and attending to task for two-minutes. Because students with autism traditionally
require behavior modification to attend to and comply with instructions (Lovaas, 1981; 1987),
acquiring the same results distance education may not be possible for students with severe
maladaptive behaviors. Additionally, this study should be utilized across materials and different
versions of adapted texts. For next steps to build off this particular study, generalization phases
should be added with varying questions to generate different language regarding the adapted text.
Additionally, teachers can vary the intraverbal prompting they provide. If students required an
intraverbal prompt during the intervention, the teacher used the repeated storyline of “Andrew
wanted freckles” to keep procedures consistent for each participant. In future studies,
practitioners may vary their verbal prompting. Future research considerations could also consist
of manipulating or compartmentalizing different aspects of the intervention. The intervention for
this study consisted of a package of two EBP’s, systematic prompting and use of embedded
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trials. Future studies could potentially use the different components with various adapted texts to
examine the effects of language acquisition and accuracy of responses about the text.
Summary
The previous results, data analysis, and summary of the results allow certain conclusions
to be drawn. Language behavioral training and operants of verbal behavior yield the most
effective outcomes for students with autism spectrum disorders (Green, 1996; Skinner, 1957).
Generally, this study added to the overall existing literature related to manipulating prompting
strategies and embedding trials on the acquisition of verbal operants for students with ASD. The
results showed that students with ASD require consistent prompting strategies and many
opportunities to generate novel language regarding their academic experiences. It revealed that
there is small potential to use this intervention to increase the language exchanges amongst
students with ASD, their teachers, and possibly peers during academic instruction after the
reading of an adapted text. Additionally, with distance education emerging in a larger capacity,
strategies for teachers to provide virtual learning will assist in maximizing instructional time for
students with autism.
Quality of life improves with the ability to communicate and participate effectively in all
aspects of existence; however, quality of life outcomes are not often measured or even
identifiable for students with and without disabilities (Mesibov & Shea, 2011). It is no longer
sufficient for students to simply be consumers of academic material, but be critical thinkers,
conversationalists, and active listeners about their reading and academic experiences. Kearns et
al. (2011) described communication as the most fundamental educational outcome and the most
critical to yielding positive academic success. With this assumption, students with development
and communication delays are left significantly behind in the realm of education. In order for all
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students to have the opportunity to be successful and happy in school, leading to happiness and
success in life, they also require the opportunity and skillset to communicate about these
academic experiences.
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Appendix A
Student Assent Form
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ASSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
EFFECTS OF EMEBBED TACTING TRIALS ON INTRAVERBAL SKILL ACQUISITION
1. My name is Sarah Katz.
2. In this research study, I am going to teach kids to read a story with their teacher and say many
new things about the story.
3. In this study you will learn how to tell your teachers and friends more about a story with help
from your teacher.
4. By participating in this study, you will be removed from certain class activities that your
classmates may be participating in. There may be no direct benefit to you for this study.
5. By participating in this study, you will get to read different stories and interact about them with
your teacher. This may help you in the future with having discussions about other books with
your teachers and friends.
6. Please talk this over with your parents before you decide whether or not to participate. We will
also ask your parents to give their permission for you to take part in this study. But even if
your parents say “yes” you can still decide not to do this.
7. If you don’t want to be in this study, you don’t have to be. Remember, being in this study is
up to you and no one will be upset if you don’t want to or even if you change your mind later
and want to stop.
8. You can ask any questions that you have about the study. If you have a question later that you
didn’t think of now, you can call me at 702-895-3271 or ask me next time. [If applicable: You
may call me at any time to ask questions.] If I have not answered your questions or you do not
feel OK talking to me about your question, you or your parent can call the UNLV Office of
Research Integrity – Human Subjects at 702-895-2794 or toll free at 877-581-2794.
9. Circle the smiley face if you wish to participate in this study. Circle the sad face if you do not
want to participate in this study. You and your parents will be given a copy of this form after
you have signed it.
10. Circle the smiley face if you wish to be video recorded. Circle the sad face if you do not wish
to be video recorded. You and your parents will be given a copy of this form after you have
signed it.
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*Consent will be obtained verbally and recorded via electronic platform for recording of the
study.
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Appendix B
Parent Consent and Participation Forms
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PARENT PERMISSION FORM
Department of Early Childhood, Multilingual, and Special Education
TITLE OF STUDY: EFFECTS OF EMEBBED TACTING TRIALS AND SYSTEMSTIC
PROMPTING ON INTRAVERBAL SKILL ACQUISITION
INVESTIGATOR(S): Cori More, PhD, BCBA, Sarah Katz, M.Ed, BCBA, LBA
CONTACT PHONE NUMBER: 702-895-3271
Purpose of the Study
Your child is invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this study is to embed
questions within a story and use prompting to increase answering questions and talking about a
story for students with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). By creating a package of two previously
used evidence-based practices, embedded trials and systematic prompting, the research will
examine if combining these strategies can produce an increase in making text comments about an
age-appropriate chapter book.
Participants
Your child is being asked to participate in the study because they a) receiving special education
services with eligibility of autism spectrum disorders in an elementary school self-contained
setting on a comprehensive school campus and b) are in grades second through fifth grade.
Providing this consent allows teachers to nominate students based on the further criteria of c)
receiving reading instruction in the self-contained classroom, d) reading achievement more than
two grade levels below as well as a reading goal on his or her individualized education plan, e)
speech/language related services, and specific score ranges on a learning an language
assessment, f) follows one-step directions, and can g) attend to task for two minutes.
Procedures
If you allow your child to volunteer to participate in this study, your child will be asked to do the
following: (a) attend to a shared story reading process with his or her teacher of record during
reading instructional minutes during the school day, (b), answer questions regarding the story,
and (c) choose reinforcement and rewards for participating in the research study.
Benefits of Participation
There may not be direct benefits to your child as a participant in this study. Potential benefits
could include increased familiarization with reading an adapted text, teaching strategies, and
increasing their ability to generate comments about a text. Additionally, we hope to learn about
how the use of systems of prompting and embedded trials within a story effects student
discussing a story or generating novel information about something they have read or have had
read to them.
Risks of Participation
There are risks involved in all research studies. This study may include only minimal risks. The
only risk found within this research study is the possibility that privacy may be breached through
videotaped observations for the purposes of measuring teacher fidelity and student behavior. The
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privacy may be breached if a member of the research team recognizes one of the students or staff
members during observations.
Cost /Compensation
There will not be any financial cost to your child to participate in this study. The study will take
up to 40 minutes a day over a period of approximately four-six weeks of your student’s time that
will occur during their regularly scheduled school day and falls within the instruction
requirements of general education standard requirements and specially designed instruction
outline by the individualized education plans. Your child will not be compensated for his or her
time.
Contact Information
If you or your child have any questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Cori More
at 702-895-3271. For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, any complaints or
comments regarding the manner in which the study is being conducted you may contact the
UNLV Office of Research Integrity – Human Subjects at 702-895-2794, toll free at 877-5812794, or via email at IRB@unlv.edu.
Voluntary Participation
Your child’s participation in this study is voluntary. Your child may refuse to participate in this
study or in any part of this study. Your child may withdraw at any time without prejudice to
your relations with the university. You or your child is encouraged to ask questions about this
study at the beginning or any time during the research study.
Confidentiality
All information gathered in this study will be kept as confidential as possible. No reference will
be made in written or oral materials that could link your child to this study. All records will be
stored in a locked facility at UNLV for 7 years after completion of the study. After the storage
time the information gathered will be shredded and all drop box materials and accounts
associated with the documents will be permanently deleted.
Participant Consent:
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I consent to my student
being considered for participation in the study. I am at least 18 years of age. A copy of this form
has been given to me.
*Consent will be obtained verbally and recorded via electronic platform for recording of the
study.
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PARENT PERMISSION FORM
Department of Early Childhood, Multilingual, and Special Education

TITLE OF STUDY: EFFECTS OF EMEBBED TACTING TRIALS AND SYSTEMSTIC
PROMPTING ON INTRAVERBAL SKILL ACQUISITION
INVESTIGATOR(S): Cori More, PhD, BCBA, Sarah Katz, M.Ed, BCBA, LBA
CONTACT PHONE NUMBER: 702-895-3271

Purpose of the Study
Your child is invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this study is to embed
questions within a story and use prompting to increase answering questions and talking about a
story for students with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). By creating a package of two previously
used evidence-based practices, embedded trials and systematic prompting, the research will
examine if combining these strategies can produce an increase in making text comments about an
age-appropriate chapter book.
Participants
Your child is being asked to participate in the study because they fit the criteria of a) receiving
special education services with eligibility of autism spectrum disorders in an elementary school
self-contained setting on a comprehensive school campus and b) are in grades second through
fifth grade, c) receiving reading instruction in the self-contained classroom, d)reading
achievement more than two grade levels below as well as a reading goal on his or her
individualized education plan, e) speech/language related services, and specific score ranges on a
learning an language assessment, as well as f) follow one-step directions and g) attend to task for
two-minutes.
Procedures
If you allow your child to volunteer to participate in this study, your child will be asked to do the
following: (a) attend to a shared story reading process with his or her teacher of record during
reading instructional minutes during the school day, (b), answer questions regarding the story,
and (c) choose reinforcement and rewards for participating in the research study. Should your
child not be selected to participate in the study, he or she will still have access to receive the
reading intervention complete with instruction and materials at the completion of the study.
Benefits of Participation
There may not be direct benefits to your child as a participant in this study. Potential benefits
could include increased familiarization with reading an adapted text, teaching strategies, and
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increasing their ability to generate comments about a text. Additionally, we hope to learn about
how the use of systems of prompting and embedded trials within a story effects student
discussing a story or generating novel information about something they have read or have had
read to them. Should your child not be selected to participate in the study, he or she will still
have access to receive the reading intervention complete with instruction and materials at the
completion of the study.
Risks of Participation
There are risks involved in all research studies. This study may include only minimal risks. The
only risk found within this research study is the possibility that privacy may be breached through
videotaped observations for the purposes of measuring teacher fidelity and student behavior. The
privacy may be breached if a member of the research team recognizes one of the students or staff
members during observations.
Cost /Compensation
There will not be any financial cost to your child to participate in this study. The study will take
up to 40 minutes a day over a period of approximately four-six weeks of your student’s time that
will occur during their regularly scheduled school day and falls within the instruction
requirements of general education standard requirements and specially designed instruction
outline by the individualized education plans. Your child will not be compensated for his or her
time.
Contact Information
If you or your child have any questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Cori More
at 702-895-3271. For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, any complaints or
comments regarding the manner in which the study is being conducted you may contact the
UNLV Office of Research Integrity – Human Subjects at 702-895-2794, toll free at 877-5812794, or via email at IRB@unlv.edu.
Voluntary Participation
Your child’s participation in this study is voluntary. Your child may refuse to participate in this
study or in any part of this study. Your child may withdraw at any time without prejudice to
your relations with the university. You or your child is encouraged to ask questions about this
study at the beginning or any time during the research study.
Confidentiality
All information gathered in this study will be kept as confidential as possible. No reference will
be made in written or oral materials that could link your child to this study. All records will be
stored in a locked facility at UNLV for 7 years after completion of the study. After the storage
time the information gathered will be shredded and all drop box materials and accounts
associated with the documents will be permanently deleted.
Participant Consent:
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I consent to my student
being considered for participation in the study. I am at least 18 years of age. A copy of this form
has been given to me.
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Video-Recording Consent:
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I consent to my student
being video recorded solely for the purpose of this study. I am at least 18 years of age. A copy
of this form has been given to me.
*Consent will be obtained verbally and recorded via electronic platform for recording of the
study.
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PARENT PARTICIPATION FORM
Department of Early Childhood, Multilingual, and Special Education
TITLE OF STUDY: EFFECTS OF EMEBBED TACTING TRIALS AND SYSTEMSTIC
PROMPTING ON INTRAVERBAL SKILL ACQUISITION
INVESTIGATOR(S): Cori More, PhD, BCBA, Sarah Katz, M.Ed, BCBA, LBA
CONTACT PHONE NUMBER: 702-895-3271
Purpose of the Study
In addition to your child, you are invited to participate in a study. The purpose of this study is to
embed questions within a story and use prompting to increase answering questions and talking
about a story for students with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). By creating a package of two
previously used evidence-based practices, embedded trials and systematic prompting, the
research will examine if combining these strategies can produce an increase in making text
comments about an age-appropriate chapter book.
Participants
You are being asked to participate in this study because you are a parent or guardian of a student
meeting the following criteria: a) receiving special education services with eligibility of autism
spectrum disorders in an elementary school self-contained setting on a comprehensive school
campus and b) are in grades second through fifth grade, c) receiving reading instruction in the
self-contained classroom, d)reading achievement more than two grade levels below as well as a
reading goal on his or her individualized education plan, e) speech/language related services, and
specific score ranges on a learning an language assessment, as well as f) follow one-step
directions and g) attend to task for two-minutes.
Procedures
If you are willing to participate in this study, you will be asked to do the following: a) provide
consent for your student to participate in this study and b) complete a brief, 5-question survey at
the completion of the study.
Benefits of Participation
There may not be direct benefits to you as a participant in this study. Potential benefits could
include increased familiarization with teaching strategies and increasing your student’s ability to
generate answers and comments about a text. Additionally, we hope to learn about how the use
of systems of prompting and embedded trials effects students discussing a story or generating
information about something they have read or have had read aloud to them.
Risks of Participation
There are risks involved in all research studies. This study may include only minimal risks. The
only risk found within this research study is the possibility that privacy may be breached through
videotaped observations for the purposes of measuring teacher fidelity and student behavior. The
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privacy may be breached if a member of the research team recognizes one of the students or staff
members during observations.
Cost /Compensation
There will not be any financial cost to you to participate in this study. This study will take
approximately five minutes of your time at the completion of the study.
Contact Information
If you or your child have any questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Cori More
at 702-895-3271. For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, any complaints or
comments regarding the manner in which the study is being conducted you may contact the
UNLV Office of Research Integrity – Human Subjects at 702-895-2794, toll free at 877-5812794, or via email at IRB@unlv.edu.
Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this study or in any
part of this study. You may withdraw at any time without prejudice to your relations with the
university. You or your child is encouraged to ask questions about this study at the beginning or
any time during the research study.
Confidentiality
All information gathered in this study will be kept as confidential as possible. No reference will
be made in written or oral materials that could link you or your child to this study. All records
will be stored in a locked facility at UNLV for 7 years after completion of the study. After the
storage time the information gathered will be shredded and all drop box materials and accounts
associated with the documents will be permanently deleted.
Participant Consent:
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I consent completing the
survey at the completion of the study. I am at least 18 years of age. A copy of this form has been
given to me.
*Consent will be obtained verbally and recorded via electronic platform for recording of the
study.
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INFORMED CONSENT
Department of Early Childhood, Multilingual, and Special Education
TITLE OF STUDY: EFFECTS OF EMEBBED TACTING TRIALS ON INTRAVERBAL
SKILL ACQUISITION
INVESTIGATOR(S): Cori More, PhD, BCBA, Sarah Katz, M.Ed, BCBA, LBA
For questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Cori More at 702-895-3271.
For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, any complaints or comments regarding
the manner in which the study is being conducted, contact the UNLV Office of Research
Integrity – Human Subjects at 702-895-2794, toll free at 888-581-2794 or via email at
IRB@unlv.edu.
Purpose of the Study
You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this study is to apply a
multiple-probe design to answer the below research questions by carefully examining and
analyzing the effects of utilizing a combination of embedded trials and systematic prompting on
emitting text discussions and intraverbal responses of students with limited functional
communication with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). By creating a package of two previously
used evidence-based practices the research will examine if combining these strategies can
produce a transfer in literal question answering to creating novel and relevant statements about
an adapted text.
Participants
You are being asked to participate in the study because you currently work with students who
have autism in a self-contained classroom as well as limited functional communication. You also
fit a pre-determined criterion of possessing a Master of Education with a focus in Autism and
Intellectual Disabilities as well as have at minimum one-year experience teaching this population
of students.
Procedures
If you agree to participate in this study, you will go through a pre-screening process to identify
students for participation in this study. This screening process may screen-out an individual
despite agreement to be a participant. The screening will include procedures of reviewing
educational records and using a pre-determined measure already used within your classroom
setting. If a student is screened-in to the study, the remaining procedures will occur for that
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student. This study will occur as part of reading instruction within the specially designed
instruction for your individual participants.
In this study, you will be asked to do the following: (a) participate in a training prior to
intervention to become familiar with teaching processes, (b) teach students to generate text
comments using prompting hierarchies and differential reinforcement, (c) conduct preference
assessments to determine items for differential reinforcement procedures, and (d) complete a
social validity questionnaire. The research team will collect the following data on you (a)
procedural fidelity on instruction of prompting hierarchies and differential reinforcement and (b)
responses in the social validity questionnaire); additionally, the tapes will be reviewed on a
weekly basis to ensure fidelity. It is anticipated the study will last for a minimum of six weeks
and a maximum of eight weeks.
Benefits of Participation
There may be direct benefits to you as a participant in this study. As a participant in this study,
you will receive extended training on evidence-based practices for students with autism and
communication delays and access to curricula materials and protocols. Additionally, we hope to
learn if use of these packaged interventions will produce an increase in text comments for
students with autism using limited functional communication.
Risks of Participation
There are risks involved in all research studies. This study may include only minimal risks. The
only risk found within this research study is the possibility that privacy may be breached through
videotaped observations for the purposes of measuring teacher fidelity and student behavior. The
privacy may be breached if a member of the research team recognizes one of the students or staff
members during observations.
Cost /Compensation
There will not be any financial cost to you to participate in this study. The study will take up to
40 minutes a day over a period of approximately eight weeks of your time as well as one-hour
training prior to beginning of the study and an additional ten minutes to complete a survey at the
completion of the study. You will not be compensated for your time.
Confidentiality
All information gathered in this study will be kept as confidential as possible. No reference will
be made in written or oral materials that could link you to this study. All records will be stored
in a locked facility at UNLV for 7 years after completion of the study. After the storage time the
information gathered will be shredded and all accounts and electronic information will be deleted
by deleting the accounts associated with all documents.
Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this study or in any
part of this study. You may withdraw at any time without prejudice to your relations with
UNLV. You are encouraged to ask questions about this study at the beginning or any time during
the research study.
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Participant Consent:
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I have been able to ask
questions about the research study. I am at least 18 years of age. A copy of this form has been
given to me.
*Consent will be obtained verbally and recorded via electronic platform for recording of the
study.
Cori More, PhD, BCBA
Assistant Profession
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Department of Early Childhood, Multilingual, and Special Education
Sarah Katz, M.Ed, BCBA, LBA
Doctoral Student
Graduate Assistant
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Department of Early Childhood, Multilingual, and Special Education
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Staff Demographic Questionnaire
1. What is your age? ______
2. Select your identified gender:
o Male
o Female
o I prefer not to answer
3. Select your identified race:
o Caucasian/White
o Hispanic/Latino
o African American/Black
o Pacific Islander
o Native American
o Asian
o I do not wish to answer
4. How long have you been working in your current position? _____
5. How many years in total have you been a teacher? ______
6. What population of students are primarily in your classroom? _____
7. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
o Some high school
o High-school diploma
o Bachelor’s degree
o Master’s degree
o PhD
o Other graduate school or professional certification
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From: Autumn Garza <autumn@attainmentcompany.com>
Subject: Attainment Permission
Date: February 10, 2020 at 7:23:30 AM PST
To: "sarah.katz@unlv.edu" <sarah.katz@unlv.edu>

Hi Sarah –
Thank you so much for reaching out to Attainment Company. I am more
than happy to grant you permission to use the adapted text for Freckle
Juice from our Read and Tell for your dissertation. If you need more of
a formality, please let me know.
Thanks again and have a great day.

Autumn Garza
President
Attainment Company, Inc.
504 Commerce Parkway
Verona, WI 53593-0160
Direct: 608-497-4543
Tel: 800-327-4269
Email: Autumn@AttainmentCompany.com

Visit us on these social media sites:
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Appendix G
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Appendix H
Parent Meeting Flyer
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Dear Parent/Guardian of _____________________,
The information below is provided to invite you to attend a one-hour informational meeting
regarding the study titled “Effects of Embedded Tacting Trials and Systematic Prompting on
Intraverbal Skill Acquisition”. This informational meeting will provide you the opportunity to
ask questions of the researcher prior to returning the attached consent forms. Please feel free to
contact the research team with any questions you may have.
If you are not able to attend and still have questions, feel free to contact myself
(sarah.katz@unlv.edu) or Cori More (cori.more@unlv.edu) for clarification!
Topic: Research Study Participation
Study Title: Effects of Embedded Tacting Trials and Systematic Prompting on Intraverbal Skill
Acquisition
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to embed questions within a story and use prompting to
increase answering questions and talking about a story for students with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD). By creating a package of two previously used evidence-based practices,
embedded trials and systematic prompting, the research will examine if combining these
strategies can produce an increase in making text comments about an age-appropriate chapter
book.
Location: Google Meets, link sent out by Teacher of Record
Date: April 6, 2020
Time: 3:00 P.M.
Sarah Katz, M.Ed, BCBA, LBA
Doctoral Student
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Cori More, PhD, BCBA
Associate Professor
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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Dear Parent or Guardian,
My name is Sarah Katz and I am a graduate assistant and a doctoral student at UNLV. I am also
a board-certified behavior analyst (BCBA) working with children in home, community, and
school settings to assist in improving both behavioral and academic outcomes for these students.
I am working with elementary school students to explore the effects of systems of prompting and
embedded trials to increase text comments during reading instruction.
What will my child do?
Your child will be taught by a school staff member to answer questions about a text vocally by
embedding questions and prompts throughout the story. Each day, your child will be video
recorded and observed by a research team member to watch for changes in communicative
behavior during reading. At the end of the study, your child will be asked if they enjoyed using
the strategies.
How will information be kept?
Only the research team will have access to data from the study. Video recordings will be used to
observe your child, but only the research team will have access to them. The data will be kept in
a locked cabinet in the classroom until a research team member pick them up. After, they will be
kept at UNLV and stored for seven years. After seven years, the information will be destroyed.
Why is this important?
Your child’s participation will help me, and others understand how to teach students to
participate in discussions about a story within the context of reading instruction.
Will my child or I receive anything for our time?
There is no financial compensation for your child’s time.
What is the next step?
After the parent consent and youth assent forms are signed, I will observe your child in his or her
classroom. A staff member will teach your child how to use systems of prompting and
differential reinforcement to increase text comments. Then, I will watch for changes.
Who do I contact if I have questions?
If you have any questions about this study, please contact us. My email address is
sarah.katz@unlv.edu. Cori More’s phone number is 702-895-3271 and her e-mail is
cori.more@unlv.edu. Attached is a form for you to return to me if you choose to allow your child
to participate in the study. Thank you in advance for your help.
Sincerely,
Sarah Katz, M.Ed, LBA, BCBA
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Data Collection Form
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Repeated Trial Data Collection Sheet
Pre-Session Information
Student Initials
Intervention
Date
Session Time
Reinforcement
Repeated Trial Data Collection
Date:
Trial Trial Trial
Tact/IV
1
2
3
Trial Data
Anecdotal
Content of
Responses

Date:
Trial
Intraverbal 1
Trial Data
Anecdotal
Content of
Responses

Trial
2

Trial
3

Trial
4

Trial
5

Trial
6

Trial
7

Trial
8

Trial
9

Trial
10

Trial
4

Trial
5

Trial
6

Trial
7

Trial
8

Trial
9

Trial
10

C+ = Independent Accurate Response
C- = Independent Inaccurate Response
N = Non-Response
VP = Verbal Prompt
ViP = Visual Prompt
GP = Gestural Prompt
Tact Data Codes:
C = Correct Response
I = Incorrect Response
N = Non-Response
VP = Verbal Promp

2

Appendix K
Baseline Fidelity Procedures
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Fidelity Checklist for Baseline Procedures
Step
Behaviors
Step 1:
Preparation
for
Baseline
Step 2:
Shared
Story
Reading

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Step 3:
Intraverbal
Text
Comment
Step 4:
End trial
and
provide
CRF

Fidelity Checklist for Baseline Procedures
Interventionist Behaviors
Student Behaviors
Teacher will gather materials for baseline
1. Chooses reinforcer fror
procedures (i.e. adapted text, visual
intervention session:
prompts, and potential reinforcers for
Demonstrates attending and
each student, water, and data collection.
compliance behaviors (i.e.
sitting in chair, looking at
source of instruction)
Text introduction: Say “Today we are 1. Student labels correct tact
going to read Freckle Juice. Before we
with the following answers
get started, we are going to talk about 2. Student listens as the teacher
some words we will see in our story.”
reads chapter one text aloud.
3. Student attempts to
Tacted Trials (Before the story, not
follow along in adapted
embedded):
reader.
Before reading the adapted text ask the
following questions while completing the
action stated in the parentheses:
Who is it? (points to Andrew)
What is it? (points to freckles)
Where is it? (points to class)
Who is it? (points to Sharon)
What is it? (points to juice)
Read aloud of chapter: Say, “Now we are
going to read our story! Follow along
with me as I read.” Read the first chapter.
Student follows along in story: The
teacher encourages student for following
along in the story through social/verbal
praise; however, this is not recorded in
the data or provided tangible
reinforcement determined prior to
beginning the session.
Say “What is the story about?” Wait five1. Student provides intraverbal
seconds for student to begin to emit an
response about the story.
intraverbal text comment. Do not provide
any additional prompting for the student.
If student provides an intraverbal
1. Student receives reinforcer
response, provide continuous
for emitting intraverbal
reinforcement. Record whether there was response or demonstration of
an incorrect or correct response in
behavioral expectations listed
baseline for the intraverbal.
in step one.
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Appendix L
Procedural Fidelity and Questions for Intervention
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Fidelity Checklist for Intervention Procedures
Step of
Intervention
Behaviors
Step 1:
Preparation
for
Intervention

Fidelity Checklist for Intervention Procedures

Interventionist Behaviors
1) Establish student is seated in chair
at work area before proceeding.
2) Have all materials ready for
intervention (i.e. adapted texts,
potential rewards).
3) Conduct free-operant preference
assessment with student. Lay out
between 3-5 items on the
workstation free of any other
materials and allow student to
engage with tangible item or
activities for three minutes
without interruption. At the
completion of the three minutes,
take the two items that were
utilized the most.
4) Say “Which one would you like
to work for?” while presenting
both physical items in front of
student. Student may identify
reinforcer verbally, pointing, etc.
5) Once student chooses, place
reinforcer away from the work
items, but still within line of sight
for student.
Step 2:
Text introduction: Say “Today we are
Reading of going to read Freckle Juice. Follow along
adapted text with me as I read.” Begin reading the
with
story in the sequence below, then state
embedded
the question to elicit a tacted response
tacting
and do the task listed in the parentheses.
trials
If the student provides a correct response,
continuously reinforce and keep reading.
If the student demonstrates an incorrect
or non-response, provide a verbal prompt
since a gestural and visual prompt are
already part of the instruction. Ask
question again to gain an independent
correct response and continue reading.
Record response after each trial on data
sheet.
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Student Behaviors
1) Engages with materials
2) Chooses reinforcer for
intervention session
3) Demonstrates attending
and compliance
behaviors (i.e. sitting in
chair, looking at source
of instruction)

1. Student verbally labels
answer to tacted
embedded trials.
2. Student receives
continuous
reinforcement after
each independent
correct response.
3. Student attempts to
follow along in student
reader with the text.

Step 3:
Intraverbal
question
and
response

Step 4:
System of
least
prompts

Read sentences 1 and 2 of adapted text
aloud. Pause and ask the following
question: Who is it? (points to Andrew).
Read sentences 3 and 4 of adapted text
aloud. Pause and ask the following
question: What is it? (points to freckles).
Read sentence 5 through 7. Ask the
following question. Where is it? (points
to class).
Read sentences 8 through 9. Pause and
ask the following question. Who is it?
(points to Sharon).
Read sentences 9 through 11. Pause and
ask the following question. What is it?
(points to juice).
Student follows along in story: The
teacher encourages student for following
along in the story through social/verbal
praise; however, this is not recorded in
the data or provided tangible
reinforcement determined in the freeoperant preference assessment.
1) After the embedded tacted trials
throughout the story, remove
visuals and adapted text.
2) Ask the following question,
“What is the story about?”
3) Wait five to ten seconds for the
student to begin to emit an
intraverbal response with no nonverbal stimuli present.
4) If students respond correctly,
provide continuous reinforcement
for just a few seconds, or deliver
continuous tokens or
consumables.
5) If the student engages in a nonresponse, repeat the instruction.
6) If a student engages in a nonresponse a second time or an
incorrect response, move to the
system of least prompts.
1) Begin with a gestural prompt. A
gestural prompt will be pointing
to a general area on the adapted
text without pointing to a specific
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1) Student provides an
intraverbal response.

1) Student will respond to
corrective feedback or
praise by either

2)

3)

4)

5)

sentence or section to indicate the
student’s intraverbal response
should be based on the adapted
text. Point to the top of the page
without touching any words.
If a student provides a correct
response to the prompt, remove
materials and attempt to elicit an
independent correct response to
provide continuous reinforcement.
If a student does not demonstrate
a correct response, move to next
intrusive prompt of a specific
visual prompt.
The visual prompt consists of
pointing to a specific sentence
within the text. Repeat the
instruction of “What is the story
about?” and point to the first
picture icon within the adapted
text as a specific visual prompt. If
a student provides a correct
response to the prompt, remove
materials and attempt to elicit an
independent correct response.
If the student produces an
incorrect on nonresponse, move to
the next intrusive prompt of a
specific verbal prompt. Repeat the
instruction of “What was the story
about?” and provide the verbal
prompt immediately after. The
verbal prompt will consist of
saying the following “The story
was about a boy who wanted
freckles.” If a student provides a
correct response to the prompt,
remove materials and attempt to
elicit an independent correct
response to provide continuous
reinforcement. If the student does
not provide a continuous correct
response, repeat the prompt.
Once an independent correct
response is emitted from the
student, conclude the session.

8

receiving a prompt or
obtaining a reward

Appendix M
Rubric for Intraverbal Responses
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Rubric for Intraverbal Responses
Correct Accurate Response
Correct Inaccurate Response
• Contains one word, phrases, or
• Contains one word, phrase, or
sentence listed explicitly within the
sentence not listed explicitly within
text
the text
• Is emitted after the instruction of
• Is emitted before the instructor
“What is the story about?” and follows
delivers the instruction or occurs
the reading of the adapted text
during the reading of the adapted text
• Contains a reference to something
• Contains a reference to a topic related
explicitly mentioned in the text (i.e.
to the text but not explicitly mentioned
stating he has freckles just like the
(i.e. singing a song about a boy named
main character)
Andrew because that is the main
character’s name, but not related to the
story)
Rubric for Anecdotal Coding
Tact Representation

Length
Representation

Coding Choices

1
Contains one tact
embedded within the
story
Word

2
Contains two tacts
embedded within the
story
Phrase

3 or more
Contains two tacts
embedded within the
story
Sentence

Contains a singular
word response

Contains a singular
word phrase (twothree words) or
multiple word
phrases
Word level, 2
Phrase level, 2
Sentence level, 2

Contains a complete
sentence

Word level, 1
Phrase level, 1
Sentence level, 1
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Word level, 3
Phrase level, 3
Sentence level, 3

Appendix N
Adapted Literacy Questions for Intervention
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Sentence
1
2
3
4
5

Question
Who is it? (points to Andrew)
What is it? (points to freckles)
Where is it? (points to class)
Who is it? (points to Sharon)
What is it? (points to juice)

Correct Response
Andrew/Boy
Freckles/Face
Class/School
Sharon/Girl
Juice/Drink
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Staff Training Procedural Checklist
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Staff Training Fidelity Protocol
Staff Name:
Date:
Step Description/Time
Allotted
1
Introduction to
study/rationale (5
minutes)
2

Free-Operant
Preference
Assessments
Review (5 minutes)

3

Baseline Procedures
(20 minutes)

4

Intervention
Procedures (20
minutes)

5

Data Collection,
Material Storage,
Questions (10
minutes)

6

Preference
Assessment
Competency
(Researcher role
plays as student)

Researcher

Staff

Completed

Description of
purpose of study,
rationale, significance,
and key
terms/definitions
Definition of
preference assessment
presented. Researcher
demonstrates a freeoperant preference
assessment.
Researcher explains
step by step baseline
procedures on fidelity
checklist.
Researcher explains
step by step
intervention
procedures on fidelity
checklist.
Teacher presents data
collection sheet to
staff and discusses
storage procedures of
materials.
Engages with
reinforcers; chooses a
reinforcer.

Take notes
Ask clarification
questions

Yes
No
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Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
No

Presents three – five
items for preference
assessment and says
“Play.”
Sets a timer for two
minutes. At the end of
two minutes, selects
the two items most
engaged with.
Presents two items
visibly in front of
student and say,
“What do you want to
work for?”

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
No

After student selects
item, place item to the
side for continuous
reinforcement.
7

Reading Procedures

Listens to story
Provides correct
answer

Provides incorrect
answer

Provides nonresponse

Total “Yes” in steps 1-5: ______/5
Total “Yes” in steps 6-7: ______/10
Total “Yes”: ______/15

15

Teacher reads adapted
text aloud
Teacher asks
question, “Who is it?”
and provides
continuous
reinforcement for
correct response.
Teacher asks question
“Who is it?” and
provides error
correction for
incorrect response by
initiating system of
least prompts.
Teacher asks question
“Who is it?” and
provides error
correction for
nonresponse by
initiating system of
least prompts.
Correctly
demonstrates a
gestural prompt.
Correctly
demonstrates a visual
prompt.
Correctly
demonstrates a verbal
prompt.

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Appendix P
Social Validity Questionnaires
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Social Validity Questionnaire for Students
I enjoyed reading the story with my teacher.

J

L

I liked talking about the story with my teacher.

J

L

I would want to read another story with my teacher. J

L

17

Social Validity Questionnaire for Teachers
Check the following that you most agree with from strongly disagree to strongly agree.
This intervention was easily implemented within our reading instruction.
Strongly disagree (1) ___ Disagree (2) ___ Neither (3) ___ Agree (4) ___ Strongly Agree (5) ___
This intervention would be better suited for a different part of our school day.
Strongly disagree (1) ___ Disagree (2) ___ Neither (3) ___ Agree (4) ___ Strongly Agree (5) ___
This intervention matched the needs of the participant.
Strongly disagree (1) ___ Disagree (2) ___ Neither (3) ___ Agree (4) ___ Strongly Agree (5) ___
I feel comfortable implementing this intervention without the presence of the research team.
Strongly disagree (1) ___ Disagree (2) ___ Neither (3) ___ Agree (4) ___ Strongly Agree (5) ___
I feel comfortable utilizing this intervention with other adapted texts or reading materials.
Strongly disagree (1) ___ Disagree (2) ___ Neither (3) ___ Agree (4) ___ Strongly Agree (5) ___
I will use this intervention in the future.
Strongly disagree (1) ___ Disagree (2) ___ Neither (3) ___ Agree (4) ___ Strongly Agree (5) ___
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Social Validity Questionnaire for Parents
Check the following that you most agree with from strongly disagree to strongly agree.
It’s important for my student to be able to communicate about stories he/she reads.
Strongly disagree (1) ___ Disagree (2) ___ Neither (3) ___ Agree (4) ___ Strongly Agree (5) ___
It’s important for my student to communicate in contexts outside of academic instruction
Strongly disagree (1) ___ Disagree (2) ___ Neither (3) ___ Agree (4) ___ Strongly Agree (5) ___
It is important for my student to have exposure to age-appropriate texts and discussions.
Strongly disagree (1) ___ Disagree (2) ___ Neither (3) ___ Agree (4) ___ Strongly Agree (5) ___
My student enjoys reading books and talking about stories.
Strongly disagree (1) ___ Disagree (2) ___ Neither (3) ___ Agree (4) ___ Strongly Agree (5) ___
I will seek out further opportunities for my student to engage in conversations about reading.
Strongly disagree (1) ___ Disagree (2) ___ Neither (3) ___ Agree (4) ___ Strongly Agree (5) ___
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Nevada Education. Volume 3: Issue 1.
Publications in Review
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disorder. Manuscript in preparation.
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Contributed Presentations – Peer Reviewed
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Katz, S. (June 2, 2019 – June 5, 2019). Transition planning: A
collaborative method for students transitioning to kindergarten.
One-hour session presented at National Association for the
Education of Young Children (NAEYC) Annual Professional
Learning Institute of 2019, Long Beach, California.

April 8, 2019

Spies, T., Bengochea, A., Pollard-Durodola, S. D., Xu,
Y., Carcoba Falomir, G. A., Katz., S. (April 5, 2019 – April 9,
2019). Academic language and literacy instruction for english
learners in rural communities: A convergent mixed-methods study.
Round table presented at 2019 annual meeting of American
Educational
Research Association, Toronto, Canada.

November 8, 2018

Katz, S. (November 6, 2018 – November 9, 2018). Collaboration
between behavioral agencies and school district professionals.
Poster presented at 41st annual meeting of Teacher Education
Division of Council of Exceptional Children, Las Vegas, Nevada.

October 5, 2017

Katz, S. (October 4, 2017 – October 6, 2017). Transition from
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autism. Poster presented at 33rd annual meeting of Division of
Early Childhood of the Council for Exceptional Children, Portland,
Oregon.
Baker, J. N, Chadwrick, B., Fisher, M., Harsen, B., Katz, S.,
Kersenbock, B., Kim, J., Meza, D., More, C. M, Torres, J.
(December 2, 2015 – December 4, 2015). Evidence Based
Practices in Action: Perspectives from teachers in the Field. Poster
– presented at the TASH, Portland, OR.

December 2, 2015

Invited Presentations
July 15, 2020

Katz. S., July 15, 2020. Collaboration of BCBA’s, general
education teachers, and other school personnel. Presented virtually
through Proud Moments ABA company.

October 28, 2019

Wennerlind, K. R., Katz, S., October 28, 2019. Characteristics of
students with intellectual and developmental disabilities. Presented
at International Innovations Charter School.

March 10, 2019

Katz, S., March 10, 2019. Developing single-subject design
proposals for graduate students in autism and BCBA Master’s
program. Presented at University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

May 2, 2019

Clark County School District: Provide one-hour session on laws
and functions of behavior to general education teachers on
elementary school campus
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Funding
Grant Writing Experience
Katz, S. I. (2018). Chapter Chats. Written for Initial Careers Awards (CFDA No. 84.324N) as
part of ESP 789 under Dr. Kyle Higgins. Value of $225,000.
Fall 2019: Participation as graduate assistant on reviewing external funding documents, working
with systems to secure federal funding for personnel preparation grants.
Securing External Funding and Materials
Severe Disabilities Summer Institute. July 11 and 12, 2019. Training attended to obtain external
curriculum for research purposes. Read and Tell Attainment Curriculum (Best & Slater, 2017).
Value of $700.
Service and Professional Affiliations
Professional and University Service
Fall 2019

Contributions to Division of Early Childhood (DEC) Graduate
Student blog on special interest topics

March 2019

Reviewed presentation proposals for the 2019 DEC Annual
International Conference on Young Children with Special Needs
and Their Families

Community Committees
Committee Member
2018 – 2019

Response to Intervention (RTI) for Behavior
Analyzing and planning for school wide behavior supports and
exploring Tier 1, 2, and 3 interventions for students with
behavioral needs

2017 – 2018

Accelerated Reader Committee
Planning reading week and reading activities for students
Analyzing literacy data and effectiveness of literacy programming

2016 – 2017

Fall Festival Committee
Planning of activities and budget of fall festival
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2016 – 2017

Fundraising Committee
Planning of activities and budget of student generated funds

2014 – 2015

Science and Technology Committee
Creating and disseminating procedures for use of technology
Planning and conceptualization of science night for families

Committee Chair
2018 – 2019

Social Committee Chair
Planning and organizing activities for staff to improve
collaboration and morale

2017 – 2018

Social Organization Committee
Planning and organizing activities for staff to improve
collaboration and morale

Professional Memberships
2018 – Present

American Educational Research Association (AERA)
Journal of Early Intervention

2017 – Present

Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis (JABA)

2016 - Present

Council for Exception Children (CEC)
Division of Early Childhood (DEC)
Division of Autism and Developmental Disabilities (DADD)

Certifications and Honors
July 2019

Licensure of a Behavior Analyst (LBA) provided for supervision
of Registered Behavior Technicians (RBTs) and practicing applied
behavior analysis (ABA) in the state of Nevada after passing of
state exam. Credential earned on July 31, 2019.

February 2019

8 Hour Supervision Training Course through Consultants for
Children Inc. for BACB approved supervision curricula
Credential earned February 8, 2019.

June 2018

Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA)
Credential earned June 23, 2018.

December 2015

Registered Behavior Technician (RBT)
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Working under supervision of BCBA (Board Certified Behavior
Analyst for children with autism/challenging behaviors for
children ages two through fourteen
December 2013

Honors Medallion Recipient for College of Education

Volunteer Service
September 2019

Wings for Autism. Event held at McCarran Airport in Las Vegas,
Nevada. Role: worked with airport staff, families of individuals
with autism, and individuals with autism to provide practice
opportunities to experience airport security lines, airport
environment, and components of airplane to practice
desensitization.

July 2019

Surfer’s Healing. Event held in Dana Point, California.
Volunteered helping with organizing event items, food,
merchandise, as well as assisting parents and families with
information.

May 2019

Organizer of parent and family resource fair for parents and
guardians of individuals with autism. Role: connected community
partners with families of elementary school students with autism
and presented local resource guides.

April 2019

Parent’s Night Out Volunteer: Event coordinated by FEAT
(Families for Effective Autism Treatment), Las Vegas chapter.
Event held at sport social. Volunteers responsible for supervising
and entertaining individuals with autism to engage in leisure
activities while parents leave premises.

January 2015 – Present

Volunteer for the Southern Nevada Pug Rescue and Southern
Nevada Beagle Rescue. During this volunteer time, I fostered six
different dogs, administered their medicine, provided care, and
maintained their health to prepare them for new homes.

August 2014 – Present

Camp Counselor at Camp TLC and Camp I am. Camp counselors
participate in a four-day camp annually during the summer months,
assisting students and teens with autism through destination camp
activities including rock climbing, swimming, recreational sports,
mealtime and self-help routines, arts and crafts, and archery.
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